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Lima, April 7, 1986 
Dr. Fernando Chaparro 
Director of the Regional Office for 
Latin Americ and the Caribbean 
International Development Research Center 
A.A. 53016 
Bogota, D.E., Colombia 
Dear Dr. Chaparro: 
According to the terms of my Consulting Contract with the IDRC, signed 
on December 11, 1985, I am happy to send you with this letter the final 
report of my study, entitled "Evaluation of Agricultural Research in Peru" 
Following the suggestions of the Consulting Contract, the study is made 










Agriculture and Research:Present Situation 
Description of Institutional and Operational Mechanisms Employed by 
NIARP for Evaluation of Agricultural Research 
Other Institutional Experiences 
Characterization of the NIARP Experience in Evaluation of Agri-
cultural Research 
Description and Analysis of Principal Internal and External Evalua-
tion Studies Developed by (and for) NIARP 
Analysis of the Situation: Principal Conclusions and Results 
Recommendations 
~t the end of the study, there is a Bibliography. The eight sections men-
tioned are supported by 11 Appendices, which form an· integral part of the 
study. With my accompnaying letter of January 15, 1986, as part of the 
Advance Report, I sent the seven first Appendices, and now I am sending 
the last four Appendices, which are: 
~ppendix 8: Historical Review of Agricultural Research in Peru to 1980, 
which I just finished in March, 1986. 
Appendix 9: rl!ethodology for Calculation of Costs and Yields under Infla-
tionary Conditions and for Risk Analysis and Comparison of Agricultural 
Technologies. NIARP Economic Notes, No, 06-84. 
Appendix 10: Preparation of Investment Projects at the Farm Level, NIARP 
Economic Notes, No. 08-85. 
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Appendix 11: Reviewing Agricultural Research Systems, prepared by G.W •• 
Norton. 
I hope that I have fulfilled the terms of the Consulting Contract. However, 
I am at your service for any additional consultation or clarification with 
respect to the Study, Finally, Dr. Chaparro, please allow me to manifest 
my special satisfaction and thanks to you and the IDRC for having offered 
me the opportunity to carry out this study and to participate indirectly 
in the important regional study on the evaluation of agricultural research. 
I send you my most cordial greetings, 
VICTOR PALMA 
tiiVALU'A'l'ION Q'i' AGRICULTURAL RESEA.iCH IN PERU
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Investment in agricultural research in many developed and developing coun-
tries has increased notably, especially in the last twenty years. In 
addition to strengthening national institutes for agricultUral research 
with respect to their human, physical and financial resources, interna-
tional institutions for finance and philanthrophy have established a net-
work of International Centers for ~griculutral Research. In general, 
society has decided to channel a larger amount of resources to agri-
cultural research instead of·to .. research in other sectors of the economy. 
Possibly due to imitation of forei~l models, many developing nations in-
creased their investment in agricultural research in real terms only 
after having invested in agricultural extension for many years. The 
hypothesis was that there already were two fundamental elements for 
agricultural extension: 1) human resources for research and extension 
would be sufficiently prepared and trained to act efficiently; 2) agri-
cultural research would have generated the necessary and sufficient 
technological knowledge for its accumulation and storage, which would 
permit its divulgation on a large scale. Unfortunately, the small 
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relative success (and in some cases, outright failure) of extension pro-
grams in the decades of the fifties and sixties proved that the hypothe-
sis was mistaken. ¥fuen the developed countries proved and accepted 
their error, they rnod:ified their poUcies for resource assigration and 
began to invest in agricultural education and research at real rates of 
growth. Since public funds are generally insufficient for the demands 
of research, a mechanism is required for the distribution of them among 
the diverse investment alternatives available. Therefore, agricultural 
research, like any other economic activity, must compete for resources 
with other programs or projects financed by public funds. Wnen this 
occurs, seveal questions arise: Is it worthwhile to invest in thse ac-
tivities? If so, how much should be invested, where and for how long? 
What are the social and economic benefits of these investments for so-
ciety? In order to answer these questions, many studies have been made 
around the world, since the end of the decade of the fifties. In sum-
mary, there are three fundamental aspects to the studies: socio-economic 
evaluation of agricu]ural research; assignation of resources to (and 
within) agricultural research; the contribution of researchto agricul-
tural development and economic growth. 
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In this introductory section, it is also necessary to make an important 
clarification. TTpon reviewing the literature extant on the subject, 
there is a separation between methods and research ovaluation studies, 
education and agricultural extension, which is evidently quite arbitrary. 
Really, there is a great interrelation between research, education and 
extension, There cannot be a good research program without well- trained 
researchers, who have the theoretical bases and are oriented toward 
solving the practical problems of agriculture and farmers. lior can 
there be· a ~ood educational program without trained professors or based 
only on theoretical aspects which have insufficient empirical proof in 
the specific environment and in the socio-economic condition$in which 
the educational progTam takes pl2.ce. There cannot be a good extension 
program without trained professionals and without a permanent flow of 
technological knm-rledge , allowing for a continual floH of up-to-date 
infor-mation in the process of dissemination. Hhat actually occurs in 
the majority of evaluation methods and studies is that the effects of 
each variable cannot be separated. The majority of studies seeking to 
evaluate the returnsaf agricultural research implicitly include returns 
to education and extension. ~he few studies Hhich have attempted to se-
parate the direct returns to agricultural research,such as Sunquist, et. 
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al. (1981) and Ef':BRAPA ( 1982) had to do so subjectively, Precisely 
because of the lack of sufficient theoretical instuments, the majority 
of studies attribute the total benefits to research, when due to the 
interrelationships existing between the three variables, part of the 
benefits should also be attributed to education and agricultural exten-
sion. This explanation (considering only the costs of research with respect 
to the total benefits) might be one of the reasons for the high rates of 
return found by the majority of the studies designed and used to evaluate 
agricultural research. But the high rates of social return in invest-
ments in agricultural research might also be an indication that those 
investments have been showing a yield below the optimum level. 
In reference to agriculture and programs of agricultural research, the 
Peruvian case is particularly clear. Peru has an agricultural bases of 
only three million hectares cultivated annually (among which are permanent 
crops, grasslands and cultivated forests) and a total populat:ton of ap-
proximately twenty million. Today it has a relation of land per capita 
of 0.15, which is one of the lowest in the world, In 1980, "?AO estimat-
ed an average of 0.33 for the world. In addition, it is estimated that 
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the area cultivated in Peru will not increase significantly in the next 
fifteen or twenty years, and that at any rate the increases shown will 
be offset by the land that becomes improductive due to the effects of 
salinization, erosion, desertification, natural disasters, etc. But it 
is also estimated that between the years 2000 and 2005, the total pop-
ulation of Peru will have reached 30 million, which would mean a relation 
of land per capita of 0.10 to 0.11 at that time. Therefore, with 
se~us limitations to the expansion of cultivated land, a growing con-
sumer population principally in the urban sector (given the high rates 
of rural-urban migration observed in the past and present, and which 
show every indication of continuing at high rates for the next 10 to 20 
years) and with a production base which in the best of cases will re-
main constant in the coming decades, it is evident that Peruvian agricul-
ture needs to seek rapid technification which will permit rapid growth 
of productivity in its production factors and increased technical and 
economic efficiency in production. 
The diverse internal and external evaluation studies presented in this 
paper show the existence of clear evidence that in the 1980-1985 period 
there was great effort on the part of the public sector to support and 
carry out agricultural research, education and extension policies in Peru. 
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In some aspects, government efforts were oriented to the revival of 
heyday of the national system, which took place between the end of the 
fifties and the beginning of the decade of the seventies. The effort 
of the public sector has been shown by the enormous group of mechanisms 
and activi tie"! rrhich have led to the creation and functioning of a 
national, informal system of research, education and extension in Peru. 
Leadership in this area is jointly exercised by the National Institute 
for .\gricultu.ral Research and Promotion (!HARP) and the National Agrarian 
University (rt~.u). 
The objective of the study is to describe and analyse the Peruvian exper-
ience in the evaluation of agriculutral research, with special emphasis 
on the l'IARP experience. It is hoped that with the description and ana-
lysis carried out, the economic, social and political payoffs of the 
efforts of the. nu'tlL: sector - with the support of international insti-
tutions with respect to financing, donations and technical assistance-
might be verified. 
The study begins by describing agriculture in Peru and the national sys-
tem of agricultural research, lrL\"'tf' research programs and its research 
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resources. Tn the following eection, the study describes the institu-
tional and operational mechanisms used by NI.\BP for research evaluation, 
as well as describing its internal organization and its system for re-
search planning. In ~ection IV, the experiences in research evaluation 
in other institutions is presented, although the literature available 
on the topic is quite limited. ~ection V presents the characteri::;tics 
of YI'~P's experience in research evaluation, which is done in terms 
of the type of evaluation, and who, how, Hhen and at what level the evalua-
tion is made. The characterization is also made in terms of internal 
and external evaluations. Section V is the framework for Section VI, 
which presents a description and analysis of the principal research 
evaluation studies - internal and external - developed by (and for) NII\RP. 
Before presentl.ro, the principal conclusions and results of the study, 
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s~tion VII makes a comparative analysis of the policies of agricultural 
expansion, increased productivity and relative participation of the 
private and public sectors in agricultural reseach activities in Peru. 
Finally, Section VIII presents a group of recommendations in order to 
contribute to the improvement of the present mechanisms for internal and 
external research evaluation in Peruvian agriculture. 
II. \GRICTJLTURE ~JD ;i';~SEA::tC!I: PRESENT SITiTATIOr 
1, Antecedents 
The total area of Peru is approximately 1.3 million square kilometers, 
divided in three markedly different regions - the coast, the highlands 
and the jungle, The jun~le region can be divided into the jungle pied-
mont and jungle regions, 
Of an estimated total of 7.6 million hectares suitable for agriculture, 
there are approximately 3.2 million hectares presently cultivated, Near-
ly 18 million hectares are appropriate for grass production and nearly 
50 million for forest production. There are 1.2 million hectares irri-
gated, 0,8 million in the coast and 0,4 million in the highlands. The 
coastal areas farmed are quite well managed and their yields are relative-
ly high; The area dedicated to crops for dry land includes nearly 1.5 
million hectares in the highlands and 0.5 million hectares in the jungle 
(mostly in the jungle piedmont). 
Of a total popl.!l.lation of 19.7 million in 1985, 48:~ live in the coastal 
region, 427 '; in the highlands and only 10% in the jungle. Nearly 7.2 mil-
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lion people make their living from a.gricul ture. ,\s in the majority 
of developing nations, the predominant demographic group is that made 
up of ages 0 to 14, a total of 4M to 4,S"s of the total population. 
~he concentration of land in large ranches led the government to initiate 
a program of agrarian reform, to which it dedicated the majority of 
resources earmarked for agriculture from the end of the decade of the 
sixties to the end of the seventies. Production cooperatives and other 
associative forms of production were created, and in many cases the size 
of individual holdings was restricted. The agrarian reform has 1 ts 
greatest impact on the coast and the large ranches of the highlands. 
The problems of the subsistence farmers in the highlands continued with-
out solutions. Problems of organization and management brought about 
the process of parceling the land belonging to the cooperatives in re-
cent years, creating individual production units, leaving the cooperatives 
with certain service functions. The process is still in evolution. Dur-
ing the process of agrarian reform, the majority of agricultural activities 
'1-rere strmgly influenced by the public sectort through planning and con-
trol. Support services (raw materials, credit and commercialiation) 
were provided mainly by state enterprises. As part of this general pano-
.tO 
rama, the private sector invested very little in agriculture, In addi-
tion to being decapitalized, agriculture had lost its profitability. 
Agriculture's contribution to the Gross National Product was reduced to 
nearly half between 1950 and 1980. Since then, it has remained stable 
and nOl-i provides between 11% and 13c1. of the Grp. But almost ore of every 
three neruvians makes his living directly from agriculture and produces 
the greater share of the food consumed by the t-;.•tal pubilic. Per-capita 
agricultural production has fallen consistently since J9?4. 
During the period from 1968 to 1980, support for research and extension 
decreased and ~tjtutional capacityfur offering these services also de--
crr.,ased, losing much of its effectiveness. ·any well-trained professionals 
left public institutions and the country, as well (See Appendix 8). 
2. <:::tructure of the ~rational Research System 
The increased agricultural production in Peru before 1950 depended on 
the increase of land cultivated, as occured in the majority of develop-
ing nations (horizontal growth), In 1940, special emphasis was given 
to extension service, but the effort was not very productive since there 
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was not the the necessary technology to be transferred to the farmer. 
In the decade of the fifties, the use of improved technology as a manner 
of increasing productivity was considered, in order to achieve "vertical" 
growth in agriculture. However, Peru has had difficulties in beginning 
and maintaining a flow of improved technology, which is essential to 
scientifically-based agriculture. Frequent reorganizations of the research 
and extension systems, the lack of integration of experienced researchers 
in the National Agrarian University (NAU) and the lack of permanent mone-
tary support for research have been, and continue to be, the principal 
reasons for difficulties. 
The flow of improved technology is one of the three essential elements 
for increasing productivity and agricultural production. The others are 
motivation to produce more, in a more efficient manner, and a stable, ef-
fective system of commercialiation. The national system for agricultural 
research and extension is responsible for the generation and diffusion 
of improved technology; FIARP is an important part of that system. 
Needs with respect to research, extension and other related services should 
be considered in the framework of the country's economic and financial 
problems, the need to increase food production, the relatively low pro-
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productivity of the majority of crops, the existence of a new system of 
landholding which produced many new farmers, and the depression in the 
research and extension systems which took place in the decade from 
1968 to 1978. Present research programs should efficiently use all the 
talent available in order to achieve results which can be rapidly used, 
limit themselves to the most urgent needs, increase productivity as 
rapidly as possible and provide clear evidence that investment in research 
produces high dividends. 
~.1 !HARP 
'T'he rational Institute for Agricultural Research and Promotion (lHAR2) 
was created in 1981, and was made responsible for planning, directing, 
conducilng, supervising and evaluat~_on agricultural research, extension 
and services, as well as mechanization services and rural commercializa-
tion activities. I'Ione of these functinns were new, and I PiliP inheiriteci 
the personnel and, to a great extent, the organization and operative 
habits of several public institutions, especially the National Institute 
for 1 grarian qesearch (riAR) and the Extension Service of the General 
nirectorate of Agriculture and Livestock, r\inistry of Food and Agricul-
ture. 
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NI~P field personnel is distributed in twenty Agricultural Research and 
Promotion Centers (ARPC). The jurisdictions of the ARPCs correspond to 
a great extent to the limits of the departments (provinces). ?he ~~PC 
directors supervise research activities, as well as extension services 
they report directly to the Chief of the l'IA.tl.P. The directors of the 
experimental stations and of the diverse prombticn zones report to the 
executive directors of research and promotion, respectively, Planning 
of national programs by products i.s guided by the program leaders, but 
program execution is supervised by the 1\RPC director. 
2.1.1 Research 
Research in riARP is carried out in experimental stations and substations, 
as well as in parcels belonging to individual far ers. Twenty-five lo-
cations have been chosen to develop experimental stations, and an ad-
di tional 38 have been chosen for substations ('='able No. 1). There are 
six well-developed experimental stations. Table ro. 2 shows the region-
al distribution of the structure for agricultural research. The highlands 
have 44% of the tOO.l number of experimental stations and 42% of the ex-
perimental substations. r.:ost of the research in the experimental stations 
is part of the product programs, but part also responds to local needs. 
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NI~'tP has good relations with a large number of foreign institutions, 
which are sources of scientific information and of materials which can 
be tested in Peru. Relations with the International Centers for ~g.ri­
cul tural Research are well-developed and provide a constant flovr of know-
ledge and experimental material. Likewise, the r:IARP works in two co-
operative research projects (tropical soils and lesser·ruminants) with 
several American universities and other cow1tries participatine in the 
programs. 
Both the International Centers ~1d the cooperative programs provide in-
formation md experimental material. NIARP, in adciition to using the 
results, participates and assists in plannine and implementation of re-
search projects. nany developing nations benefit from these internation-
al projects in collaboration Hi th the ri \~~P. 
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Table No. 1 NIARP. Structure of Agricultural Research by ARPC 
ARPC Experimental Experimental Experimental 
Stations Sub-stations Fields 
I- Piura 1 2 1 
II-Chiclayo 1 
- III-Truj illo 2 3 3 
IV - Huaraz 1 1 
V - Lima 1 3 
VI -lea 2 3 
VII - Arequipa 1 6 2 
VIII - Tacna 1 2 2 
IX - Cajamarca 1 3 
X - Moyebamba 2 3 
XI: - Huanuco 2 4 
XII - Huancayo 1 1 
XIII - Ayacucho 1 2 
XIV - Cuzco 2 4 3 
XV - Puno 2 2 
XVI - Iquitos 2 .:. 3 
XVII - Madre De Dios 1 1 
XVIII - Pucallpa 1 1 
TOTAL 25 38 17 
Source: NIARP, Guide to the Organic and Functional Structure of the NIARP 
at the Central and Regional Levels, Sixeh Edition, January, 1985. 
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Source: NIARP, Guide to the Organic and Functional Structure of the NIARP 
at the Central and Regional Levels, Sixth Edition, January, 1985. 
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2.1.2 Promotion 
The '~ecutive Directorate for t\gricul tural Promotion (EDAP), NI h,RP, has 
three types of activities: agricultural extension, social promotion and 
provision of services. The principal objective is to provide technical 
assistance to owners of parcels from 1 to 20 hectares in size. This group 
of farmers represents 800,000 production units and a total cultivated 
area of 2 million hectares. The majority of these producers are located 
in the highlands. The extension service is responsible for disseminating 
the technology generated through research, and the services it provides 
are to facilitate the adoption and use of technology by farmers produc-
ing directly for the market. 
The extension activities at the l'TIA'i.P are organized in each of the 
·~"l}pr,._. The '\RPCs are divided in one or more Agricultural Promotion Zones. 
Each zone is made up of several Extension Agencies, which, in turn, are 
divided into Sectors. At the national level, there are 40 \gricultural 
nromotion Zones, 239 iXtension Agencies and 929 Sectors. The extension 
specialists in each zone test new technologies at the production unit 
level. At the agency level, the sector personnel are the main link to 
the farmers, making ret:,'Ulct.r visits every tvro weeks to the participating 
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farmers. "This system, known as Training and Visitation ('1:' & 'r), has 
been modified according to local necessities, Some commercial organi-
Z1!tions, as well as other private agencies, also do extension work, 
especially in the coastal region. 
The rn,RP has combined the approach used by the agricultural research 
and promotfuon with other extension methods , systematic di~gnosis 
,:md plannine;). Dy means of this system, the farmer rec:eives sper::ific 
information. 'i'he system ay,plied is the use of conventional methods such 
as audio-visual material and field demonstrations. 
"li'rom the technical point of view, the link between research and extension 
ls made b:o means of: 
a) experimental field parcels, which are the main responsibility of·research, 
Hith the participation of e:xtmsion services. 
b) field testing parcels, which are the shared responsibility of re-
search and extension. 
c) demonstration parcels, vrhich are the main responsibility of exten-
sion, with the participation of research. This system provides good tech-
nical linJ·s through ::'ieldvTOrk. The technological package focus hc:;.s bee 
used in these tests, 
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The 1JI\1? also provides mechanization services. The Fational /,gricul-
ture.l r·achine Service (SEl'AMA) was inheirited by NAIRP and continues to 
operate autonomously. To present, sy,;' AI1~ has been able to cover its 
operation costs, including the cost of personnel, by charging for its 
services, but this does not cover the cost of depreciation. The amount 
charged for tractor service - with implements - is half the real cost, 
but it is compensated, up to a point, by the more realistic costs charged 
for heavy machine serY.ice, 
2.2 The University System 
The university system includes the Kational Agrarian Univeristy (NAU) 
and the agricultural colleges of several provincial universities. They 
offer a degree in agriculture, with no specialiaatbn available. The rAU 
offers a similar degree, but the students must develop a certain degree. 
specialization, in addition to preparing and defending a thesis, in order 
to receive the degree of Agricultural Sngineer. The University of the 
Pacific offers a program in agricultural economics. The 2Jational Univer-
sity of San Marcos offers degrees in veterinary medicine and livestock 
production, without specialization. ~oQrteen universities have depaztments 
of agronor'ly, veterinary medicine and livestock production. 
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The Ft\U has eight colleges, and all require research programs. pro-
fessors carry out on-campus research and in various institutes located 
in key sites throughout the nation. Of 380 professors, 114 have master's 
degrees and 51 have doctorates. The College of ,\gronomy is made up of 
68 professionals, 34 with master's degrees, 31 with doctorates and 3 
agricultural engineers. The }i AU offers master's degrees in fifteen 
specialities, but does not offer doctorates. 
Professors at the NAU have been involved in research programs for a lang 
time and, to a lesser degree, in extension services. Ususally professors 
teach eight hours of class a week and therefore have time for research 
but they must generally seek outside resources in order to carry it out. 
The most productive research programs at the NAU have been those related 
to ba:rley, wheat, potato, forage, cotton, corn, quinine and native fruits. 
Some extension work is done by professors who are working on research, 
through whatever mechanism might be available, including those in the 
private sector. 
2.3 other Research Institutions 
come Special ~evelopment Projects, carried out by the rational Development 
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Institute (IFAD'!) also support research. Seven jungle development pro-
ject agreements have been signed with the NAIRP. In some cases, the 
Project may finance N.~RP operations, while in other cases, Project per-
sonnel carry out the research. 
Other institutions that carry out research programs are: the 17ational In-
sti tute for Agro-industrial Development (IHAD), Institute for Increased 
Agricultural ·\creage ( IIAA), National Institute for T.i'orests and Fauna 
(NI:Ei'F), Institute for Research in the Peruvian Amazon (IRPA), and 
the Veterinary Institute for Highland and Tropical Research (VIHTR). 
' 2.4 The Private Sector 
The private sector has also participated in research activities. Tn 1926, 
the rational Agrarian Society, which liaS a farmer's association, estab-
lished an experimental station in La Holina. In the same year, the 
farmer's association in the Canete Valley founded an experimental station 
dedicated to cotton research. A year. later, the association decided to 
establish a fee of US 20¢ for each sack of cotton produced , in order 
to support research. In 1948, this voluntary fee was increased to US $2.50 
per sack. This was the first experimental station totally financed by 
a farmer's association. In 1972, the association was dissolved, and with 
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it, the four experimental stations established in Canete, lea, Piura and 
Jequetepeque (See ~ppendix 8). 
~nother private organization that contributes to research is the Founda-
tion for Cotton Development (''i'lJ'l~DEAL). Since 1970, the Foundation has 
supported research in cotton through agreements with the associations 
in rca, Ganete, Huacho and Piura. The Foundation obtains its resources 
from aoontribution of $0.21 soles for sack of cotton produced. 
In the past sugar cane research was carried out by the large ranches 
as a part of their regular operations, and there were several well-known 
experimental stations, such as those at Cartavio, Tuman and Paramonga. 
~uring the agrarian reform, the Central Institute for Sugar Cane Research 
was c~eated to serve the 12 large suGar cane cooperatives. ~here is also 
the Peruvian Sugar Institute, in rrxujillo, which is dedicated to industrial 
rese':U'ch. 
3. li'IA :·,) Resea.rch P:m{.7ans 
l'owarcl the end of 1985, l'I.>\.lP agricultural research and promotion programs 
had been organized on the basis of 1Tational and Regional Programs, Re-
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gional Support Services and a group of diversified Programs. There are 
ten National :::>rograms (six Eational Product Programs, two National Pro -
duction Systems Programs, and two Fational Support lrograms). The National 
Product Programs include the following: ~ice, Corn, Potato, Cereals,Granular 
I,egumes and Livestock (this last program includes animal species, grasses, 
forage and the Support Program for research in lesser ruminants). 
'~'he Pational Production Systems Programs include the Andean Agricultural 
Systems Program and the Agricultural Research and Promotion in the Jungle 
program. The National Support Programs include the Fational Agroeconomic 
Program and the Fational Program for the :Jevelopment of Human TCesources 
(NAIRP). The National Support Services are: Laboratories, Quantitative Meth-
ods and Analysis, Artificial Insemination, Seeds and ,\gricultural ~1achinery. 
The Regional Programs include Vegetables, H'ruits, Industrial Crops, Tubers 
and Soots, G 't'anular Sorghum and Entr:mology. The diversified Programs 
include Tropical Soils, Cheese-making, Control of the f 1edi terranean F'ly 
3.nd the \mazon Agroecological Research Network. 
3. ::t Pational "Product "Programs 
Toward the end of 1982, the planning for five Fational Product Programs 
Has reaching its final stages; planning ended in 1983. The Programs have 
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been in the process of implementation since mid-1983. Each National 
Program is directed by a Peruvian scientist (National Program Leader) 
and by a foreign sclentist of international reputation, Hho acts as 
Co-Leader of the fTogram and belongs to the technical personnel of the 
International Potato Center - 0 IP, to the International Center for Tro-
pi cal Agriculture - ::!I''~, or to the International Center for Improvement 
of Corn and I;Jheat- CI!J.JY1'. 
Research and extension personnel were assigned to each program; they are 
based in the important Experimental Stations. In addition, other sites 
are designated from Program research and extension activities. All 
administrative Program activities, both at the ~entral offices and the 
secondary locations are ~arried out through the ~qpcs and the HIARP cen-
tral office. This organization and structure, together with the strategy 
of cincentrating investBent in a group of National Programs of high 
priority for national agriculture,have permitted a relatively rapid im-
plementation of physical resources, although human resources have per-
haps been less rapidly mobilized in research and agricultural promotion. 
The central offices of the National Programs have been rennovated and re-
equipped for research and extension. Some secondary locations have also 
benefitted in the same nanner. 'I'he implementation mentioned includes 
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provision of services such as water and drainage, repaiTs in some build-
ings and construction of others, equipping or re-equipping of laboratories, 
acquisition of machines and other equipment for research and agricultural 
promotion, the implementation of a transport fleet for research and, prin-
cipally, extension services, and the repair and/or construction of facil-
ities needed for agricultural extension. In addition, there have been 
great investments in the training of human resources through formal pro-
grams at the r.1asl:,er's level, in addition to continuinr-:; education programs. 
The !rational Product Programs include: 
1) rational "lice Pror,ram 
":~or the coastal region, the Office of the Eational Rice Program is 
located in the Experimental Station at Vista ~lorida in Chiclayo, Lambayeque 
Department; for the upper jungle region, the office is located in the 
'~1 Porvenir ~perimental Station, near the city of Tarapoto, department 
of San r:artin. In a.ddi tion to these two pffices, six other secondary 
sites have been designated to support program research and extension in 
the coastal region and the upper jungle. The Fational ~ace Program's 
resea::cch team is made up of 25 professionals, while its extension program 
has 68 professionals located in the principal rice-producing areas in 
the country. The strong ties of cooperation with CI\T have permitted 
an exchange of seroplasm, which is continually evaluated in various localities, 
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There are also several research professors from the Pedro Ruiz Gallo Uni-
versity in lambayeque who contribute to the National :tice ProgTam. Joint 
activities 1-tith the "'ropical c:oils Program , located in Yurimaguas, have 
led to permission to use the San ~amon ~perimental 3ation as an impor-
tant center for experimentation and dissemination of rice technology in 
the lower jungle region. 
The priori ties of the ?rogTam, which are common to a1.J:l the National Pro-
duct Programs, include the selection of varieties which have greater 
productivity and resistance to seroplasm, as as other agronomic 
aspects, fertility, weed control, bio-climatolon;ical aspects, plague 
and'disease control, etc. Tn the coastal region, research has concentrat-
ed on naline aspects, precocity and quality. Improved seeds of new varieties 
have been developed: they have a shorter vegetative period and yields 
of nine to eleven tons per '!ecta.re, In the jungle region, where the 
viability of having two crops per year has been determined, the ori ties 
have centered upon the selection of var:i!liies, mechanical planting, weed 
control, mechanical harvest and improved quality. In addition, j_t has 
contri.buted to the solution of the chronic labor shortage in the region. 
~'here is both experlmental and empirical evidence that direct sowing with 
low-cost equipment and mechanical harvest have both had high rates of 
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technological adoption. Information fron CI,\T has pETmitterl the veri-
fication of increases in production and productivity in the Peruvian 
jungle; they have been really impressive. Between 1982 and 198Ll , it 
has been estimated tmt in just two sub-regions of the jungle (Alto r;ayo 
and Hualla~a Central), rice production has increased from 40,000 to 85,000 
tons, 'ue to the increased area under cultivation and to increased yields 
of hectare per year. In 1987, the production is expected to be 270,000 
tons in the two sub-reGions. 
2) rational Corn ~~rogram 
There are two offices for this l ational '"'rogram: the Office for ;:te-
search and Promotion of Svreet c:orn is located in r:ajamarca, while the 
Office for the Hard Yellow Corn ?rogrJ.m is located at the El PDrvenir 
:::Xperimental Station in the San Eartin Department. As part of the Nation-
al System, and as support to the Program Offices, 16 secondary sites are 
used in the jungle and 15 secondary sites are found in the highlands. 
~he professional personnel of the Corn Research Program is made up of 
40 full-time researchers. 
NURP's National Corn Program maintains str ng cooperative relations with 
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Cil1!HT, which provides a continuous flow of seroplasm, principally for 
hard yellow corn, and training programs in both Peru and J>!exico. Each 
time a new variety is introduced, its agronomic characteristics, ferti-
lizing recommendations, planting and harvesting times, sowing density 
and methods for weed control are given. 
J) National Potato Program 
The central office for the National Potato ~ogram is located in 
H~ancayo. lfhere are important brancn offices in La I'.!Jolina, Cusco and 
Cajamarca, and 20 secondary locations for research and extension activi-
ties. The Program has more than 50 full-time researchers and more than 
53 extension agents distributed in the greatest production zones through-
out the country. The central objective of the program is to select va-
rieties resistant to Phytophora infestans and Globodera rostochiensis. 
Another important objective of the Program is to find material tolerant 
of free~ing temperatures, associated with precocity. The adaptation 
of new methodologies to produce potatoes free of virus has led to the 
recomr1elldation of certain varieties which have been subjected to an ex-
tensive multiplication program, since they can substantially increase 
yields. In this sense, the close relationship betrreen the rational Po 
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tc:tto Program and the Tnternational "Fbtato Center, whose main office is 
in Lima, has been very important. There are also good cooperative re-
lations with the professors at the liAU. There are also good relations 
between the research personnel and the extension personnel of the national 
Program itself; in this aspect, the Potato Program is an example for the 
other National Programs. ~inally, the Program is a good exarr,ple of 
the coordination that should exist among the various participants. An 
example of this is the collaboration offered by Svriss Technical Coopera-
tion, in order to provide technical assistance and operational support 
for the development of a production program for potato seed free of 
virus. 
4) Hational Cerea!S Program 
The main office of the T!ational !lereals ProgTam is located at the 
,\ndenes Experimental Station in the Cusco Department, although it also 
operates in 21 secondary locations, in the highlands and along the coast, 
including the -epartnents of Puno, · yacucho, unin, 1-Tuanuco, Cajamarca, 
Tacna, ~requipa, Lima, Ica, \ncash, I,a Libertad and Piura. ITore than 
100 professionals, including more than 50 researchers and more than 50 
extension agents vrork for the National Cereals rrogram. The products 
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that the ..,rogram works with are wheat, barley, oats and triticale, 
although the Progranfs major priority is wheat. 'ther important elenents 
of the Program include collaboration with other institutions. There 
2.re several cooperative :1cti vi ties undervray vri th the Fation:ll -\.grarian 
Fni versi ty, trhough its ration'll Cereals PrO(:,Tao, as well as with the 
International Center for the Improvement of Corn and ·,·lheat ( C r 
vrhich besides assil!,11i21f", the f!o-' eader to the rational Progra"m, is a 
constant source of genetic material to be evaluated in Peru and of 
training ~or the Program professionals. The Fational Cereals Program 
:1lso receives strong technical and firmcial assistance from the Cana.dian 
government. 
The main objective of the Program has been the selection of varieties 
adapted to the specific characteristics of each locality, resistance to 
disease and the limitations of the regional ecosystems, agronomic prac-
tices, seed multiPlication and grain QUality. The Pro{r,ram has also de-
veloped activities in soil fertility, spacing and weed control, which 
are all quite specific to a given geo(7'aphic locality. This evidently 
requires a (\Teat effort of the part of extension activities, principally 
tbroue;h demonstration field activities which are jointly implemented 
~-rith the Hational Program for Andean 'gricultural Systems. The ?rogram 
has already identified a promising group of varieties of whe:1t, barley, 
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oats ~d triticale , which are being multiplied in 55 locations through-
out th:e country. '!'he Program is also '1Ul tiplying improved seeds in 18 
locations in the highlands and on the coast. 
5) I''SI.tional Program for Granualr Legumes 
The main office of this National Pro{jram is located in the Department 
of Ica, The national research and pronation netl-rork is made up of 5 sites 
on the coast, 39 in the highlands and J in the jungle. rearly 50 profes-
sionals are dedicated to research activities in the Prorram and nore 
than 70 professionals carry out full-time extension activities in the 
Prografl. ~t the national level, vrorking relatj_ons have been established 
Hiththe rational Ar;rarian University and 6 reGional universities; at the 
international level, the relationship with the International r.enter for 
'T'ropical \r;riculture has been very close, since it assigns the Co-Leader 
to the rational Pro,a;ram. It is also a source of continuous supply of 
seroplasm for granular legumes, especially bea.11s, as well of traininG 
in :neru and Colomcia. The rational ''rogram for Granular Legumes works 
with diverse products, including beans, soybeans, coHneas, pea."1uts, lima 
beans, fava beans, and more recently, tarwi. Despite this great 
diversity of products, the :r.>rogram concentrates primarily on beans. 
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6) National Livestock Pro,t;ram 
The National Livestock Program was structured and implemented nearly 
two years after the other Programs mentioned previously, ?rom the end 
of 196~ to the beginning of 1983, the rAIRP had decided to concentrate 
its efforts on the five National Programs and not to begin any more un-
til the first five began to show results. Since the results became ob-
vious 'Jeginning in 19rc;L,~, and to satisfy a g:rowin~ demand, havinB observed 
the chronic deficits that exist with respect to livestock products on 
a national level, 1TAFl? decided, at the end of 1984, to 1-1rite the Basic 
T:ocument for the }Tational Livestock Program. The · elaboration of the 
Program made use of the services of a number of national and international 
consultants: the l':ational ~.grari<::.n TJniversit~r, The 1·ational University 
of San r·3Xcos, through the '-'IIIT?t., \.I.I, F. \,0., C.I.A.T., the Interna-
tional Center for Cattle Development and Besearch .at \·linrock, the mis-
don from 1 orth Carolina 8tate University, the International Jevelopment 
rtesearch Center of Canada and the University of California at Davis, 
which supported the Cooperative Support Progrart for Rese:L:rch in Lesser 
'l.uminants. At the end of 1981-1- and the beginning of 1985, rAIRP livestock 
research and promotion activities have been directed toward the structural 
consolidation of the Fational Tivestock Program, based on the activities 
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of the '.].'Yjs and the of the Cooperative ;upport Program for ~lesearch 
in Lesser 'luminants, Activities underway include: 1)Characterization 
of livestock production systems. Its objective is to define national 
livestock production, identify limitinp; factors and, based on this in-
formation, prioritize research and prom~tional activities. \t the na-
tional level, fifteen systems have been characterized ( 5 on the coast, 
6 in ihe highlc:.nds and 4 in the jungle). !1icroregional uork is being done 
in the Departments of Piura and Lambayeque on the northern coast, Junin 
and Pasco in the central highlands and Cusco and Puno in the southern 
highlands. 2) ev1.luation, management and improvement of nutritional re-
sources. Studies have been made of the botannical, physiological and 
autoecological composition of natural grasses. Studies are also being 
made of the management of natural grasslands, in order to determine the 
capacity and optimum paturing systems. In the southern hiGhlands, aased 
on the results of the ~-I'\RP and EeH ~ealand ga;ernment project, the natural 
have been continually enriched by the introduction of red, 
Hhite and hybrid clover, in addition to selected varieties of 
In the jungle, evaluation ·:tnd production of the seed of Anaroposon gay::mus 
is underway. 3) genetic evaluation 'lnd ir-:provement. · 'tudies are being 
carried out to evaluatt the r:enetic resources available in different 
of livestock. rhe evaluation included exotic species introduced 
and to the environment, as Hell as the local species o:r types. 
~his activ.ity is being carried out Hith bovines, ovines and alpacas. 
4) in the Cooperative Support Program for Jesea!:'ch in Lesser Ruminants, 
evaluation of the productive potential of native and improved species 
in ovines and alpacas is being continued, In addition,seasonal variations 
in the ovulatory rate of ovines is being studied, On the northern coast, 
the reproductive performance of goats is being evaluated. \vi th respect 
to sanitation, the prevalence of infeccio-contagious and parasitical 
diseases is being analyzed for ovines and alpacas. 5) socio-economic 
analysts of livestock systems. The effects of a communal system of land-
holding Oli the use of natural gr::sses and tl1e ir,teraction of cro:;:,s r1rK~ 
s·Loc'H at the family un:'_ t level is being studied. :1or.1e ra.ising of 
species. In this area, the major effort is directed to\·Jard family raising 
of guinea -pigs, ''ets of genetic selection of varieties wfth high growth 
rates high yield s..re continuing, with promising results. 
3.2 rational Production Systems Programs 
In 1984, the FAI'1P created and consolidated two Regional Programs, called 
1Jational Production Systems Programs. 
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1) Andean Agricultural Systems Program 
This rational Program carries out its activities in the Departments 
of Cajamarca, Ancash, Junin, Cusco and Puno, Various diagnostic studies 
have been made at the level of Andean communities and more than ten 
training activities have taken place. Hore than 60 experiments in An-
dean crops and·native grasses have been established. A great effort 
is being made to collect and evaluate genetic material of Andean origin, 
.. 
such as quinua, tarwi, quiwicha, ~· olluco and mashua. The Prograr,l 
has more than 20 researchers in various disciplines and more than 50 
professionals doing extension work. The Program has begun to select and 
study the agronomic characteristics of 27 Andean crops and 17 species 
of grass and forage. It is equally important to point out that the Pro-
gram maintains relations with the :rational Product Programs that are de-
veloping appropriate technologies for the .Andean region, especially with 
the Pational Programs in the areas of Potato, Corn, Cereals and Granular 
Legumes. 
2) Agricultural ~esearch and Promotion in the Jungle 
This Fational Program, approved in 1984, began activities in 1985. 
~he principal objective is to integrate agricultural research and promotion 
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efforts in the Peruvian jungle, including those carried out by the YURP, 
as well as those of other institutions. 'The r--rogram also has other ob-
jectives, such as increasing the production of foodstuffs and forest pro-
ducts, reducing the indiscriminate destruction of forests by establish-
ing different systems of land use, regenerating productivity of soils 
in degraded ecosystems, promoting the improvement of transportation, 
credit and commerciali~ation systems for agricultural products, and 
encouraging double-use cattle-raising in the region. The Program site 
is Iquitos, but there are additional locations that participate in the 
Program, such as the Experimental Stations in Yurimaguas, El Porvenir, 
Hoyobamba, Tingo }~aria, San Roque, Puerto }'laldonado, Pucallpa, Jaen and 
Pichanaki. The Program has identified more than 85 researchers, including 
35 researchers who work in other National Programs and contribute to di-
verse components of the Program. In addition, more than 90 professionals 
who could work in extension and promotional work in the jungle have been 
identified. 1esearch priorities are initially concentrated on aspects 
related to soil management, short cycle production systems, grasses, 
native crops, commercial crops (coffee and cacao) and agro-forestal 
systems. This National Program requires a high degree of intergration 
and inter-institutional cooperation. Therefore, coordinators have been 
named to work with the Special Jungle Development Projects, such as 
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those in Alto r~ayo, Huallaga Central and Bajo r!ayo, ·\lto Huallaga, 
Pichis Palcazu, Jaen- San Ignacio - nagua, and radre de Dios. Research 
and extension activities are also being coordinated with institutions 
such as the IRPA, VIHT] and regional universities. 
3.3 National Support Programs 
In order to contribute to the strengthening of s technical and ad-
ministrative activities deyeloped through its l~ational and 11ecional 
T>rograms, its raUonal 'lervices and diversified Programs, bet:·Teen 1983 
and 1985, two National Support Prof2l_'ams were created: the l'ational .A,gro-
economic j'rogram and the rational Program for the Development of Human 
Resources for the L\IRP. 
l) National \g:!:-oeconomic Program 
In J:ovember 1 1983, given the urgent necessity of integ:r'::ttion socio-
econor.dc aspects uith aJ.l research and extension activities, the rational 
Agroeconomic P".cogram was created by the 1~ AIJl'. 'Jy identifying technolo-
gies that increase the efficient use of the resources of production units, 
productivity and farmer's incomes, the rational 1groeconomic Plan worJ:s 
as a support mechanism for applied research and comple~ents the extension 
service. ,..,o contribute to r.URP's achievement of objectives, the N\P 
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provides agroeconomic information to producers and public institutions 
to assist in decision-making; it also provides direct support to the 
development of agricultural enterprises. 'T'his objective is achieved 
by means of a series of activities carried out by the Offices of Agroecono-
my and Rvral Commercialization of the fAIRP, in the central office and 
through the ARPCs. Information for producers basically refers to ex-
pected prices of products and raw materials, to the costs of production, 
yield and risk of different technologies, to production and investment 
plans at the level of production unit. This information is placed at 
the disposition of farmers through the extension system, and helps them 
to make decisions as to what to produce, with what technology and at 
vlhat technological level, as well as to estimate the financial require-
ments a..nd capacity for indebtedness. Information for public institutions 
is that which allows for policy decisions, based on a greater knowledge 
of the realities of agricultural production. This information is funda-
mentally oriented toward three institutions: the [\I'll) itself v the l·1inistry 
of :\gricul ture and the :\grarian Bank of Peru. ':i'or the Bank, information 
on costs, yield and technological risks is important, as is information 
on the regional demands for credit and investment projects at the produc-
tion unit level. For the rliinistry of Agriculture, the information refers 
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to the needs for policies related to tariffs, prices and subsidies that, 
analyzed by the Agrarian Policy Analysis Group ( '\Pt\G) and by the 3ectorial 
Office for Agricultural Planning ( ~oAP), encourage af.,;ricul tural produc-
tion in the degree demanded by the national strategy for food production 
and the net lalance of foreign currency. For the r 'I.I (P, in addition to 
those ':l..spects already mentioned, the information provided allmrs the In-
stitute to adjust its mnual Plans, as well as to define research and 
extension activities according to economic and social criteria, especially 
to support other r a tiom.l Programs. 
In order to achieve its objectives, the '\F has organized five major com-
ponents, also called areas of action, Hhich are the following: l) Train-
ing and increase of the program's operational capacity, which is made 
up of five projects: 2) Information, which in turn, includes three projects: 
collection and ma.nagement of agroeconomic data, analysis and dissemina-
tion of prices of products and materials, and analysis and diffusion of 
ir~fo:vme..tion related to costs, nnancial yield and risk; 3)Production sys-
tems and strenthening of enterprises; this includes two projects: identi-
fication 1-nd am.lysis of production systems to support the transfer of 
technology, and characteristics and development of systems of production 
and stren~thening of enterprisesJ 4) :Oupport for the \gricultural Credit 
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Program, which includes four projects: support for the Integral Assistance 
Frogra~s (J~?); support for the credit programs through technical assistance; 
analysis of the factors which affects the demand for and use of credit; 
development of methods and practices for preparing small investment projects; 
5) AGroeconomic research and arrricultural policy, which included three 
pro.iects: studies :md pror.10tion:1.l plans for production, by crops; evalu-
ation o<t' econol:l.ic and social returns on investment in agricultural resell'ch 
and extension; analysis of the demand for basic products. 
2) I ational Program for the Development of ::umar" Resources 
1984, tbe need to stren,gthen the capacity and increase the level 
of training of technical and administrative personnel at 1 AIL) became 
e~ident. Therefore, at the end of 1924 and the beginning of 1985, the 
"'"'8.sic "ocume:nt vras writteli and c'Lt the beginnir,g of rarch, 1985 the rational 
for the r'evelopment of Human r:esources for the r, 'TIP (}7PHR) was 
created. 's with the other ·>rograms, the llP!ffi is ctirected by a 
and a ~a-Leader, but in on, this 1 'rogram has four other professionals; 
each one is assigned to one of the four areas into Hhich the Program is 
divided, These areas are: l)the area of institutional reinforcement, 
whose objectives are to contribute to the improvement of institutional 
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relations with national (especially the I ational Agrarian !Jniversi ty) 
and international universities, with other national and international 
research and extension centers for training ::md development. This area 
also seeks to stren~then the educational capacity of the Preuvian univer-
sities and other educational institutions. 2) the area of personnel sys-
terns, vrbich seeks to establish norms and procedures :for the recrujtment 
"'.nd selection of personnel, in orde::. to reorg'lnize activities and responsi-
bilities of different jobs within the institute• It organizes and manages 
an j_r,formation system on the characteristics of the human resources of 
the institution, establishes the most adequate procedures and mechanisms 
for personnel management, establishes a system of information with res-
?ect to sal::tries, ~)enefi ts and personnel registration, as well as estab-
lishing 2.nd maaap;inc; human resource evaluation systems. J) 'the area of 
trainin(:;,which seeks to establish short-, medium- and long-term training 
programs, accordin~ to the areas of greatest need within the Institute; 
a folloH-up system for training activities and a system for up-dating 
ancl specializing personnel at all levels, including post-graduate courses, 
continuing education, administrative training and technical-vocational 
training. 4) the area of studies of the situation, performance and pro-
ductivity of human resourcesm as well as those resources used in their 
training. ~he area will also carry out studies on the return on in-
vestments for the formation of human capital, evaluation studies of 
personnel and studies on socio-labor aspects and on salary aLd benefits 
policies. 
3.4 rational Support 'ervices 
In addition to the NG!ctional P'.;:-oduct :Programs, the rational Production 
Systems Programs and the Fa.tional Support Programs, the ' URP has 
implenented and is in:pleuenting a grou:;_:1 of rational Support Services, 
1-rhich provide services ~:;o research and extensior: activities of the Ir:-
stitute itself, as well as to agricultural producers. ~he services 
provided include the followin~: 
1) 1\ational Laboratory Service 
The Fational r,aboratory Service has been implemented in the research 
and promotional activities, ~o support research carried out by the 
Institute, the national service orients its activities toward solving 
problems of calibration of methods and determining critical levels of 
elements for different crops, in order to find a universal extract which 
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can be adapted to all soils and better orient fertilizing conditions for 
the farmer. The results are in the process of evaluation and are pro-
grammed to be carried to the national level. In relation to the promo-
tional activities of the r:ational Service, ~oil 0hemical ,malysis Labora-
tories have been implemented, as follows: 1) In La Eolina Experimental 
Station, for complete analyses; 2) in the -Jista Florida, -:::1 Porvenir, 
Santa \na and 1\ndenes ~peri mental Stations and in the A..l1PC IV ~ruaraz, 
for routine analysis; J) in the San Camilo Experimental Station and in 
the i\11P'"' XV Puno just for modules. In the National Agrarian University, 
the rational Laboratory Service has implemented a rational Laboratory 
for trainin5. In addition the Laboratory for Crop Protection at the La 
r:olina ;;;xperimental Station has been re-equipped for entomyology, phyto-
pathology, nematology and HeedsJ the 'Bromatological Laboratory at the 
same Station has been equipped with gas.chromatography equipment. 
2) rational Jervice for )uantitative Methods and.Analysis 
The :Kasic nocument for the 1 'ational Service for 7_uantitative Tt,ethods 
and Analysis (S"C~'V~) ~-ras approved in January, 1985. Presently, the 
Service has 25 micro-computers, including 14 IBT:-Pr:, 9 Hang-PC and 2 
Ohio Scientific-P:::!. ~here are plans for the acquisition of 1o more micro 
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(5 rvn a..l'ld 5 ' .. rang), and a medium-size computer, type \U.X/TJO. There are 
also future plans for every ~PC to have two micro-computers of its 
own, one for all administrative activities and one for research, extension 
and agroeconomy. 
Hith reference to research, S''JE\C offers programs that include the control 
of research projects., and a data base for germoplasm, soils, water, etc. 
""•.e project control system has applications to summarize research, evalu-
ation and planning programs. The system has been especially designed 
to help in the annual planning of activities, review of objectives in 
each research area, evaluation of results and the presentation of projects 
correctly organized for the conli.ng year. 'T'he project control system also 
has required the elaboration of manuals and the preparation and imple-
mentation of training programs. ~he available analysis systems include 
the following: SP3S-PC, T1STAT, RATS, ~'IULBUD, P\C':'', PROCH:, D-"'AS~ 2, 
J,OTUS 1-2-3, flfULTIPLAN, SUPER CALC. 
~Vith reference to extension, each project is described and catalogued 
by Yational Program, ly source of financing, by beginning and termi;J.ation 
dates, b~ the number of hectares that can potentially be attended by the 
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Extension Service, by productivity levels, by numer of participating 
farmers, e.tc. In addition, this system offers 1nforl'l.ation about budget, 
expenses and data for the evaluation of each Extension Project, The 
Control System for Extension Projects is designed to assist the admini-
stration of the program, :'i.n budget control, in project evaluation and 
personnel evaluation, 
'~'he administrative activities of the Institute are also served by SE!-'!A';. 
All its goods and services are catalogued, planning manuals have been 
prepared and inventory control systems have been established, as well 
as others :Jbr·purchasing, storage, maintenance and security of all goods 
and services. In the area of personnel administration, a computerized 
system has been established which includes alJ personnel hired by the 
Institute. The employees are classified by their location, type of work, 
jo'J title, position, salary range ::1.nd assign:nent in the institutional 
structure, both for the raain office and all .·arcs. 
3) F3.tional '•rtificial Insemination Service 
\lso knovm as the tTational '"'emen "ank, the rational Artificial In-
semination Service is located near the !Jational Agrarian Cni versi ty, in 
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I,a Nolin.1. The rational Service carries out training activities through 
courses in the techn logy of artificial insemination, which includes 
almost all the ARPC s in the nation. :;Jikewise, the Service supports 
different production centers, principally peasant communities and some 
agricultural coope~atives, in the organization of their own artificial 
im;emination serVices, advising them vri th respect to selection of ade-
quate animals for genetic improvement projects through artificial insemina-
tion. The ration Service carries out promotional activities by 1) progeny 
testing, in order to decrease the outflow of foreign currency to import 
frozen semen, when there is sufficient national semen available from 
cenetically superior bulls; 2) production and distribution of frozen semen, 
at the rate of more than 20,000 applications annually• 3) obtention of 
or 
studs, either by direct purchase/through agreements signed with the Fa-
tional Agrarian University and private enterprise, and 4) implementation 
of the rational Artificial Insemination Service, which now has 17 units 
located in agricultural promotion areas and in extension agencies. 
4) rational Seed Service 
During the second semester of 1984, the problem of seed production 
was analyzed in order to establish, through ~TAIRP, a national service 
to promote the multiplication, processing and use of improved seeds, 
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thereby contributing to a rapid increase in agricultural production due 
to increased. productivity. During 1985, the National Seed Service (.s'i]I:;ASZ) 
organized all the information necessary to produce improved seed for the 
high-priority products identified by the National Product Programs. The 
process of orr;anization included a system lfhich allows the new varieties 
(with improved genetic potential, improved resistance to pLagues and dis-
ease and improved &iaptability to the agroecological conditions of each 
region) to have great impact on the production level. The Service 1-1ill 
also ensure that the process of producing improved seeds, from the pre-
basic seed to the certified seed, not be interrupted by Economic and/or 
logistic problems. SEN~hE a rotating fund which allows it to buy and 
sell improved seeds vli th all the facility and flexi bill ty the System re-
quires. 
5) rational \gricul tural f1achinery Service 
.'\s was previously mentioned, the national Agricultural I1achinery 
Service rsr;:r'~.r,\) vias one of the institutions that was incorporated from 
the IJI <\11 into the 1 '1 \~P, at the moment of the latter's creation. Sft;trAI·,iA 
carries out its acJ:.ivities in the countr.~rside, meeting the needs of small 
and medium-size farms, as well as the projects that seek to increase 
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agricultural acreage. :TTAr11\ is made up of 8 regional agricultural machine 
services, J zonal agricultural machine services and 8 operation units. 
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4. rr \?cF R esea.rch :1 esources 
h. Human Resources 
The J7!1\;ln was formed with the personnel transferred from the rational 
Institute for 1\.grarian lesearch (In \R), the lJational Training and 
'iesea.rch Center from the Agrarian ':eform ( CT!:" C!IR \), the rational 
Ar;riculutral !'"achinery Service ('J'~r·,::A), the ':inistry of \griculture 
(especially from the ·:eneral rlirectorate for \griculture and Livestock) 
and from various technical c.oo :1eration projects. Some of these in-
sti tutions were transferred to ' Ir\1!) with their entire administrative 
structure intact. Therefore, the mixture of pe~~sonnel transferred to 
the r'I 'R::: dicl r,ot exactly correspond to the needs of the Institute, 
'T'he Institute has also been severely restrained in its possibilities 
for personnel manager:1ent by the Labor Stability :i~aw. '~'hese two circum-
stances have made the management and development of l \IF)' s human resour-
ces somHhat difficult. 
4, 1. 1 Development of i'uman :iesources 
"he l \I'1P realizes that not all of its personnel have the education and 
talent necessary to carry out its work efficiently, and in response to 
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this situation, has cre::tted a Program for Developmert of :ruman 1=\esources 
to improve competency at all levels, In-service training, short courses, 
intensive courses in the English language and formal training (graduate 
studies) are used when available and appropriate. '3everal indidivudsLs 
are presently abroad in graduate studies or practical tra.i.ning in the 
International Centers for Agricultural Besearch. 
Prom October, 1983 to ._Tune, 1985, 52 riAtlP employees have been studying 
in master's degree programs in the r \Tl, and ten have gone abroad ( t>-ro 
to obtain master's degrees and eight to study for their doctorates). 
\pproxinately 870 1TI ~RP technicians have participated in 40 st:ort courses 
of one-week r.luration, rrhile 416 other have participated in 16 two-day 
courses, on credit. 
lesources 
"'ables I'os. 1 and 2 have already illustrated the national and regional 
structure of the stations, sub-stations and experimental fields which 
make up 1·r·-qr's agricultural research structure. Table J:o. 4, estimated 
by 1 orton and Gar:.oza r 1985), shows the evolution of s physical 
capital, in the form of stock in land, construction and equipment, from 
1980 to 1984. 
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Table No. 3 - Distribution of NIARP Human Resources 
Central 
Office SENAMA ARRC Total lo 
PERMANENT EMPLOYEES 
Executives 30 15 187 232 4.21 
!'rofessionals 204 23 1,058 1,285 23.29 
Technicians 91 50 1,425 1,566 28.38 
Assistants 180 181 2 2 073 2 2 434 44.21 
Total Permanent Employees 505 269 4,743 5,517 100.00 
EMPLOYEES ON SPECIAL CONTRA~T 
Professionals 42 12 196 250 40,26 
Technicians 49 20 225 294 47.34 
Assistants 36 ...1.2 16 _11 12.40 
Total Special Contract 127 57 437 621 100.00 
TOTAL 
Executives 30 15 187 232 3.78 
Professional 246 35 1,254 1,535 25.01 
Technicians 140 70 1,650 1' 860 30.30 
Assistants 216 206 2 2 089 2 2 511 40.91 
GRAND TOTAL 632 326 5,180 6,138 100.00 
Percentage 10.30 5.31 84.39 100.00 
Source: National Program for Development of Human Resources, NIARP. 
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Table No. 4:NIARP. Physical Capital, 1980 -1984 
(in millions of current soles and in constant 1984 soles) 
Year Land1 Construction Equipment 
2 
Total 
Total Millions of 
---- Millions of current soles 1984 soles 
1980 94.3 821.1 8,425.1 9,340.5 119,572.1 
1981 102.5 748.8 11,671.5 12,522.8 91,406.8 
1982 153.5 1,520.3 16,579.3 18,253.1 81,017.1 
1983 369.9 3,031.6 26,688.6 30,090.1 63,254.4 
1984 553.7 8,001.0 53,726.7 62,281.4 62,281.4 
1. Apparently, the value of the land has not been up-dated, and available 
information does not permit up-dating. 
2. Includes office equipment. 
Source: Norton and Ganoza (1985) 
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4.3 ~inanci~l lesources 
Table ro. 5, also developed by T orton and '}anoza ( 1985) incid.ates the 
growth of financial resources assigned by rr ,\-:::P to its different agri-
cultural resources programs from 1981 to 1985, and the proportion that 
the assigmations represent, with respect to the Institute's total expenses. 
Table No. 5: NIARP, Costs of Agricultural Research and Total Expenses of 
Institution, 1981-1985 
Research Total Costs Research costs/ Research 
Costs of Insti tu- Total Institute Costs 
tion Costs 
Millions of current soles % Million of con-
stant 1984 
19811 4,455.1 8,667.5 51.4 32,522 • .3 
1982 5,416.1 19,992.6 27.1 24,045.0 
198.3 10,970.8 52,430.5 20.1 22' 152 .o 
1984 27,707.1 105,948.8 26.2 27 J 707.1 
1985
2 25,014.0 112,659.2 22.2 18,257.5 
Source: Norton and Ganoza (1985) 
1. The majority of research costs are part of the NIARP budget. 
2. Budget to June, 1985. Does not include supplmentary credits ob-




Tlefore beginning to describe the mechanisms and procedures used by I:IARP 
in evaluation, it is necessary to briefly explain the structure of the 
Institute and its mechanisms for programminp, agricultural research. 
1. Institutional Structure 
The 1Tational Institute for Ar::ricultural :rtesearch and Promotion, :HA'lP, 
is a decentralized public institution of the agrarian sector, with le-
gal representation, It was created by Legislative Decree Ho. 21 (Article 
26), January 19, 1961. Later, on rrarch 27, 1981, Supreme Decree No. 
046-.31-AG determined the objectives and function~, the organization, 
functional relations, labor relations and :economic resources for NIARP • 
. 1\rticle 5 of Supreme Decree 046-81-AG establishes the following functions 
for FIARP: "To program, direct, conduct, supervise and evaluate 
agricultural research activities, use of water and soil utilization~' 
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On October 7, 1981, the Director's · ]esolution No. 0113-81-NIA..'lP, 
established the organic structure of FI \]T'' s dependencies, including the 
centralized (main office) and decentralized portions (\gricultural Research 
and Promotion Centers - ARPC), according to the following scheme (See 
DIR~CTIVE G={GA.J:TIZATIOF 
~irector's Office 
Director of FI A'1P 
~ssistant Director 
Executive Director of ~gricultmral Research 
~xecutive Director for 'gricultural Promotion 
Secretary General 
Office of Public Relations and Information 
CON":'5Wl ORGAriZ·\TION 
Office for Internal Control 
Director of Inspections 
'lirector of Internal \uditing 
Affice of ~udget and rylanning (03P) 
Director of Planning 








Director of Studies and Projects 
~UPPORT ORGAFIZATION 
Administr-3-tive Office (AO) 
Director of Personnel 
nirector of Budget 
''irector of Supplies 
Director of '\ccounting and Treasury 
Office of Technical Communication (OTC) 
""irector of Training 
Director of 0ommunications 
]irector of T'ocumentation and Information Systems 
Director of ,\gricul tural and Livestock 'tesearch (TIAL"i) 
nffice of Biometrics and Information ~ystems 
-irector of · ',gricul tural Research 
T>irector of Li vestoci<: Research 
"'irector of Agricultural and Livestock J:>romotion (DALP) 
~ffice of Agroeconomy 
Office of \.gricultural :mgineering 
Director of Agricultural ')(tension 
T'irector of :F'romotion of Rural r;ommercialization 
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rational Agricultural Tv'achinery Service ( '3~TAJ!: \) 
Programming Office 
\dministrative Office 
Director of Operations 
"irector of ':aintenance 
r:irector of '~ngineering 
'"'irector of Technical Asistance in r\gricultural !"echa.nization 
\gricultural Research and Promotion Centers (.\!lPn) 
Director 
Supervisor 




'ccounting and Treasury 1Jni t 
"upply and SerVice Pni t 
,\ssistants 
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'~ocumentary Administration Fni t 
Office for ~echnical r,ommunication (OTC) 








Crop Protection Coordinator 
Soil and liater Resources Coordinator 
Testing Coordinator 








Agroeconomuc and Rural Commercialization Unit 
Extension Coordinator 
Social Promotion Coordinator 
Crop Coordinator 
Tivestock Coordinator 
Rural ~ommercialization Coo~inator 





<egional \p;ricul tural Hachinery Service (SElEF \.) 
":onal \gricultur3.l T-Tachinery Service 
Operations Unit 
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2. "'iesearch Programming System 
Directive Fo. 004-83-:tGA:tP-DIA, formulated by the Director of Agricul-
tural and Livestock lesea.rch, established the no:mns for the formulation 
and approval of t"I\RP's agricultural research projects. (See Appendix 
JITo. 2). The objective of the Directive is: 
"To establish morms for the content and procedures for the formulation, 
presentation and approval of research projects that are generated in the 
decentralized organi:zations of NIAHP." 
The r:anual for the Formulation of ·\gricul tural Research Projects (On-
line projects and sub-projects , approved by Directive t:o. 004-83-IHA.cq}:- !)lA 
established the following figures for agricultural research, 
2.:1. Research Projects 
1\gricul tural research rrill be developed in two stages: basic and comple-
mentary. 
a) Basic Research - oriented toward the increase of scientific know-
lectr-;e, through the sea:t'ch for neH r)::incir·les and com1~rehension of basic 
processes. It is generally developed based on the focus of innerent 
problems in one or more scientific disciplines. This type of research 
is not necessarily directed toward the productive process. 
b) 1\.pplied Research - directed toward the process of production and 
oriented toward the 3.doption of new principles and techniques linked 
to scientific problems. Its development is based on the problems in-
herent in each crop or species, first of all, and, secondly, on the de-
velopment of socio-econcmic systems. 
An agricultural research plan should, in general terms, include PRCGRAI"S 
focused on: 
-Crops or livestock: applied research for poly-crops or livestock 
species 1 ~otato Program, Corn :~ogram, Livestock Program, etc.) 
-Production Systems: research on crops, agrosystems, production 
units or production regions. 
-3ystems for the protection of the ecosystem (Soil lrogram, Integrat-
ed Flague 8ontrol, et~.) 
-Socio-economic situation of the farmer, etc. 
A research problem is developed by defining and prioritizing generic prob-
lems, which in done in participation with specialists in research and 
promotion and representatives of the agricultural sector. A review of 
the technology available in relation to each generic problem will indicate 
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whether the solution of the problera is throuc;h action iin research or 
promotion, according to the availaoility or lack of technology. 
1esearch on a generic problem inherent in a Program is called a Line 
Pro,iect. '~'or example, in a \·.!heat Program, one of the priority problems 
would be reflected in a tine Project entitled "Control of iiheat Rust 
in La Libertad Highlands". This Line Project, like maz:y other, will 
require the use of one or many scientific disciplines such as genetics, 
vegetable physiology, entomyology, phtyop~thology, edaphology, etc., 
in order to solve the problem of wheat rust. r\ Line Project will be 
regional in character if the problem is located in a specific area, but 
it could also be national, if the incidence of the problem were wider. 
2.3 Sub-Projects 
Many T,ine Projects, in turn, are carried out through much more defined 
action, called Sub-projects, which are each of the experiments, surveys, 
specific activities, etc., that are necessary - either simultaneously 
or in series- in order to reach the objectives of the I~ne Project. 
~Sub-project can include various experiments, surveys, etc,, repeated 
in different places or at different tiffies, if they are carried out with 
the same methodology. 
2,4 The rational Plan for A.gricultural 'iesearch 
The Fational "?lan for '\gricultural Research ( :\pprendix Fo. J)* is not 
considered as yet another program, but as an administrative instrument 
for the diffusion of the Institute's activities. 
'T'he rational Plan is made up of Programs, Line Projects and )ub-projec:t-s, 
2.5 Operative rrechanism for the Ti'ormulation and Approval of Projects 
The Director's Office established the following operative mechanism for 
the formulation and approval of Line Projects and Sub-projects: 
2.5.1 The Line Projects and Sub-projects will be presented in original 
and three copies, such that, once approved, they be distributed as 
follows: 
Original- ?xecuti ve Director of ·\gricul tural and Livestock Research 
1 copy- Jirector of the Experimental Station 
1 copy - T.eader of the National Program 
1 copy- 1\ppropri ate 1esearch nni t, 
2.5.2 legional or national Line Projects will be formulated by a qualified 
* .~,pprendix J contains only the tational Rice Program, as an example of 
the National Plan for \gricultural .:tesearch 
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specialist, to be revised oy his Jirector and/or rational Leader, as the 
C3.Se may be. ~. specialist in statistics will also participate and advise, 
as will other specialists, depending on the disciplines included in the 
Project. 
2 • .5.3 Once the tine Ioroject is formulated, it will be taken to the Techni-
cal Committee named by the Directors of ll\T", for review and approval. 
If there are q_uestions, suggestions for improven,ent, etc., it will be 
returned. 
2,_5,4 The formulation of the Sub-project will be the responsibility of 
the researcher, who will be supervised by his rational Leader and advised 
by a specialist in statistics and by all those related to the disciplines 
included in the Project, 
2 • .5 • .5 It is recommended that, insofar as possible, a specialist in ~gr3.rian 
~conomy participate in the I,ine Projects and ~ub-projects. 
2 • .5, 6 'T'he Sub-project will be approved by the ''irector of the ::::;xperimen-
tal Station and then sent to the 3.ppropriate \RPC Director, who will 
authorize it. 
2 • .5. 7 The T,ine Project formulated for budgeting in a given fiscal year 
should be presented the year before, according to the followin deadlines: 
\pril 1,2, 3 7orumlation of the Line Project 
Review and Approval by Technical Committee 
4 Approval and authorization by the 'I:Xecutive Director 
of '\gricultural and Livestock Research 
2.5.8 !lnce the implementation of T-'ine Projects is authorized, the corres-
6? 
Sub-projects will be formulated and presented for approval no less than 
one month prior to the date give~ for their initiation. 
It was also established that for Jub-project.s that continue for periods 
longer than one year, it is only necessary to present the Harking 
and its corresponding \nnual 1:J,ud,get. The Director's Office also defined 
its range of application to Deceni:talized fu-ganizations in FIAt~P, as 
well as to those institutions that celebrate contracts or agreements for 
carrying out agriculutural research projects with FI ,'I.,~P. The Office 
of -::tiometrics and Information Systems of the Office of the Director of 
t\,griculutral and Livestock Rese:1rch was given the responsibility of 
organizing a file of all information related to research projects on a 
national level, in order to integrated and consolidate the j;ational 
Plan for ,\,gricultural .1esearch. rl'inally, the Biometrics Unit of each 
Experimental Station was made respor.sible for organizing a similar file 
for all research projects for which it has direct responsibility. 
2,6 Later Hodifications to the Programming System 
Beginning in 1984, some fundamental changes were made in the definitions 
and operative mechanism of the programming of agricultural research. 
2.6.1 The terms "11ne Project" and "Sub-project" disappear, and are re-
placed by "Research Line" and "Research Project", respectively. 
2.6.2 Tn the forms for "Research Projects" (formerly Sub-project), there 
appear spaces for: 
a) Identifying the problem that the Research Project is expected 
to solve. 
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b) ~ormulating the hypothesis (es), indicating the points of 
view that theory presently describes, with respect to the problem to 
be solved, 
~he scientific hypothesis is a proposition made by the researcher as to 
the possible causes or variables that determine a problem. 'Then the prob-
lem is well-identified and correctly described, it will always be possible 
to formualte a hypothesis as to the causal variable, ·its. relations and 
interrelations. A hypothesis formulated in this manner will always be 
implicitly or explicitly linked to scientific theory, which is known to 
and understood by the researcher, Basically, the scientific hypothesis 
should include; 1) the theory or scientific basis; 2) the prediction;and 
3) the manner in which the prediction will be verified. 
B, ~stablishment, Objectives and Characteristics of Supervision and Evalu-
ation 1:echanisms and Procedures 
1. ~stablishment 
nirective l'o. 03-83- riARP-DE - DIA formulated by the Director of \g-
ricultural and Livestock Research, established the norms for supervision 
and evaluation of agricultural resezrrch at NIARP (See t\ppendix ro. 4). 
2. Objectives and '-;oals 
The objectives of the norms of supervisin and evaluation are: 
-To establish an institutional framework in o~der to norm super-
visory and evaluational activities in a6Ticultural research. 
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- To establish the baisc norms used to control ~nd evaluated 
the execution of agricultural research activity on a national level. 
'lhe princi -ral goal of the Directive lias to norm the procedure for super-
vision and technical evaluation of the r·ational Plan (Programs, Line Pro-
jects and Sub-projects) that are carried out by the ''ecentalized ['rgani-
zations of the ri\RP, as well as those carried out by other research or-
ganizations by means of contracts or agreements with the I'IA.lP. 
3. of ~upervision, Periodic! ty and n::lements of ,Judgement 
Jt is indicated that supervisory and ev~luational activities will be car-
ried out on both national and local levels periodically (" ••• at least 
two annual visits per ZXperimental Station") or, by disposition of the 
'irector•s Office, whenever judged convenient. The following elements 
of judgement will be taken into account in supervision and evaluation: 
-0evelopment Plan for the \gricultural 'lector 
-niagnosis of Agricultural rToductio~ 
-··ational Plan for Agricultural ~esearch 
-Line Project and Sub-project (later defined as lesearch Line 
and Research Project, respectively) 
- -'wailable resources 
-Periodic reports 
-Publications 
4. :Tocedures and Operativ-e rrechanism for 3upervision and '?valuation 
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4.1 'Jreparation of the Supervision Plan 
'T'he Supervision Elan in the t\RPC 'iJcperimental Stations and other institu-
tions where research is beinE, carried out under contract or agreement, 
will receive final approval by the Executive T!irector for \gricultural 
and Livestock Research, and will be communicated to the Executive 
Office. 
)upervision imp~~ at least two yearly visits to each ~~perimental 
3tation. 
4.2 1iependencies to be Supervised 
The dependencies to be supervised include all the 'iRPC Experimental 
Stations, as indicated in the '\ppendix "Research Dependencies to be 
Supervised", as well as those institutions carrying out research un-
der contract or agreement (See \ppendix Ho. 4). 
1-1-.3 0perative 1techanism 
There should be a sequence of interviews, as indicated below: 
4. 3.1 '·Ti th the Director of the \RPC 
This is especially important when his location coincides with the 
Experimental Station(s) to be supervised. \lternately, other methods 
•rill be used to supervise when the Director is located elseHhere. 
h.3.2 :rith the Director of the Experimental Station 
The necessary documentation will be requested, for better execution of 
the activities to be carried out, and the activity plan Hill be made. 
'":'he impler:enta.tion of prior recommendations made in supervisory visits 
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will be verified. 
F'orms 01,02, 03, OL~,05 and 06 DE- DIA (See \ppendix No. 4) will be given 
out, in order to u~)-dCJ. te human, :physical and budgetary resource informa-
tion, 
4.3.3 :[ith the Director of the Experimental Station and the Researchers 
'T'he objectives and the suporvi0ory plan rrill be presented, Those bein;~ 
intervierr must bring the necessary documentation (Programming a: Line 
Projects, su:~projects, ~eriodic reports and publications) and any addi-
tional information to be used during the individual intervierrs, 
4.3.4 Individual Intervierrs with liesearchers 
In these individual interviews, the execution of the experiments for rrhich 
the person is responsible will be analyzed, including the r,ecessary 
documentation for revierr and verification. 
The goals for the year Hill be contrasted vTi th Hhat Has actually achieved 
by the date of the supervisory visit. ·~arms I'os. 07--DE..:. DIAand 09-DE-DIA 
will be used for tre national and local levels (See \pp:endix ~;o, 4). 
In tbe review of Line Projects or Sub-projects, the study objectives 
rrill be verified for clarity and the study's approval Hill be verified. 
In field visits, o:r visits to g-..ceen>wuses or laboratories, the Hark under-
'IFty will be verified, ':'he plan, suggestions to be made and problems 
which have appeared Hil1 be discussec:_, G-Il.e of the important aspects of 
~~;;'"I'~r:;rT: ·,:Then the c01~di tions in Hhich t·1e e~cperim.ents or acti vi tics are 
such that they r;uarantee that the inforr-lation req_uired 1-rill be provided 
by the results, 
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S 'TIS-;o\8'1'0'\~r:Jhen the conditions seen to indicate that the information 
provided vlill be technically or socio-econonically valid. 
D"S'~'H!I:si'T: \Then the conditions found offer no cuarantee that the infor-
mation sou~ht will be obtained. 
The reports on iflinished experiments Hill be revieHed; they should include 
information of experimental results obtained during the year. The :person 
Hho carried out the experiment or activity Hill fill out- forn ~To. 09-
DE-DI·~- and, to summarize the reort, he Hill use for I'o. 10-'::;;-DIA (See 
Appendix I:o. 4). 
To review finished Sub-projects, the last finished ta::reriment i-Till be 
reviev1ed , based on the information in form l:o. 09-DE-:)IA. This refers 
to the consolidation of all of tha experiments or other progra-:1med activi-
ties, accordine; to the nature of the study, The forr!l of tl:"le reporrt pre-
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The report ·rill be made by the Director of the ,'XperimentaJ Station to 
the ~- IA.''1P -:irector, ni th a co11y 3ent to the SXecutive Director of !g:ri-
cultural and -~_,ivestoc~c '2esearch, for its dL::;semination. 
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Jther activities related to agricultural research include basic seed, 
seedlings, animals (studs), publications, consultations, analyses, diag-
nosis (crop and/or livestock raising protection), etc. (''ee :?orms Los. 
:1.1, 1.2, 13, 14, 15, 16-"E-DIA, i\.ppend..l .. r.No. 4). 
1: .• 3.5 "inal ::eetinc; 
The final neetint; vrill take place ifi th the researchers of the supervised 
unit. The supervisor uill make gener~l cor..ments on the Hork underway, 
mentioning all the sucgestions ancl recomTilendations included in the report. 
The most iEportant ones Hill. be given in written forn to the Director o":': 
the unit supervised, for their immediate implantation or execution. 
C?pies of the recommendations will be sent to the :S:Xecutive ~;irector of 
·1\.rr,ricul tural and I~i vestock nesea.rch ancl to the appropriate \RPC T!irector. 
5. "'7'inal ~~valuation 
The information obtained in the supervisory visti t lvill be used to nake 
the final yearly evaluation of each \RPC, according to the followinG 
guidelines (See also:· Form ro. 17-n'G-'liA, Appendix ro. 4). 
5.1 J:i'ra!!levrork of the A~·;ricultt:.ro.l :ese?.rch '$yste:n 
"ention of the general functions :net by the :~xperimental c:tation(s) >-rith 
respect to the regions they serve, ~ ndicatinr~ ARPC :?reduction :::ones. 
5. L 1 ··tructure of the \r':ricultural 2esea.rch ·rag-ram, ~x:perimental )tations 
included in the \ 1 '': organ1zation and the ~'reduction '~ones covered by 
each one. 
Cri teri2. for ev~luc.ition: 
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-1:um:m potential 
-"'otJ.l number of wor:kers: percenta-:;e of professional, technical 
personnel and assistants 
-"raining level of profession2~l personnel: percenta.ges speci2.li-
zation or academic de17ees. 
-Physical resources 
-Construction, equipment, land for research: indicate ifadequute, 
sufficient, insufficient or lacking 
- udgetary resources 
~'i th respect to the function tha~~ e"tch has, indicate if sufficient or in-
suffici eEt. 
plines, in generc.l or in '.x:perin;ental Stations. 
Indicate the problems mentioned in the Z')evelo-pment rJ.i:-!..11 for the '::ector 
and the one considered to be most outs7.-andLlg. 
5.2 ·:evelopnent of the t\gricultural ilesectrch Plan 
'::'he plan Hill be evaluated according to the following criteria: 
5.2 .1 C~1eration program goals planned and met in the Experimental 
'='t.:::tions ar~d through contracts and agreements ( 2uantit'ltive 
evctluation) 
5.2.2 2esearch Project 
'rhe achievenent of resem:."ch line goals will be evaluated in relation to 
priorities. 
5.2.3 :~eduction of seed, seecUings and livestoc:" 
'"he "'"chievement o:2' goals and the contribution of basic seed for the 
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establishment of public or semi-public greenhouses will be anaylzed. 
In the case of animals (studs), the contribution to users will be 
considered 
5.2.4 Dissemination of research results 
The achievement of goals and rendering of serviced with respect to 
publications, consulting activities and seminars will be analyzed. 
5.3 ionclusions 
The conclusions reached in the evaluation process will be indicated. 
5.4 Recommendations 
Appropriate adjustments will be proposed, such that the research is 
congruent with the liational Plan for Agricultural Research. 
6. Later Fodifications 
In July, 1985, in order to facil:l.tate the activities of supervision 
and evaluation, the System of 7ollow-up Information was put into effect 
for experiments carried out under the ~rational Plan for Agricultural Re-
search. The goal was to be able to have rapid and up-dated information 
(programmed for computer analysis) with respect to the progress of 
experiments and the problems affecting them. 
The System of Follow-up Information for experiments represents another 
step in the process of perfection and rapidity in the collection and 
analysis of information that was previously collected through Forms ros. 
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07,08,09 and 10-D~-DIA, as mandated by the norms for supervision and 
evaluation approved in 1983 (Appendix J;o, 4). 
The System for ~ollow-up Information requires that form OBI.85.06 
(Appendix No. 5) be filled out, based on information provided by the 
researcher responsible for the experiment, according to the coding 
table provided (Appendix l!o. 6) • 
?. Institutional location 
waluation activities of agricultural research (in the vfidest sense, in 
eluding follow-up, supervision and control, as well as the evaluation 
~r ~·) are carried out by several branches of the Institute. 
7.1 At the rational Level 
~allow-up of experiments underway in each research project is coordinated 
by the Director of Agricultural and Livestock Research, with the sup-
port of the Office of Biometrics and Information Systems. 
Periodic control and verification activities with respect to the ob-
servance of norms and procedures for use of physical, financial 
and hum':Ln resources, according to the ~eneral Control Taw, are done 
by the Office for Internal Control (ere). 
Specific follow-up studies and other related evaluation activities 
are carried out by the ~allow-up and ~aluation Unit, created by loan 
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agreement KO. ?~2150, made by the :..rorld lank to the Peruvian Govern-
ment, approved in 1982, to be used by the ~I~RP. ~he Unit, which 
has especially hired personnel, is functionally and adminsitratively link-
ed to the Office of Budget and Planning ( OBP), I:IARP. 
Socio-economic evaluation activities of agricultural research are 
carried out by the rational ~groeconomic Program (l·'AP), which was 
created in ·.-ovember, 1983; these activities support the functions of 
the Office of Agroeconomy and Rural Commercialization (O&~C), created 
in 1934. The areas of action in the lU\P which are related to 
a) systems for the production and stren5~hening of enterprise; b) 
support for agricultural credit programs; and c) agroeconomic research; 
develop and execute projects and studies of the socio-economic value 
of agricultural research. rrurther information of the projects and 
studies will be given later on. 
7.2 In ~ecentralized Crganizations 
Evaluation activities of agricultural research carried out by different 
areas and programs at the national level have their counterparts in the 
decentralized organizations - the \RPr:s - of the Institute. 
The Experimental Stations and Sub-stations carry out the activities of 
supervision, follmr-up and evaluation, according to the directives and 
norms given by the central office (Executive ~irector of 1igriculture and 
Uvestock Research, OfFice of "udget and Planning, etc.) 1,nd the res-
nective 'l"'". 
'T'he :rrop:rammin'S Offices in the \RPCs- I(Piura), TI (Chiclayo), III 
(Trujillo), pr (:-Iuar3.z) anrl TX (Cajamarc3.)- which cover the area partly 
financed by the ~Jorli Bank project, support the activities of the Office 
of Follo;r-up and Evaluation of the OBP. 
The Internal Control Jffices of the 'RPCs support the periodic control 
and verification activities of the CC at the natior~al level. 
'~'he \RPC Offices of \groeconomy ancl ::\ural Commercialization support 
the acti viti es and car£y out part of the ',nnual Plan of the rational 
Agroeconomic Program and the DARt; at the national level. 
8. lole of the International Institutions 
The participation of international institutions for technical and 
financial assistance (these last ones through loans and donations) in 
the definition of objectives, programming, execution, follow-up and eval-
uation of agricultur3.l research in the l'I\RP can be summarized as 
follows: 
8. 1 /J orld Bank 
rnhe Loan Project ro. FS2150 made to NI\RP by the iforld Bank ( for a net 
amount of 40.6 nillion dollars, plus a national contribution of J9.4 
million dollars) prior to the creation of the ~callow-up and ><:Valuation 
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Unit, trhich, according to the organizational scheme of the I:IAitB, 
reports to the Office of Dudr:;et and Planning. Of the total cost of the 
Prjoct, 650,000 dollars were set aside to finance the Lnit for five 
years - 178,000 dollars for the first year and 118,000 for each of the 
remaining four. These resources are for the purchase of vehicles and 
office equipment, and to hire six professionals, ten mid-level technicians 
and three assistants. 
The ''lorld "Sank Project specified that research would be supervised by 
the research coordinators of the product progr ms, and by the head 
f3Cientists at the 7 SX:perimental 8tationa, Hi th the assistance of 
the 8o-Leaders of the rational Programs. The research program would 
be subject to annual review. In addition to follow-up and analysis, 
this !rould permit the quality of research to be examined. In addition 
the studies made by the Unit could serve as the basis for the assigna-
tion of human and financial resources among alternate programs. ;ach 
researc!-2 :Qroject would be graded (ex-ante evaluation) according to the 
degree of achievement of its specific objectives, its relation to ex-
isting problems, the urgency of the problem, the goals of the National 
Programs, costs in relation to potential benefits and the probability 
of obtaining similar research results in some other place. 
In addition to the internal review mentioned, the Horld Bank _Project 
specified that research programs vrould be reviewed every two years by 
an external group of chosen specialists, The r7oup will also begin an 
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initial study of the ore;anization of the FI '\:1P in the areas of research 
and extension,and would give the necessary assistance with respect to 
the implantation of an internal system by the Institute itself. 
8.2 \.I.~J. 
'i'he Research, ·-1ducation and Extension Project (:~JE), ":l.pproved in February, 
1980, was financed by A,I.D, through a loan to the Peruvian government 
for 9· million dollars, a donation for technical assistance for 2 million 
dollars :tnd a contribution by the Peruvian govennment for lJ. million 
dollarf:, after establishine; an evaluation ple.n at three levels: 
a) \t the attache level, to evaluate: 
-changes in :production resulting from increased yield and 
increased area tmder cultivation; 
-chane;es :ininports and exports; 
-changes in t:1e real prices of products resulting from 
changes in supply; 
-changes in the level of spending by the government with res-
pect to the support required; ru1d 
-requests for evaluation of the project's progress in relation 
to its structure and its program. 
b) !\t the level of the lSE program itself, to evaluate: 
-num~er and quality of personnel trained by the project; 
-quaHty of operativi ty of the r·~ational Product P".cocrams, 
over a period of time; 
-quality of adaptive research, reflected in production chanr;es; and 
-costs. 
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c) At the level of selected components of the ·:rs-:;:: Project, 
to evaluate: 
-!'a ti onal Froduct T'rOc'.7'ams; 
-Regional service laboratories; 
-various levels of the training program. 
In every case, the evaluation Hould ;Je comparative, discussing planning 
and what was actually implemented. ~or example, in a ration3.l Product 
Program carrying out its activities in rural areas, the evaluation >fOuld 
consist in measuring the difference behl'een what was planned and what 
lfas impler:tented, in the follovring manner; 
-quantity aril quality of program technicians; 
-dissemination and use of technological packets; 
-requests for technical assistance; and 
-rates of adoption of technolop;ym changes in production, etc. 
'1'he evaluations mentioned would be made yearly by the AF'1 mission in Peru 
and the Yit\RP (at the time, in 1980, it was the rational Institute for 
,\grarian Research, ri q), t!:rou,<;h its RF:E Project \dministration ·divi-
sion, one year after imulementation of the Project. 
Finally, the Project considered that short-term technical assistance 
vJould be necessary to assist the ::r:nsti tute in the development of a con -
ceptual model and in the selection of specific evaluation models. 
In practice, the Evaluation Plan for the REG lYroject has been carried 
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out uith th0 participation of diverse instiuticns, areas and prop;rams. 
In the Plan, trhich included intern:::,l and external evaluation activities, 
the !\IT) mission in Peru, rorth '~arolina State University, J'I']:?,through 
its ce of Agroeconomy and R.ur:::.l Commercialization and its rational 
Ar:;roeconomy Proc;ram, the ~ank and the Interamerican levelopment 
nank have all participated; the last b-ra entities supplieC. professionals 
Hhich ·Here requested in different evaluation missions. 
In this :oction, it is to reco(Sr.iZe and point out the funda-
mental role that Jorth C'll'clina St.'lte UniversH.:;. (n;su) has had in all 
the intern.::tl and external evaluation activities of agricultural research 
in rr · , as Nell :ts in the Institute in 1;ener;;,l. 'fi th respect to in-
ternaJ ealuation, r~:JT; bad 'l. very significc:wt role in the elaboration 
and 1mplenentation of the 1 ational · t>roecono:nic Ilan \P), ~ssen-
tially, -- •\? i c a. program to pernanently evaluate the activities 
of technology generatioL and transfer, to verify adoption and the 
factors favoring or di said adoption. ""'hirteen of seventeen 
FA:l::' projects (':ee ,\ppendix ro. 7) axe directly or indirectly designed 
to evaluate agricultural research activities, to identify and resolve 
:tn:·oblems that make the adoption of technology more cult, and to 
ev:.~luate the present and rotential ir:1pact of new technologies. Tn the 
section relc.tinr:s to the description and evaluation of evaluatio:rc ::1ethodo-
lorc,i.es ~'Y the n:ARP, the experiences and results of the F\P will 
be presented and discussed. 
~he activities and results of external evaluations promoted and developed 
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by international institutions Hill be presented in Section rr. 
8, 3 I. ~ . . . and L I -\. G 
~<oth the Interamerican Development Bank and the Interamerican Institute 
for Agricultural Cooperation have contributed to the evalu~tion of 
agricultural research carried out by the riAFP, as well aG to the 
eV'l.lutaion of the Institute c:.s a whole. The contri butioL was channel-
ized through the c:pecial Program for the /\.gricultural Sector J.:>roject 
(SP\SP), wh.ich made it possible for the :::.I.A.C to. hire a group of 
trained professiona].s who too::: ch:trge of some of the projects irr:plement-
ed by the r'.\P. 
8,4 Jill~A':: 
The Cartagena '\f7'eement :Board, /11:' \';, also collaborated in the process 
of evaluation of agricultural research, by financing for I'IARP two pilot 
projects in its Support Program for Rural TechnologJteal Development 
(SFRTD) • The first project was desic;ned to meadure the rate of 
adoption of new technology hy small farmers in the highlands of the 
11epartment of Ia TJi bert ad, "'he second was desif,!1ed to develop a method-
olop;y to make ·:~. technological inventory, both at the national level 
and at the level of the Andean Group nations, 
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There is not much eveidence of other institutional evaluation experiences 
of agricultural research in Peru. Evidently, as will be shown in C)ec-
tions u and Vi, the larr~est insti tutionalr evaluation experience in Peru 
was undertal{en by the r:ttional :::nsti tute for \;p:-icultural Research and 
Promotion. The only evidence found in available literature with respect 
to an ex-post evaluation of a research program is the ~{ines stucly, 
clone in Peru Hith the logistic sup:po:..."'t of the ?ational '\grariar. Univer-
sity, as a doctoral thesis fo 1~ Princeton llni versi ty in 1972. The 
study, entitled "The Utilization of Resea.rch for ~'evelopment: Two ,r;ase 
Studies in Rural I~odernization and 1\gricul ture in Peru", evaluated the 
econonic and social returns on investments made in corn research in ''eru 
hehreen 1991 and 1967. The study utilized the cost and benefit data 
of the research projects referred to a.nd folloHed the method knoHTI as 
economic surplus (more ir'formation Hill be c;iver. on this I'!ethod in 
Cection VI\, tO esti::1ate the benefitS derived from 1. SkeHing to the 
right in the corn sul)ply curve, thereby estiDating the l::lenefits of a 
surplus for consumers and producers. The principal results of the 
study Here the follovrinc;: 1) t:1e internal rate of return on investments 
in corn research in Peru in the ,1eriod from 1954 to 1967 varied from 
35< to 40~; 2) when, in addition to the benefits of corn research, the 
benefits of the reconr.enda.tions of a complete "technological packet" 
for corn 1:ere considered, the respective rate of internal return varied 
from 50_, to 55'. 
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1. Tnterr.al ::~valuations 
\s ':·ras ner:tioned in Section III, evaluation activities in agricultural 
research in I~J'\ 1Tr:>, including follou-up, supervision and control activities, 
as Hell 'lS the evalU3.tion 
of the Institute. 
~~ ;J.re carried. out by different sections 
The follow-up of experiments, including identification of problf:!.rrS tha-':. 
affect the execution phase, in order to ta1-:e corrective measures, is 
coordinOLted ·oy the Jirector o~ :\r;ricul tural and Livestock Research, with 
the support of the Cfflce of Biometrics and ~Cnformation 4 ystems, and more 
recently, vrith the support of the rational Service of l,uant tative r~ethods 
and 'n addtion, at the natiC'nal level, superision cm1trol 
verification activities are unclertaJcen by the Office of 
.-Fl:erm.l r•ontrol, to ensure t~at the diverse sections of the Institute 
are the norms and procedures established for the use of physical, 
financial and hull'an resources, and t:y the Fanual of 4'unctions, accordinc; 
to the 'Ceneral Control LaH, <::orne specific studies and other evaluation 
activities are carried out by the "olloH-up and "•;valuation Unit, which 
vr.1s created by the ----,J::-2150 Loan '.greemen",;, bebreen the ;or:hl3a.nk ::1.rJ.d the 
was a.pproved and 
for e:~ecution, 'T'he Ti'o1loH-up and .:Valuation Unit, which uses specially 
-psrsonnel, is funct:'!.onally and admir.1s trati vely tied to the 
rJffice of Bodget and Planning (FTA?P), and to date harc1 underta:en 
various studies, as I'Iill oe seen farther on. Socio-economic: evaluation 
activities of agricultural research are carried out by the r3.tional 
1\e;roeconomy Program, as ·:t support function to the Office of Agroeconomics 
and Rural Comme:rcialization. To date, the I'rop;r!lm and the Office have 
\'iade several evaluationa studies and projects, principally in the 
areas of production systems and strengthening of enterprises, support 
for agricultural credit programs and ae:roeconomic research, through which 
it carries out projects and studies for socio-economic evaluation of 
agricultural research. The Prognam, using professionals from rorth 
Carolina State University and Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State 
!Jniversity , through a contract with A.I.n. in Peru, made a cost/benefit 
study of agricultural research and extension in Peru in 1985. The 
study vdll be discussed in greater detail later. 
Hith respect to the decentralized part of the Institute, evaluation of 
agricultural research takes place in diverse areas of the Agricultural 
Research and l~omotion Centers. The JXperimental Stations and Sub-
stations carry out supervisory, follow-up and evaluation activities 
according to the norms and directives from the central office, through 
the 2:xecutive Director of Agricultural and Livestock Research, the Of-
fice of Budget and Planning, and the HI ,\crt}' itself. The Programming 
Offices in the A,lPCs in the northern part of the country ( AlPC I- Piura, 
'Al1PC IT - t;hiolayo, AJlFC III- Trujillo, AlPt; T"- Huaraz and AlP0. TX-
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'"'ajamarcal, which cover the area partially financed by the 'Torld T:'.ank 
Project, supnort the activities of the '"allow-up and ~'..'valuation Pnits. 
The Office for Internal Control in the 'T~P~s support the supervision, 
control ::md peri odic verification activities of the GIC a.t the national 
level. The Offices for Agroeconomy and Rural jowmercialization in the 
':\P0.s support the activities and carry out part of the i11mual Plan 
of the Pational Ae;roeconomic r--rogran, as well as the national Office for 
Agroeconomy and Rural Commercialization. 
In addition, the !HARP Annual Report which refers to 1984, entitled 
"·\ctions and Achievements of the rational Institute for Agricultural 
Research and Promotion", published in 1985, is essentially an internal 
evaluation exercise, as are the extension and agricultural promotion ac-
tivities developed by the Institute. \s vrill be seen later, the Report 
presents an-avaluation of the impact of the Institute's activities, 
in terms of average yields obtained by farmers, for the principal 
agricultural products of the country from 1930 to 198L~. To make the 
~1eport, different areas of the central office, all of the AiiP'::s and 
investment Projects, North Carolina State University, the Israeli As-
sociation for International Cooperation, the technicians assigned to 
the rational Product :'rogr'l.ms , the rational Production "ystems rro-
grams, the l'ational '3ervices, the Fational ;,upport Prograr·•s, a..nd the 
r:ooperative Support Programs for \gricultural 'esearch (';'ropical 
~oils 1-nd Lesser lUninar.ts) a.ll participated. 
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2. :Xternal 'Svaluations 
In the 1984-1985 period, at least four large external evaluations took 
:olace. '""hese evaluations were not limited to agricultural research 
activities, but also included extension, training and agricultural 
promotior: activities. 'T'he first two external evaluations had already 
been planned and programme:'! by the Investment Projects themselves; the 
third uas especially requested by the Director of the Institute and the 
fourth took place as a consequence of the conclusions and recommendations 
of the first. 
The evaluations Here 1) ~~valuation of the Project for Agricultural T{e-
search, "Sducation and Sxtension (RS3 Project), which is the result of 
a loan agreement and donation signed between the Peruvian Government and 
the -\.I.r. in 1980. 2) waluation and Supervision of the Project for 
'\gricultural Research and Sxtension (:BE Project), l-thich is the result 
of an agreement signed bet-vreen the 1f orld 3ank and the Peruvian Government 
in 1982. 3) r'N'aluation of the institutional model of the Fll'1P, by 
the International 3ervice for rational Agricultural Research (iSJ:4R) 
mission. 4) 'waluation of the feasibility and effectiveness of the 
Peruvian system for agricultural research, education and extension, 
¥hich was promoted by the \,I. D. and the ri \HP, 
In Section VI, the objectives, methodology and principal conclusions and 
recommenda~~ions resulting from each of the external evaluations mentioned. 
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3. "waluation Periods 
"Tom a.Jnong the m:)st ch'1racteristic types of permanent and eventual 
evaluation of agricultural research, the NIA:tP has selected follow-up 
activities (monitoriPg) and ex-post evaluation of agriculturJ..l research. 
In t':le :vearly meetings to revieK the programming and projects that make 
up the rational Programs and to develop new projects for those Prograns 
for the following year, the concept of ex-ante evaluation of agricul-
tural research has been introduced. Some specific attempts have been 
made to carry out this type of evaluation. However, to date a systematic 
ex-ante evaluation study has not yet been mad,3, nor is there 'lny av::dl-
'1.ble publication of such a study in this area. 'T'he folloH-up activities 
on the research projects are made by different rreas of the Institute, 
according to the methods already nentioned and described. "he follow-
lJ.P activities for the F:1.tional :?-..cograms arc acrrie:l out as follows: 1) 
Through the .1\nnual and 1uart.erly neports presented by the Co-Leaders of 
the Programs. 2) Through periodic visitsmade at different levels by 
Institute executives, as well as by executives and directors of the 
Investrr,ent ~ojects, Universities and ':nternational 8enters for 'gricul-
tural -qesearch. The visits are made to the main offices of the Fational 
JTograms and to their respective sattelite offices, often including 
visits to the farmers directly or indirectly affected by the :rational 
Programs, a.s well. 3! ny means of specially designe(l studies made at 
irregular intervals 1:'y diverse are''LS of the Institute, but especially 
by the rational \groeconomic Program, through the l'ffice of \groeconomy 
and lural ~ommercialization and by the 7cllow-up and 2valuation Unit of 
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the ;rorld ''a.nk Project. In both cases, the central offices are supported 
in their efforts by the decentralized structures in the A'1PCs. 
4, ~lements and Level of ~aluation, 
"'ollov~-uu and evaluation activities at !HARP take on many forms, without 
having reached any sort of systematization, ~hrough follow-up activities 
on the research projec~· s, the technical results are evaluated, and 
the same objective is reached by the evaluations of the 1:ational Programs. 
By means of specific follow-up stu:iies and accompaniment of farr:ters di-
rectly or indirectly affected by research and extension activites, the 
degree of dissemination of technology is evaluated, as are the results 
of research projects. In reference to the real impact of the use of 
generated technologies, also known as impact evaluations, there have been 
some evaluative ~tudies of yield (rates of return), through the ~~alysis 
of costs and benefits of research and agricultural extension developed 
by ITI \RP. Ti'ollow-up and evaluation of research is done at the project 
level and also for the rational Programs, principally trrrough internal 
evaluations, and ;d the institutional level, through external evaluations, 
TikeNise, evaluation activities include the nrlcro-economi level of 
studies carried out at the production unit level and the macro-economic 
level, by means of the expansion of the mirco-econornic results and the 
observation and analysis of statistical reports produced by the FI.\HP 
and by other institutions in the agricultural eentor, such as the Sector-
Of:."ice for ~b.tistics and the ;ectorial C'fficefor t\grarian Planning 
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and by other o:fficL::tl statistics institution in other sectors of the 
econorrty. 
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This section :presents a group of evaluation studies made directly lly 
the rr\'i?, or at its request, :-':2-ch study Hill be des-cribed and related 
to the different topic presented in ·~ection V, 
\, Ir<ternal Svaluation 
1. lT'ollovr-up Studies 
Since the folloH-un or monitorinG strategy, organization and methodology 
a,pplied to agricultural research prodects and discussed in Saetion III 
>-rae so recently impla:1ted (.July, 1985), there has not been sufficient 
time to present its most important results on the national level. 
There has been even less time to evaluate the follow-up system, It is 
hopeG that during 1986 the first concrete results of the follow-up sys-
tem for projects and experinents, established in 1985, will s,ppear, How-
ev8r, given the characteristics of the system, its facilities for pro-
c;ramr'.ing ancl computation already included and its characteristics Hi th 
respect to 11 facHities for tabulation of information collected (by 
experiment, project, program, loc::>.tion, ''rovince, department, tCtPC, 
lTational Program, natur::,l region and national totals) and 2) linkage to 
a coding system ::'or follol-r-up on any experiment or project, it is hoped 
that the overall system have great versatility, ac;ility and effectiveness, 
such that the Institute directors and other autho~i tie:3 can immediately 
take the corrective r:easures :re!Jyirecl b:,r any project or experiment. 
'~'he "'ollcH-up and r,:VCJ..luation TTni t of the W'trrld Bank Project for ,\gricultural 
:\esearch and ;~xtension :::~lready has a follow-up methodology for exten-
sion services, which has been tested in the \~F'";s in I- I'iura, II- l'!hic-
layo and TX- r:'ajamarca. -rn its manual for folloH-up and evalu'ltion of 
agricultural and rur'll developiP.ent projects, the .iorld Bank establishes 
as policy that the follow-up system should be considered as part of the 
general administration, since follow-up and evaluation "should 'Je at the 
service of management cmd closely identified with it." Althou{3'h this 
refers to specific folloH-up activities for extension, the manner in 
vrhich they affect the production systems and the productivity of the 
farmers directly or i''ldirectly attended by the extension service and 
whether the i ·~:pact on production systems and proclucti vi ty 1-rould have been 
possible Hithout the assistance of agricultural research and its results 
produced wi t;'1in the Institute or ':ld.Jated by it, it ls still importa.r.t 
to summarize and discuss the characteristics of two stucUes made by 
the "'ollon-up and Evaluation TTnit. 
1.1 Follow~Hp on Pa-rticipating ""'1.rners at the \::(T'':::: I-Piura 
The :principal objective of the study nas to follow up on some in.:ii-
cators of efficiency and effectivity of the extension system used at 
A'1T'C I-Piu:r-a, determining the freq·:..wncy and duration of the vlsits of 
personnel attendinfc; t:1e sector, the level of adopting of the ijlessages, 
the type of message most freq'.lently adopted, the message irradiation 
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level and the oninions of participating =:armers >'l'i th respect to the 
extension service. '";ince the study methodology determined :1 sample of 
77 farmers among those existin,q; in \Tl_'")r; I, the sample w::1s made in three 
by chance. In the stage, of 18 es, 9 uere chosen 
randomly. In the second stage, and also at random, 36 of a total 
of 39 sectors were chosen ~nd in the third 2 participating farmers 
were chosen, on the average, for each sector. '.Tith the farmers selected, 
a survey 1•T2.s taken by t1·m field teams which, appropriately supervised, 
worked according to the geographic distribution of the agencies, After 
coding the information received in the interviews and having refined 
the information, the SP'3S-x progran was applied. 
'rhe principal conclusions of the study were as follows: 1) The average 
estim~ted a,ge of the farmers participating vras 45, an a.ge considered 
adequate for the reception of knm-rledge and its 1.pplication to o':;tain 
production yield. The level of education is acceptable; 41~ 
of those intervie>re:'l had con.pleted elementa1·y school and 20'~ had studied 
at the secondary level. 2) r'he participating farmers at \lP': I generally 
have families 'between 6 and 10 dependents, but the level of 
participation in farm work by members is generally limited to 
1 or 2). 3)The averae;e size holding is five hectares, Hhich might in-
dicate that the selection of participating farners has been based on 
th se who offer a minimur:t protenti~l for application of knowledge tranr~­
rr:itted. L~) '"he most importaut r)roducts-rice, corn, lemon and banana. 
5': ss- of the f.q,rmers are viEited by the sector employees and 6t~ receive 
visits once every two weeks. On the average, they have been visited 
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by the extension service for twenty months. The average duration of a visit 
is one hour and ten minutes. 6) 91% of the farmers are in agreement with 
the messages transmitted by the extension service, which shows that the de-
gree of acceptance is relatively good. The messages most widely disseminated 
are those about planting, fertilization and phtyosanitary treatment. 52% 
of the participating farmers consider that the messages are useful because they 
help to produce more. The average level of reception was calcuated at 91%, 
while the average level of comprehension was calculated at 89%. 7) 71% of 
the participating farmers had solicited credit, but only 22% received the 
total sum requested opportunely; 19% received partiaa. but opportune credit 
and 19% received the full amount requested but at when requested. 8) With 
reference to commercialization, it was verified that the participating farm-
ers1 production is sold as frequently in the production unit as in the local 
markets. 9) The degree of irradiation is 5 farmers for one participant in 
the program. 10) As a general comment, it can be concluded that the partici-
pating farmers ask for more talks and demonstrations, a greater frequency 
of vis its and support in their paperv10rk with the Agrarian Bank for rapid 
credit. 
1.2 Follow-up on extension activities and an evaluative test in ARPC 
IX - Cajamarca, Agricultural Campaign, 1984-1985 
The main objective of the study was to measure the degree in which extension 
activities are being carried out in ARPC IX - Cajamarca, and the manner in 
which participating farmers have been responding to the activities. In addi-
tion, the study attempted to test an indirect measurement of the effects or 
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impact of the Agricultural Research and Extension Project (ARE Project) 
financed by the World Bank. With respect to methodology, the study got 
its basic information from a survey applied to a sample of participating 
farmers. The sample design was stratified at two levels, also known as 
double stratification, in which the first level of stratification considered 
the extension agencies in the ARPC and the second level considered the 
sectors within the agencies. In each sector, a random sample was taken 
of five participating farmers. Both the design and the sample size were 
defined by a previous study which was oriented to adjusting the sampling 
errors of the main indicators and variables to no more than 10%. The sam-
ple size was 190, of a population of 1,085 farmerswith which the ARPC IX-
Cajamarca has been working. The basic follow-up indicators used were 
visits, messages and the opinion of the farmers about the extension service. 
With respect to the visits, the variables measured try to evaluate their 
effectivness in terms of 1) their frequency, according to the training 
and visits theory used (visits always occur on a fixed day of the week), 
and 2) their quality, related to the duration of the visit, the number 
of neighboring farmers present during the visit and the proportion of visits 
in which the agricult~ral or livestock training units are used. As a comple-
ment to the visits, group extension activities (Field days, demonstration 
fields, etc.) were studied in relation to their frequency. The variables 
studied with relation to the messages or recommended practices included 
the reception of the messages, their comprehension and adoption.The real 
adoption and the spontaneous adoption by farmers was studied before the ex-
tension service began, in order to study the true influence of the extension 
service. The variables mentioned were studied for each one of the major 
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farms in the areas and for each of the principal messages. Based on the 
responses received, and for each participating farmer surveyed, the follow-
ing indices were calculated: 1) message reception, 2) message comprehen-
sion, 3) adoption prior to the beginning of the service, 4) relative pre-
sent adoption and 5) absolute present adoption. These indices were 
calculated by taking into account the pricipal crops or stock of the 
participating farmer, and for each one individually. As indicators for 
the indirect evaluation test, the following were taken: 1) intensity of use 
of credit, 2) intensity of disseminsation, and 3) increased yield based 
on adoption of the messages. In addition,some characteristics of the 
participating farmers were studied, such as age, years in farming, degree 
of education, dependents, size of farm, livestock owned and principal 
crops. These characteristics were later related to some follow-up and 
evaluation indicators. 
After each of the surveys was applied and reviewed, the data was transferred 
to coding sheets, although most of the variables were entered without any 
changes. After coding, the data were processed by a microcomputer, using a 
specially developed program. 
The main conclusions of the study were the following: 1)0n the average, 
the participating farmers in the ARPC IX- Cajamarca have the following 
characteristics: 47 years old, 24 months working with the extension ser-
vice; 25% have completed elementary school, while 52% have some elemen-
tary schooling. They have an average of 6.5 dependents, but only 2.1 of 
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the dependents work within the production unit. They posess an average of 8.5 
hectares, of which 3.2 are irrigated. 67% of the farmers own cattle, 87% 
grow corn and 55% potatoes. 2) 91% of the participating farmers in ARPC IX-
Cajamarca may be classified as small farmers (between 1 and 20 hectares); 1.5% 
are minifundistas and 7.4% own more than 20 hectares. 3) Many of the charac-
teristics were studied in relation to comprehension, adoption and dissemina-
tion of messages, and their relation to the manner in which the participating 
farmer grades the extension service. Positive correlation was only found to 
be highly significant only on the case that the farmer owned cattle and in 
his adoption of messages with resepect to cattle-raising. 4) The study con-
sidered that the effectiveness of the visits was acceptable, since 66.1% 
of the participating farmers receive visits on a certain day of the week 
and 71% received vistis from 0 to 15 days prior to the survey. 5) The 
study found the quality of the visits to be good; they have a duration of 
1.71 hours on the average and 3.2 neighboring farmers participate in the 
visit. 75.2% of the participating farmers receive practical training in their 
experimental parcels and the 68% that own cattle also recieve practical 
training through livestock training units. 6) By the date of the survey 
and in the time in which the Agricultural Campaign had been underway, par-
ticipating farmers had attended 7.9 group extension activities, which the 
study considered to be quite low in relation to the ARPC operation plans 
for the campaign. 7) The study also graded as low the fact that 70% of the 
messages transmitted by the ARPC IX- Cajamarca are being recieved by par-
ticipating farmers, since the messages under study were those that had been 
most insistently repeated. 8) The study gave a high grade to the fact that 
82% of the messages received by the participating farmers had been under-
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stood by them, taking into account the socio-cultural area in which the ARPC 
works and considering that the quality of the visits was not optimum. High 
comprehension indices were obtainedwhen each of the principal types 
of activities of the ARPC {cattle, corn and potatoes) was analyzed indepen-
dently, as well as for each of the messages for each type of activity is 
analyzed. 9) 90% of the messages understood was adopted by the participat-
ing farmers (index of relative adoption). This percentage already included 
29% of the messages or recommendations already put into practice by the 
participating farmers before the extension service was begun. This pro-
portion of relative adoption was considered high, taking into account the 
short amount of time that the extension service had been in effect. 10) On 
the average for the ARPC, 55% of the messagesevaluated had been adopted (ab-
solute adoption index), which was also considered high, given the short time 
the service had been in effect. Judging by the index of relative adoption, 
this index could easily be increased if the reception and understanding of 
the messages were more effective. 11) 57% of the participating farmers 
surveyed graded the extension service as very useful, while 24% graded it 
as useful. Only 1.5% of the participating farmers gave a poor grade to the 
extension service. Among the most frequent suggestions are those for more 
frequent visits, more support in the obtention of improved seed and more 
demonstration fields. 12) 61% of the participating farn1ers requested credit 
for the Agrarian Bank and 364 of them received it. It is estimated that 
use of credit is on the increase, which also indicates a greater use of 
agricultural materials and the hope for an impact on yield. 74% of the 
farmers received credit slowly and 64% of them say that the amount received 
was only part of what had been requested. 13) The study estimated that 
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there are 5.73 farmers who receive information from the participating farm-
ers, which is considered to be high, given the short existence of the ser-
vice; the theoretical goal is 10 farmers reached for every participant. 
The number of farmers reached in ARPC IX-Cajamarca is estimated at 6,226, 
which represents just 19% of the population of small farmers. The study 
concludes that there is a good degree of efficiency by a poor degree of 
effectiveness, given that only 29% of the participating farmers are worked 
with. 14) The yields of the principal crops (sweet corn and potatoes) 
and the productivity of the main livestock species (cattle) are still low. 
However, substantial improvement has been achieved in the case of the par-
ticipating farmers. The yield of S\'leet corn among participating farmers rose 
nearly 63% in the 1983-84 and 1984~85 agricultural campaigns, while potato 
yield rose 59%. In the case of cattle, comparing the situation prior to 
the project and the present rate of mortality, the rate has declined from 
12.2% to 2.8%, while milk production has increased 20% and meat production 
increased 26% of standing weight. 15) Considering the increased yields 
mentioned for participating farmers, the estimated dissemination and in-
creased yields of those benefitting from dissemination (estimated at 40% 
of those of participating farmers), the increases registered in corn, 
potatoes and cattle have produced an increase of US$ 1,280,000 in the 
regional gross product in agriculture, approKimately. 
1.3 Other Studies 
In r~ay, 1984, the Mission form the Israeli Association for International 
Cooperation, lAIC, developed a methodology far evaluating the activities and 
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results of agricultural extension.which allows for the evaluation of three 
main aspects: 1) A situational diagnosis to complement or correct prior 
diagnoses, in function of the changes produced in the time between the two; 
2) The economic contribution of agriculutural extension and promotion to 
the regional gross internal product for each crop, or the quantification of 
the benefits provided to the production system; 3) The evaluation of the 
advancement in the adoption of messages relative to different crops or live-
stock spec ies, or the degree of achievement of the objectives drawn up for 
priority crops. The t1ission suggests that this type of evaluation could 
be made constantly on a rotating basis in the different areas of the ARPC, 
or at intervals, to measure advancement (if any) during the period evaluat-
ed. 
In order to numerically prove the evaluation methodology of the extension 
activities elaborated by the IAIC Mission, a pilot study was made in 
June, 1984 of the methodology in four extension agencies in the ARPC XIV-
Cusco. The first part of the study carried out an economic evaluation of 
the contribution of technology transfer in the ARPC XIV- Cusco and estimated 
the benefit/cost relation to be 4.5, as follows: I) Based on the information 
as to the average area farmed by each participating farmer, the average in-
crease in yield for each crop in each parcel, the number of participating 
farmers reached by the ARPC, the percentage of farmers producing a given 
crop and the product price per ton, the overall ben~fit of generational action 
and technology transfer for the farmers was estimated for each crop. 2) Nu-
merically, the following benefits were obtained for each crop: potato- 6,719 
million soles, corn - 848 million soles, wheat- 336 million soles, fava beans-
225 million soles, for a total of 8,128 million soles. Given that the total 
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budget for the ARPC XIV-Cusco that year was 1,800 million soles, the study 
concluded that the benefit/cost relation (8,128 million divided by 1,800 
million) was 4.5. 
In addditon, the study made some correlations between the percentage of messages 
adopted and some variables, finding the following results: 1) that the co-
relation between the percentage of messages adopted and the educational level 
of the participating farmers is high, although the low absolute value of 
the correlation does not permit it to be affirmed that the correlation actual-
ly exsists in the environment surveyed; 2) that the correlation between the 
percentage of messages adopted and the length of time the farmer has been 
attended by the extension service is also positive, although the absolute 
value found does not show good adjustment of the data; 3)that there is a 
positive correlation between the percentage of messages adopted and the age 
of participating farmers, such that for increased age and perhaps greater 
experience, the percentage of messages adopted is also greater; 5} that 
there ia also a positive correlation between the percentage of message adopted 
and the percentage of land irrigated, which shows that the participating farm-
ers increase the level of technology in their farms in a greater proportion. 
They are also the most likely to accept and adopt the messages offered by the 
extension service. 
2. Evaluation of Results of the Application of Generated Technology 
2.1 The 1984 Annual Report 
NIARP's 1984 Annual report, entitled '1Activities and Achievements of the Nation-
1~ 
al Institute for Agricultural Research and Promotion~ published in 1985, 
is a synthesis of the diverse internal evaluation studies and activities 
of the Institute. Although it was not specifically designed as an evalua-
tion document and instrument, the results presented by the Nation Product 
Programs carried out by the NIARP, in terms of total hectares, total 
production in metric tons and average productivity (kg./hectare) for 
each product and each National Program, at the national level and for 
each ARPC, at the regional level and for the geographic areas covered by 
the investment projects, comparing the results of 1980 with those obtained 
in 1984 with respect to the variables mentioned, and comparing these results 
with the results obtained by participating farmers in 1984, it can be con-
cluded that the Annual Report is really an internal evaluation document 
of research, extension and promotion activities carried out ih the 1980-
1984 period. 
Table No. 6 compares the yields obtained at the national level for the 
National Products Programs from 1980 to 1984, as well as the relation to 
the yields obtained by participating farmers. It can be seen that the 
yields obtained for rice, potatoes, swwet corn, hard yellow corn, fava 
and lima beans are significantly higher than the yields obtained in 1980. 
For wheat and barley, the difference is slightly negative; while for 
wheat and soybeans, the difference between 1984 and 1980 is significantly 
negative. All this reflects the priorities imposed by economic and agri-
cultural policies adopted by the government during the period under con-
sideration, In addition, Table 6 compares the national yields obtained 
Table No. 6: Comparison of National Yields of Principal National Product Programs from 1980 to 1984, 
and their Relation to Yields of Participating Farmers 




1980 1984 in 1984 
(A) (B) % (D) 
(C) 
Rice 4,271 4,765 11.49 5,637 
Potatoes 7,497 8,446 12.66 15,040 
Sweet Corn 979 1,266 25.23 1,566 
Hard Yellow Corn 2,931 3,219 13.70 4,414 
Beans 874 839 -4.00 1,333 
H'ava Beans 1,220 1,250 2.46 1,450 
Lima Beans 654 1,096 67.58 850 
Soybeans 2,605 1,274 -51.09 1,550 
Wheat 1,215 1,057 -13.00 1,494 
Barley 932 890 -4.51 1,266 

















in 1984 for the products under consideration with the yields obtained by 
participating farmers for the same years. In this case, i~ can be seen 
that the yields obtained by participating farmers the same year were 
significantly higher than the average national yields, except for lima 
beans. Since "participating farmers" are those directly attended by the 
NIARP extension service and therefore directly receive the benefits of 
technology generation and technological packets, the macroeconomic impact 
aan be inferred if the technology generated were to be adopted by all 
farmers. 
Table No. 7 complements Table No. 6 and in addition to information as to 
average yields from 1980 to 1984 for the same products as those in Table 
No. 6, in provides information as to the number of hectares cultivated and 
the total production for each product from 1980 to 1984. The objective of 
this Table is to show the impact that technology generayion and transfer 
helps to make on the area <ml ti vated and total production, not just with 
respect to productivity. The importance of technology in the process 
of expanding the agricultural boundary by produci::::; se:t.·opLc3lll 3,C:.apted to 
new regions and generating other technological knowledge that permits culti-
vation in rational conditions, is well documented. The most characteristic 
cases are those of rice, sweet corn, hard yellow corn, beans and wheat, 
which have contributed substantially to the increase of nearly 180,000 
aditional hectares cultivated in 1984, with respect to 1980. 
Tables 8 to 14 present the same type of information as Table 7, b~t re-
NAT!G'iAL TDTAL 
Table N2 7 Comparative Achievements by areas 1 pril\Juction and prJductivity 1!980-1984) 
i:===================================================~===========~=========;===============================================l 
Total He:tares fatal P~od. in Metric To:1s AveragE> Productivity Participation 
!CFQFS For11ers in 1984 
! I 'i'BO 1, 994 Diff. I, 980 1198! Oi ff. 1, 980 1.184 DiH. No Prod. 
~=~=~==================================================================================~===================================! 
1 Hi~2 99,456 127,080 !27,624 425,i02 1 '082,011 656,909 4,274 4,765 491 4,228 
~Futatsi:s i'i~ 17S:.: 17! '577 !24,598) 1,470, 707 ! ,449,126 21,561 7,497 8,446 949 5,996 ". ~,.' ~ 
1 5;;~:>et Corn !56,905 183,474 26,569 153,548 244,860 91,3!2 979 l "''l' ., .. Lo 247 4,186 
1Yelloi'i Corn 133~375 177' 329 43,954 377,&12 570,760 in,t4B 2,831 3,2:9 387 4, !77 
• Sub-Total 290,280 360,1!03 70,523 I} 
~Beans 45,004 ~:7,334 12,330 3'i,311 48,099 8,788 874 839 (35l 1,876 
'Favii Be2ns S,MB 5,175 !'P .... , 6,159 6,471 312 !, 220 1,250 30 111 
~Lima Beans 2,565 2,572 7 !,677 2,820 I, 143 654 1 ,{!96 443 142 
;Soy Beans 2,324 379 li! 9451 6,055 483 l5,572l 2,605 ! ,274 f1,33!l 11'9 
~ 
G 
Sub<atal 54,941 65,460 10,519 (l ---.1 
:?~hedt 67,271 75,870 8,599 81,729 ao,t9t ( ',538l ! ,215 1,'057 ( 158i 1, 98:.; 
'Bar!F~ i03,5l5 sa, 111 (14,79fll %,514 78,98!1 !7,525l 932 890 {42! 1,235 
I Sub-ToLd 1711 7<:;<; 164,19! 564) (f .-1 • .,, ;w-.. 
~~====:~==:===~====~~=====~========:=================;================~=============~==;===================================! 
811,607 989,113 177,504 
'======:===================================================================================================================' 
Source: NIATR Pnual Report, 11984 
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fer to the principal products of each of the Ntional Programs carried out 
by the NIARP, at both the national level .and for every ARPC. 
Table No. 15, calculated on the basis of information provided by Table No. ?, 
presents the geometric rates of yearly growth, expressed in percentages, 
of the production area and yield of each of the major products which make 
up the NIARP National Product Programs,from 1980 to 1984. The geometric 
rates mentioned are used because it is known that the sum of the annual 
geometric growth rate of area under cultivation and the annual geometric 
growth rate of yield, added to the product of both those rates, is equal 
to the annual geometric growth rate of production. It can be seen that 
the growth of the area under cultivation and the growth of yield per hec-
tare during the period studied are responsible for the increased produc-
tion of rice,sweet corn, yellow corn, fava and lima beans. The growth 
in the yield of potatoes com ensates for the decreased area under culti-
vation, thereby stabilizing the production. In the case of wheat, exact-
ly the opposit occurred; production remained stable due to the fact that 
increased area under cultivation practically compensated for diminished 
yields Barley and especially soybeans suffered a strong negative impact 
in production due to decreased area cultivated and decreased yields. 
NATIONAL RICE ?RCGRAM 
Table No S Com;:arative lkhievements !:ry area!;, production and producti11ity WJiW-19841 
~==============================================================================================================================~ 
Total Hectares Total Prod. in Metric Tons Average Productivity Parti ci pat ion 
ARPC KgiHs foraers in 1984 ill~ 
1 '980 1,984 DiH. I, 980 1,984 Diff. 1,980 1.994 Di ff. No Prod. (Hl! 
!:=============================================================================================================================~ 
'I P!URA 22,814 40,218 17,404 129,201 222,003 n,aoz 5,663 5,520 !143} 90(1 5,970 I 
'II CHICLAYO 3,655 51,934 48,279 18,5{1(1 304,24S 285,748 5,062 5,858 7'16 659 6, !38 ' 
~III TRUJILLO 2,413 28,121 2~,708 10,120 152}l!24 142,504 4,194 5,427 1,233 331 6,900 ~ 
f)U ,., HUARAZ 985 3,024 2,039 "~ 07l~ 18,745 !2,667 6,171 b, 199 28 bl 6,500 l 
'V LII'IA 
'VI ICA 
lVI! AREQUIPA 9,252 8,656 !596} 74,285 77,825 3,540 8,029 6,991 962 333 9,590 i 
~VI!! TACNA 
l!X CAJAIIARCA 10,436 14,266 3,830 48,802 75,742 26,940 4,676 5,309 633 202 5,800 ! 
! X HOYOBAI'IBA 24,121 45,430 21,309 96,056 156,195 60, 13q 3,982 3,438 (5441 1,057 5,000 ~ 
III HUANUCO 1,562 705 !8571 2,979 1,362 !1,617! 1, 907 1, 932 25 203 2,500 ! 
lY.!I HUANYACO 
llJIJ AYACUCHO 168 795 627 243 1,170 927 1, 446 1,472 26 13 1,600 l 
'Wl cusco 979 900 (]';! 1,684 1,625 !59! I, 720 1,806 86 25 1,900 ! 
I XV P!JNC 
I XVI wtrms !4,909 25,510 10,001 22,904 55,350 32,446 1,536 2, 170 63.4 206 5,000 f 
XV !I M dec DIOS 1,662 2,721 i! 059 1,900 4,082 2,182 1,143 1 '500 357 16B 1,800 <h 




4,765 49! 4,229 5,6g7 ; 
!=====================================================================================================================~========! 
W Refers to farm£rs attended :lirectl)' by !HARP htensi:m Service. 
lt•l Average productivity in parcels cf participating far•ers, obtaine~ in 1984. 




NATIONAl POTATO PR06RAK 
Table No 9 Ccm~arative Ac:hieveflents by areas, production and prcdu::ti vity (1980-1 91!4) 
!::============================~===============================================================================================· 
rota! Hectares Total Prod. in Ketric Tons Average Productivity Psrticipation 
ARFC KstHs For111ers in 1984(W 
1) 980 '~ 984 Di ff. I, 980 t, 984 Diff. 1,980 1.984 [}iff. No Prod. (HI' 
!::::==========================================================================================================================· 
i{ PIURA 1 '230 1,294 64 10,973 15!528 4,555 a, 921 12,000 3,079 2!7 12,450 I 
I !I CH!CU\'f!J 
:I II TRUJILLO 14,349 13,993. !356) 57,404 116,643 59,239 4,00! 8,336 4,335 609 15,500 ~ 
qv HUARAZ 10,986 13,500 2,514 71 ,B04 125,500 53,696 6,536 9,296 2,760 1' 103 t1' 762 ! 
'V UI'!A 6,629 4, 900 (1, 729} 98,731 76,536 \22,195) 14,894 15,620 726 658 28,000 ' 
1\Jf ICA 1,858 1' 981 123 31,332 40,850 9,518 16,863 20,621 3,75& as 23,001) ! 
'VII AREQUIPA 2,265 2,255 HOI 37,208 40,129 3,521 16,427 18,062 1 ,&35 281 21,000 I 
!VIII TACNA 1,921 1,634 (2871 22,320 19,414 <2,9061 11,619 11,881 2b2 202 26,000 ~ 
!IX CAJAitARCA 6,050 15,900 9~850 120,115 106,927 <H, 188) 19,854 6,851 ( 13,0031 289 12,200 ! ...... 
!1. . HOYDBAI'IBA 968 930 (38) 10,774 12,008 1,234 11' 130 12,912 I, 782 150 15,900 ! ...... _ 0 
'XI HUANUCO 27~835 21,073 (6,762! 206,865 190,000 it6,865l 7,432 9,016 1,584 330 12,500 
!XII HUANYACO 38~038 41,400 3, 362 348,080 381,900 33,820 9' 151 9,225 74 567 !t '914 ! 
!XIII AYACUCHO 9,753 4,960 i4,793l 54,644 25,177 (29 ,467) 5,603 S,!J76 !5271 538 12,475 i 
•x:v cusco 34,888 31,452 (3,4361 223,726 202,008 (21,718) 6,413 6,423 10 573 12,000 ! 
'W PUNO 39,405 16,305 (23,1001 176,731 93,906 (82,8251 4,484 5,759 1,275 394 8,000 
'XVI HWITOS 
X\'11 !t de DH!S 
I XVIII rUCALLFA 
'==============================================================================================================================~ 
. !96, 175 171,577 !24, 5981 1, 470,707 1, 449,126 !21, SBll 
'==============================================================================================================================' 
(f.) !leiers to farmers attended directly bt NI?Rf Extension Senict. 
(H) P.vt>ragE productivity in va.r•:els Gf partidpoting far~t~r~, obtained ir: !984. 
!iAT!Ol't!\L CORN PROGRAM 
SWEET CORN 
Table No 10 Comparative Achievesents by areas, production and productivity !1980-1984) 
:======~=============================================================================================================:=========! 
Total Hectares Total Prod. in ~etric Tons 
ARPC 
t '980 l! 984 Diff. ! ! 984 Di ff. 
Average Productivity 
Kg/Hs 
11980 1.984 Diff. 
Participation 
Fcrlers in 1984!ti 1 
No Prod. (ffl! 
~=====================================================:======:=================================================================! 
~I PIURA 7,355 8,132 777 5,458 5,949 491 742 732 !!OJ 524 1' 200 ! 
III CHICLAYO 3,066 2,2b6 !BOO! 2,970 2,582 !3881 969 1,139 170 
I !II TRUJILLO 2,672 4,165 1,493 2,442 3,799 i, 357 914 912 !21 320 1,500 I 
~IV HUARAZ l!,B!U 11,580 l301l 16,032 15,621 !411! t,349 1,349 0 913 1,561 
!V LI!'!A ! '994 985 {!' 009) 2,976 1,667 !t! 309) 1,492 1,692 200 104 2,000 ! 
IIJI ICA 
!VI! t\RE9UifA 3,4!4 3,473 59 6,995 7,163 168 2,049 2,062 13 267 2,196 ! 
1VI!! TACNA 3,020 1,780 n,240J 5,246 2,997 (2,2491 1,737 1,684 (53) a a 3,000 ! 
'!X CAJAMARCA 34,401J 52,497 18,097 13, 173 64,893 51, 72D 383 1,236 853 404 1,850 ! 
IX HOYOEAI'!BA 11,660 14,400 2,740 11,877 20,783 8,906 1,019 1,443 424 150 1,600 I 
IJ.I HUANUCO 7,607 6,712 (895} 7,970 8,000 30 1,048 1' 1112 144 260 1,500 ; 
~m HUANYACO 11,598 25,488 13,890 11,667 30,586 18,919 1,007 1,200 193 189 1, 29(' I 
1I'i!I AYACIJCHO 16,541 9,354 (7,187) 10,807 6,672 (4, 135} 653 713 61'; 495 1, OS! ! 
IXfl, cusco 40,593 41,317 719 54,928 53, 0(17 (1' 921! 1,353 1,253 1701 422 1, BOO ~ 
'hi PUNO :,o<n l ,325 226 997 1,141 144 107 Bbt (46} so 1,200 
XVI lQUIH!S 
XVli !'!. de DIGS 
I XVI!I PUCALLPA 
~==============================================================================================================================~ 
!TUTAL ....... 156,9(15 193,474 26,569 153,538 224,860 71,322 1,226 247 t, 566 ! 
i::=======================================:=::::;::==============:=============================================================! 
(tl Refers ta far~ers attended directly by NIARF Extension Service. 
(H) 1\verag& productivity in p.:;rcels of ~articip;;ting far!!lers, obtaine:l in 1984. 
S:urce: ~HATR 1\nu.::! Report, 11934 
..... ..... 
....... 
NkTIDNAL CORN PRD6RA~ 
HARD YELLOW CORN 
Table No H Comparative AchieveBents by areas! product1on and productivity (19B0-1984i 
~~=======~===~=========================================================================~======================================:! 
Total Hectares Total Prod. in ~etric Tons 
ARPC 
Di ff. 1,980 !,984 !Jiff. 
Average Productivity 
Kg/Hs 
1,980 1.984 Diff. 
Participation 
Forsers in 1984ttl! 
No Prod. !nl! 
!==============================================================================================================================! 
q PIURA 10,482 10,542 60 28,280 44,760 16,48(1 2,698 4,246 1,548 ]'i7 J...) 4,500 ~ 
'!I CH!CLAYO 4,467 12,565 8,098 11 ,086 42,458 31,372 2,482 3,379 S97 298 3,672 : 
!III TRUJILLO 4,672 12,402 7,730 14,219 57,27! 43,052 3,043 4,618 1,575 429 4,700 ! 
! IIJ HUARAZ 7,209 11,869 4,660 28,852 52,337 23,485 4,002 4,410 408 348 4,600 I 
!!' . 1 liKA !6, 6:19 27,638 11,029 69,083 !19, 054 49,971 4, 15'1 4,309 149 1,053 5,900 ~ 
IV! ICA 5,349 8,327 2,978 19,949 30,710 10,761 3,729 3,6BB (41J so 4,000 
1VII AREQUIPA 377 1,155 778 1' 111 3,501 2,390 2,947 1,031 84 
!V!II TACNA 544 507 (37) 2,163 1, 425 {738! 3,976 2,81! it' 165) 88 4,000 ! 
I !X CI\JA!'!ARCA 16,106 13,386 (2,7201 39,223 35,965 n,2ss1 2,435 2,6fi7 252 455 3,500 ~ 
!X HOYOBAI'!BA 33,600 56,298 22,698 72,60fJ 112,918 40,318 2,161 2,006 I !551 
1 X l HUANUCO 3,564 4,726 1, tb2 7,398 9,442 2,044 2,076 1,998 (78! 104 2,400 I 
I X !I HUAH;'AC!J 12,734 3,285 !9,449} 12,734 3,285 (if 1 449) 1,000 1,000 0 214 4, 060 ! 
i XI!l AVACUCHO 3,342 2,168 \1,1741 3,684 4,630 996 1,102 2,159 1,057 2: 3,500 I 
~X !V cusco 5,!98 3,603 !1, 595) 7,3710 6,313 11,om. 1,422 1' 752 330 111 3,5CO ! 
!IV PUNO 
1XVI HiUITOS 5,212 5,804 592 7' 122 9,291. 2,170 ! '366 1,601 235 128 l ,BOO 
xni !'!. rle DHJS 5Hl 940 430 698 1,41! 713 1,369 1,50! !32 !09 2,000 
I !VI!I PUCALLPA 3,40;} 2,1!4 11,2W 52,020 35,938 m, os21 1,530 1,700 !70 46 1,850 ! 
/:::===========================================================================================================================' 
~TOTAL !"''1: 17<: ,. ... ,.,~ ..... '"' !77,329 43,954 :m,6!2 570,760 1'13,148 2,831 3,218 387 4,177 4,414 
~=====~=================================:===============~=========;=========:==================================================! 
ff) Refers to farmers attended direct! y hy !HA?.P Extension Service. 
(H) A'lerage pror.Jucti vi ty ir: parcels of part.i ci pating farmers~ obtained in 1984. 




NATIONAL lEGUMES PP.OGiAM 
BEANS 
Tahle No !2 Comparative Achievements hy areas, production am! JF"Oductivity (1980-1984! 
1:::::::::::===================================================================================================================! 
Total HectarP.s Total Prod. in Metric Tons Average Productivity Participation 
ARPC K§/Hs Forters in t984(f)! 
1! 980 1,984 Di ff. 1,18() 1, 984 Diff. 1,980 !. 984 DiH. No Prod. \ttl! 
~==============================================================================================================================! 
~ ! F lURA 3,936 2,897 (1,039) ~,902 ! '755 l1,147l 737 bOb (131) 212 1,070 ' 
I! J CHICUiY!J 3,294 957 !2,337) 1,784 761 H,0231 542 795 253 ) 0 ! 
II!! TRUJILLO 1,049 1,443 394 1,!24 1,267 143 1,071 878 i193l 257 1,290 l 
~IV Ht!ARAI 1,590 11560 C~Ol 2,174 2,083 (91! 1,367 l ,335 i32l 202 1,550 I 
! ';' WIA 3,394 2,329 (~,055} 4,271 2,522 (1,7491 I ,262 !,083 !1791 401 1,500 I 
'VI ICA 1, 1!3 965 1148) 939 1,136 Fl7 844 1,177 333 ao 1,450 ! 
'VI! ARHlUIPA 6,377 7,355 478 8,683 to, 057 !,374 1! 263 11367 104 186 ! ,600 I ,..... ,..... 
'V!I! TACNA \,.J.) 
'IX CAJAI1ARCA 9,668 25,626 15,958 5,000 14,976 9,976 517 584 67 .. 800 I j 
:x HOY08A!'IBA 4,053 4,994 941 2,985 5,104 2, 1!9 73b 1,022 286 39 1,100 ; 
'XI HUANUCO 3,094 1,220 11,864) 3,145 1,165 (! '980! 1,020 955 (65) 129 1! 200 ! 
I X !I HUANYACO 2,118 !, 972 H4ld 1,838 1,817 (21) 868 921 53 47 !,290 ! 
I XIII AYACUCHO 648 1 '709 1! 061 598 t,:m 716 923 769 !154) 37 1,100 ' :xrv C!JSCO 1, 546 1,547 1,376 1,425 49 890 92! 31 40 1,500 
IXiJ PUNO 
!XV! IQUITOS 1,48! t, 977 496 1 '516 1,983 467 1,024 1,003 \211 77 1 '050 I 
xv;I !'1. de D!OS 10 105 95 8 84 76 BOO BOO 0 48 1,300 
~ XiJI1! PUCALLPA i,1S3 678 (475j 968 650 !3181 840 959 119 so 1' 100 l 
'==========================================================================================~===================================! 
1TOTkL 45~004 57,~34 12,330 39' 311 48~099 8,786 874 839 (3Sl 1,808 i ,332 I 
!==============================================================================================================================! 
(f) Refers tu f.mller~ attF::;ded directly hy ~l!ARP Extension Service. 
Itt! Average productivity in parcels of parti{ipating farmers, obtained in 1984. 
NAf!aNAl CEREALS rROSRAr. 
WHEAT 
Table No 13 Co1parative Arhieveaents by areas, pro~ucticn and productivity (19a0-1984l 
'==============================================================================================================================! 
Total Hectares Total Prod. in Metric Tons 
ARrC 
! '980 1, 984 Diff. 1, 980 !, 984 IJiH. 
Average Productivity 
Kg/Hs 
1,980 1.984 Diff. 
Participation 
Formers in 198411) 1 
No Prod.(tt}! 
!=================================================================================================::===========================! 
:! P!URA 6f320 7,128 aoa 6,550 5,696 !8541 l ,036 799 !2371 215 1 '050 ! 
~Ir CH£CLAYO 
!II! TRUJILLO 8,302 15,994 7,692 7,047 15,577 7,930 92! 974 53 464 1,200 ! 
ffl.l .. ~ HUARAZ 12,640 !2,009 (631J 14,643 13,600 !1,0411 1,158 1,132 126} 595 1,476 !. 
II} LiliA 31 396 365 96 471 375 3,097 ! '189 (1 '9081 fl () : 
~VI ICA 338 37 1301) 710 39 (61ll 2,101 1,054 (1,047) 54 1,730 ! 
~VII AREQUirA 745 420 (3251 1,644 B69 1775! 2,207 2,069 {!381 45 2,269 ! 
iiJIII TACNA 
'IX CAJAI'IARCA 4,600 11,278 6,678 W,260 10,465 205 2,230 928 {1,3021 134 lf()(J I 
:I HOYOBAHBA 
IX} HUANUCO 4,041 3,010 u ,om 5,893 3,814 !2,0791 1,458 1,2.67 1190 62 1,600 i 
I '"IT .:. ... HUANYACO 13,598 13,060 (538) 18,540 18,292 (248) 1,363 1,401 38 95 1,626 1 
!f. II! AYACUCHO 6,941 5,186 ll! 755) 4,440 3,692 (7481 640 712 72 127 995 ! 
!XIV cusco 9, 715 7,352 <2,363) 11,306 7,676 (3,6301 1,164 ! ,044 !1201 194 2,200 ! 
~~lJ PUNO 
lXIJ! IQUITOS 
1!VH !t de D!OS 
! XVIII PUCALLPA 
!===============================================:==============================================================================! 
'TOTAL 67,271 75,870 8,599 81,729 80,19! (1,5381 1,215 !15Bl 1,98~ 1,494 i 
!:::===========================================================================================================================' 
(fl R~:fer~ to farou:r!io a!.ter:ded rlirPctly ty N!ARP E~tensiGn Senicl:!. 
!til Average prJduttivity in par~els of participating far•ers, obtain?d in 1984. 
Stmrce: 1HATR Anual Pepcrt 1 1, 984 
..... 
~ 
NATIONAL CEREALS fqflSRAM 
DARLEY 
Tabl2 No 14 Comparative Achieve~ents by areas, production and productivity f1980-19B4l 
'==============================================================================================================================~ 
Total Hectares Total Prod. in ffetric Tons 
ARPC 
Dlff. 1,980 1,984 Diff. 
Average Productivity 
Kg/Hs 
1,980 !.984 Diff. 
Partir:i~ation 
Forters in 1984(t) 1 
No Prod. {Hl 1 
!==============================================================================================================================! 
I 1 PIURA 
!II CHIWW!J 
i f f 1 ... "" TRUJILLO 5,874 !1,3-46 5,472 3,954 10,447 6,493 673 921 248 337 1,280 





!1X CAJA~ARCA 15,148 '1,57q !5,569) 9,694 7,595 i2,0B9l 639 793 154 102 850 
! X HOYOBP.MBA 
!XJ HUANUCO 
!l!I HUAHYACQ 28,0(10 zs,ooo (3,000i 35,756 30,000 15,756) 1, 276 1,200 (76} 0 (} ! 
!X !II AYACUCHO !7' 922 3,591 !14,33!i 12,934 2,393 00,5411 722 666 (56) 117 1,!20 ! 
1XIV cusco 12,761 !5,378 2,617 !4,675 !2,399 {2,276! 1,150 BOb (3441 98 1,500 I 
!XV P!.!NO 16,088 15,221 !867! 11,140 11' !25 i!Sl 692 731 39 !05 BOO 
!XVI !QUITOS 
!XVII !'!. d~: DIOS 
!XVni PUCALLPfi 
'==========~===================================================================================================================' 
1TOTiiL 103,515 88,717 !14,798) 96,514 78,989 !t7,525l 932 890 !421 ! ,235 
'=====================================================~==============~=========================================================( 
!t} Refers to farmers attended directly by !HARP E~tensinn Se~vice. 
!ttl Aferage productivity in ~arcels of participating farmers, obtained in 1984. 
..... ..... 
\..n 
Tahl!! No. 15 6fotetric Annual growtn rates \in 7.l Gf 
Production, Area and yield of Selected 
Products (i1980-B4l 
!=========:===========================:=====================================! 
Annual 6eo~etric GroNth Rates (in i.l 
PRODUCTS ---------------------------------------------1 
Products Area Yield 
~===========================================================================! 
!Rice 26.30 22.92 2.76 ! 
1Potatc O.J7 i3.29l 3.02 ! 
!Sweet Corn 10.01 3.99 5.79 t 
! '!'ell ow Corn 10.88 7.38 3.26 i 
'Beans 5.17 6.24 H.d2l! 
~fava Bl?ans l. 24 0.60 0.61 ! 
!Liaa Beans 13.88 0.07 13.78 ! 
1 So•theans !46.85) !36.45) 16.37 ! 
1!1iheat 0.47 3.05 3.42 ! 
! Bar ley !4.89! (3.78! (!.15)! 
~=================~===================================================;=====! 




Tables Nos. 16 to 33 present the same type of information as Table No. 7, 
but separated by National Program product for each ARPC. Tables Nos. 34, 
35 and 36 give the same type of information, but in aggregate form for 
each natural region of the country (coast, highlands and jungle). Tables 
Nos. 37,38 and 39 present the same type of information, consolidated by 
each one of the NIARP's large investment projects (ARE Project, World 
Bank; REE Project, AID; SfASP Project, IDB). 
Table No. 40 presents the annual geometric growth rates, in percentages, 
for areas cultivated between 1980 and 1984, at the level of natural regions 
and for each NIARP investment project (See Map 1). can be seen that 
the area cultivated with products mentioned in Table 7 grew at rather 
high rates during the period under consideration for the coastal and jun-
gle , while the highland region remained relatively constant. The 
area cultivated in the regions corresponding to the World Ban ARE Pro-
ject and the AID REE Project also grew at high rates, while the cultivated 
area for the IDB SPASP Project,~nished at an annual rate of 5.07.%. 
Based on the information in Tables 34,35 and 36, Table No. 41 presents 
the estimates for the annual geometric growth rates, in percentages, from 
1980 to 1984 for the products mentioned in Table No. 7 by natural region. 
In other words, Table No. 41 presents separated information as to the 
geometric rates gicen in Table No. 15. Finally, Table No. 42, calculated 
on the basis of the information given in Tables Nos. 37, 38 and 39, pre-
sents the geometric growth rates, in percentages of produr?tion, area and 
ARPC I PIRUA 
Table No I& Coaparative Achievements hy areas, production and productivity (1980-19841 
!;:::=:==============================================================================================================! 
Total Hectares Total Prod. in Metric Tons 
1,980 1,984 Diff. 1 '980 1, 984 Di ff. 
Average Productivity 
I, 980 1. 984 Diff. 
Participation 
Formers in 1lfS4 
No Prod. 1 
t::==========================:==============:;::::===================================================================t 
!Rice 22,814 40,218 17,404 129,201 222,003 92,802 5,663 5,520 (143) 900 5~970 ~ 
'Bar lev 
'Beans 3,936 2,897 11,039} 2,902 1,755 <1, 1471 737 606 \1'311 212 1 ,()70 
1Fava Beans 
iSMeet Corn 7,355 8,132 777 5,456 5,949 491 742 732 ( 101 524 1,200 
1 VelC•It Corn 10,482 !0,542 60 28,28(1 44,760 16,480 2,698 4,246 1, 548 123 4,500 ! 
'Fotato I "1fl .l 'J....,v 1,294 b4 10,973 15,528 4!555 9,921 12,000 3,()7fl 217 12,450 I 
'Soybean 2,324 379 t1,945J 6,055 483 !5,572i 2,605 1,274 H1331l 119 1,550 ! 
'Wheat 6,320 7,128 8()8 6,55() 5,696 !8541 11 03'6 799 f237J 215 1,050 l 
I 
~===========================================================================================:=====:===============:==! 
·TOTAL 54,461 70,590 16,129 
'==~=================================================================================================================~ 




ARPC II CH!CLAYU 
Table No 17 Coaparative Achievements by areas, production and productivity !t980-19B4l 
:=============================================================:================================:•======:=============~ 
Total Hectares Total Prod. in Metric Tons 
!,980 1,984 Diff. 1,980 1! 984 Di ff. 
f.verage Productivity 
1, 'fBi) OiH. 
Participation 
Foreers in 1984 ' 
tJo f'rcd. 
!::==================================================================================================================! 
!Rice 3,655 51' '134 48,279 tB,SOO 304,248 285!748 5,062 5,858 7'16 659 6,138 
'Barle;-
1Reans 3,294 957 !2,337) 1,784 761 (1 ,0231 542 795 253 
!Fava Beans 
!Sweet Corn 3,066 2,266 HlOOl 2,970 2,582 (388) 969 I, 139 !70 





14,482 67,722 53,240 
':===================================================================================================================' 




i i '\ 
ARPC III TRUJILLO 
Tahle No lB Cotparative Achievetents by areas, produttion and productivity (19B0-1984l 
!====================================================================================================================! 
Total Hectares Total Prod. in l'letric Tons Average Productivity Participation 
!CROFS Fanu.•rs in 1984 
1,980 1, 984 Di ff. 1,980 I, 994 Di ff. t '980 1.984 Di H. No Prod. 
~====================================================================================================================! 
!Rice 2,413 28,121 25,708 10,!20 152,624 142,504 4,194 5,427 1,233 331 6~900 ! 
1Bar ley 5,874 11,346 5,472 3,954 10,447 6,493 673 921 248 337 1,280 ! 
!Beans I 1049 I ,443 394 1,124 1,267 143 1,071 878 ( 193) 257 ! ,290 ! 1-" ., N 
!Fava Beans 0 
'Sweet Corn 2,672 4,165 1,493 2,442 3,799 !,357 914 912 !2l 320 1,50(1 i 
1Yelow Corn 4,67Z 12,402 7,730 14,219 57,271 43,052 3,043 4,618 !,575 429 4,700 ! 
!Potato 14,349 13,993 (356) 57,404 116,643 59,239 4,001 9,336 4,335 609 15,5(i{l 
I'\ i 'Soybean 
~!:lheat 8,302 15,994 7,692 7!647 15,577 7,930 9'll ... 974 53 464 1,20C ! 
~====================================================================================================================! 
'====================================================================================================================! 
ARPC !V HUARAZ 
Table No !9 Ccf.parative Achie•tements by areas, ~reduction and productivity <1980-!984) 
!::==================================================================================================================' 
Total He~tares Total Prod. in Metric Tons Average Productivity Participation 
! CR(lF'S Formers in 1984 I 
!!980 1 '984 Di ff. 1, 980 l '984 Diff. 1, 980 1. 984 Di ff. No Prod. 
~====================================================================================================================~ 
!Rice 985 3,024 2,039 6,078 18,745 !2,667 6, !71 b, 199 28 67 6,500 ! 
!Barley 7, 722 8,602 880 8,37! 5,030 (3,341! 1,084 sas !499) 476 1,332 
'Beans ! ,590 1,560 !30) 2,174 2,083 !911 1,367 1,335 !32J 202 1,550 
!Fava Beans 
'Sweet Corn 11 ,BB! 11,580 !30!l 16,032 15,621 (41!) 1,349 1,349 0 913 1 '56! ! ,..... 
'Yelow Corn 7,209 11,869 4,660 28,952 52,337 23,485 4,002 4,410 4l)8 348 4,600 l\) ,..... 
!Potato 10,986 !3,500 2,514 71,804 125,500 53,696 6,536 9,296 2,760 1,103 11' 762 
'Soybean 
!Wheat !2,640 !2,009 !6311 14,643 13,600 !1,043) 1,158 1' 132 !26) 595 1,476 
'====================================================================================================================' 
!:===================================================================================================================' 
Source: IWHR !-:nual Re~ort, 1,984 
ARPC V LIMA 
Tahre Me 20 Comparati~e Achievements by areas, production and productivity <1980-1984! 
'====================================================================================================================! 
Total Hectares Total Prod. in "etric Tons 
!,980 1,984 Diff. 1, 980 1,984 Di ft. 
Average Productivity 
1 '980 1.984 Diff. 
Participation 





!Beans 3,384 2,329 H,OS51 4,271 2,522 {1 '7491 1,262 !,OR3 1179) 401 1,500 
!Fava Beans 
!Sweet Corn 1, 994 985 {1 ,009) 2,976 1,667 {1 '309) 1,492 1,692 200 !04 2,000 
'Ye!o~ Corn 16!b(;9 27,638 11,029 69,083 119,054 49,97! 159 4,308 4,149 1,053 5,900 ~ 
1Pctatc 
~Soy he an 
11'4heat 3! 3116 365 96 411 375 3,097 1,189 !1' 908} 
!::==================================================================================================================~ 





ARPC VI ICA 
Tab!P Nc 21 Co*parative Achieveaents hy areas, production and prnductivitv 11980-1984! 
~====================================================================================================================~ 
Total Hectares Total Prod. in Metric Tons 
~CROPS 
1,980 !~984 Diff. 1,984 Diff. 
Average Productivity 
1. 984 Diff. 
Participation 





1 Bea:~s ! ~ 1! 3 '765 {148} 939 1,136 197 844 1,177 333 so 1~450 
!Fava Beans 
1Sweet Corn 
!Yelow Corn 5,349 8,327 2,978 29,949 30,710 761 3,729 3,688 !41 J 50 4,000 
1?otatc !,858 1,9!H 123 3!,332 40,850 9,518 16,863 20,621 3,758 as 23,000 I 
~ So'thean 'l t;•r; .... ,...,o .... 2,572 7 1,677 2,820 t, 141 654 1 '096 442 142 850 I 
1Wheat 338 37 C~011 710 39 167!! 2,101 1,054 (! ,047> 54 1, 730 
!:===================================================================================================================! 
1TOTAL 11,223 13,882 2,659 
!====================================================================================================================! 
Source: NrATR Anual Report, !,984 
'N 
\..I) 
~RPC VII AREQUIPA 
Table No 22 Coaparati•te Achieveeents by areas, production and productivity <198(H984! 
Total Hectares Total Prod. in Metric Tons Average Productivity 
'CROPS 
1,980 11984 Diff. 1, 980 1,984 Diff. 1) 980 1. 984 ()iff. 
Participation 
Foners in 1984 
No Prod. 
:===================================================================================================================:~ 
'Rice 9,252 8,656 (596} 74,285 77,825 3,540 8,029 9,991 962 333 9,590 
!BarlPy 
!B£>ans 6,877 7,355 478 8,683 10,057 ! ,374 1,263 1,367 104 186 1,600 
:Fava Beans 
'Sweet Corn 3,4!4 3,473 59 6,995 7, 163 168 2,049 2,062 13 267 2,196 
!Yelcne Corn 377 1,155 778 1' 111 3,501 2,390 2,947 3,031 84 
1 Pot.~to 2,265 2,255 !10) 37,208 40,729 3,521 16,427 18,062 1,635 28! 21,000 
!Soybean 
!Wh!L'at 745 420 !325} 1,644 869 {775) 2,207 2,069 ! !3tH 45 2,269 
!:===================================================================================================================! 
!TOTAl 22, 93(! 23,314 384 
~==~==============================:======================================================================~==:========~ 
Source: N!ATR Anuc~ Report, !,984 
~ 
ARPC VIII TACHA 
Table No 2:i Comparative Ac:hi evements by areas: production and produc:ti vity 11980-1 984i 
'====================================================================================================================: 
Total Hec:tares Total Prod. in Metric: Tons 
1 '980 1,984 Di ff. 
Average Productivity 
! .lf84 Di ff. 
Participation 








































1 iOTAL 5,485 3,921 11,5641 
'====================================================================================================================! 
Sourc~: NIATR Anual Report, 11984 
:i 
ARPC IX CAJAMARCR 
TablE ~~o 24 Co111parati -111 Ac:hi evuents by areas, production and produr:ti vity <1980-1984! 
!====================================================================================================================~ 
Total Hectares Total Prod. in Metric Tons 
1CROPS 
1,980 ! ,984 Iliff. 
Average Productivity 
!. 984 DHf. 
Participation 
For11ers in 1984 
No Prod. 
!==:=================================================================================================================! 
~Rice 10,436 14,166 3,830 48,802 75,742 26,940 4,676 5,309 633 202 5,800 : 
1l:larley 15,148 9,579 !5,569) 9,684 7,595 (2,089) 639 79'5 154 102 850 ! 
1Bt>ans 9,668 25,626 15,958 5,000 14,976 9,976 517 584 67 13 800 
:Fava Beans 
!Sweet Corn 34,4(10 52,497 18,097 13,173 64,893 51,720 383 1,236 853 404 1,850 
~~elow Corn tb,IOb 13,386 !2,7201 39,223 35,965 (3,258) 2,435 2,687 252 455 3,500 I 
1Pc.tato 6,050 !5,900 9,850 120,115 108,927 HI, !SBl 19,854 6,851 {13,0031 289 12,200 
!Soybean 
1t1heat 4,600 11,278 6,678 10,260 10,4b5 205 2,230 928 ( 1 '302) 134 900 
~====================================================================================================================! 
'TOTAL 96,408 142,532 46,124 
'=================================================================================================~==================! 
Source: NIATR Anual Report, 11984 
'"""" N 0\ 
ARPC X HCYOBAMBA 
Table t;o 25 Comparative Achievements hy areas, production and prod~ctivity !1980-19341 
'====================================================================================================================! 
Total Hectares Total Prod. in "etric Tons 
1CRQPS 
1,980 1,984 Diff. i '980 l ~ 984 Diff. 
Average Productivity 
1 '980 1.984 Diff. 
Participation 
Formers in 1984 
No Prod. 
!====================================================================================================================! 
II;'' .,.lC£ 24~ 121 45,430 21! 309 96,056 156,195 60,139 3,982 3,436 !544l 1,057 5,800 
: Barle·y 
1Seans 4,053 4,994 941 2,985 5,104 2,119 736 1,022 286 39 1,100 
~Fava Beans 
1Sweet Corn l1,660 14,400 2,740 I! ,877 20,783 S,906 1,019 1,443 424 150 1,600 






Scurce: NlATR Anu~l Repnrt, 1,984 
'N 
"'-J 
ARPC XI HUANUCD 
Table No 26 Co;parative ~chievements by areas, production and productivity !1980-1984! 
!===============================:======================;=============================================================: 
Total Hectares Total Prod. in Metric Tons 
~CROPS 
1,980 1, 984 Di ff. 
Average Producti·iity 
1,980 1.984 Diff. 
Participation 
Farsers in 19!!4 
No Prod. 1 
'====================================================================================================================' 
1Rice 1,562 705 (8571 2, 91'1 1,362 !1,617) ! '907 t, 932 25 203 2,500 ! 
:Barley 
1B£>ans 3,084 1,220 H,B64l 3,145 1,i65 H, 980! 1,020 955 (651 129 t ,200 ~ 
!Fava Beans 
1S111eet Corn 7,607 6, 1!2 !S95l 7,970 8,000 30 1,048 1,192 144 260 1,500 I 
1Yelow Corn 3,564 4,726 1,162 7,399 9,442 2,044 2,076 1, 998 (]8) 104 2,400 j 
'Potato 27,S35 21' 073 tb,762l 206,865 190,000 (16,865~- 7,432 9,016 1,584 330 t2,500 ! 
! Soybean 
! Wheat 4,041 3,0i0 !1,031) 5,893 3,814 12,0791 1,458 1,267 (1911 62 1,600 ! 
'====================================================================================================================! 
:====================================================================================================================' 




ARPC XII HUANCAYO 
Table No 27 Co11parative Achievettents by areas, produ.:tion and pro:luctivit~· !1980-1984! 
!::==================================================================================================================! 
Total Hectares Total Prod. in l'letri c Tons Average Productivity ParticipC~tion 
!CROPS Faraers in 1984 
1, 980 ! ) 984 Di ff. 1, 980 l, 984 Diff. 1,980 I. 984 Diff. No Prod. ! 
!~===============================================================================================================:===! 
'Rice 38,038 41,400 3,362 348,08(! 381,900 33,820 9,151 9,225 74 567 11,914 ! 
~Barley 28,000 25,000 CJ,OO!)} 35,756 30,000 (5,756) 1,277 1,200 (77) 
'Beans 2,118 1 '972 !146l !,838 1,817 !2!) 868 921 53 47 1,290 ! 
!Fava Beans 
15weet Corn 11,598 25,488 13,890 11,677 30,586 18, 11<''1 1,00? 1 Jzoo 1113 tS9 ! ,290 ! ·'N 
:Yelaw Corn 12,734 3,285 !9 ,4491 12,714 3,285 (9,4491 1,000 1,000 (I 214 4,060 ! 
'-.0 
!Potato 38,038 :41,400 3,362 348,080 381,900 33,820 9,151 9,225 74 567 !1' 914 
1Soybean 
!Wheat 13,598 13,060 !53tH 18,540 18,292 (2481 1,363 1,401 38 q5 1,626 
!====================================================================================================================! 
!:===================================================================================================================! 
Sr;urce: NIATR Anual Report, 1, 'i84 
KRPC XIII AYHCUCHO 
Table t~o 28 Comparative Ac.hievellllmts by areas, produc.ticn and productivity d1B0-19S4l 
/::==================================================================================================================! 
Total Hectares Total Prod. in Hetric Tons 
~CROPS 
1,980 1,984 Diff. 1,980 I, 984 Di ff. 
Average Productivity 
1,980 1.984 Diff. 
Participation 
Formers in 1984 
No Prod. 
i:==========================================================~========================================================! 
!Rice !68 795 627 243 1,170 927 1,446 1,472 26 13 11b00 ! 
!Barley 17,922 3,591 !14,3311 12,934 2,293 H0,64tl 722 666 !56) 117 1,120 ! 
!BE>ans 648 1, 709 I ,061 598 1,314 7!6 923 769 H54l 37 1,!00 ! 
~Fava Beans 
1SMeet Corn 16,541 9,354 (7,1871 10,807 6,672 !4, 135) 653 713 60 495 1,051 ! 
!Velow Cora 3,342 2,168 <1,174} 3,684 4,680 9'16 1,102 2,159 1,057 21 3,500 ! 
iflctatc 9, ?53 4~'160 !4, 793) 54,644 25,177 m,467l 5,603 5,076 (527! 538 12,475 
!Soybean 
1Whe.;;t 6,941 5,196 !1, 755l 4,440 3,692 i748l 640 712 72 127 995 i 
1::==================================================================================================================! 
:;==~======;=====================================================================================~===================! 




ARPC X! V CUSCO 
Table No 29 Co$parative Achieveaents by areas, production and productivity !1980-1984i 
~===============================~=====================================================:==============================! 
Total Hectares Total Prod. in "etric Tons 
1,980 1,984 Diff. 
Average Productivity 
t,9SO 1.984 Diff. 
Participation 
Formers in 1984 
No Prod. 
i:==~================;=====================================================================~=====:===================! 
~Rice 970 900 {79) 1,684 1,625 (511 1, 720 t,B06 Sb ")I; 1, 90{) I I I ..... 
iJlarie)' :2,761 15,378 2~6!7 !4,675 12,399 (2,2761 1' 150 806 (344) 98 1,500 ! 
1lteans l '546 1,547 1 1,376 !,425 49 890 921 31 40 1,500 ! 
!Fava Beans 5,048 5,!75 127 6,159 6,471 312 1,220 1,250 30 H1 1,450 I 
~Sweet Cern 40,598 41,317 719 54,929 53,007 l1 '921} 1,353 1,283 (70) 422 ! , BOO ! 
'Yt:lo\11 Corn 5,198 3,&03 11, 595) 7,390 6,313 (1 ,077l 1,422 1, 752 330 111 3,500 ! 
1Fotato 34,888 31! 452 i3,436) 223,726 202,008 !21, ?tBJ 6,4!3 6,423 10 573 12,000 ! 
1So;·bean 
'Wheat '1,715 7,352 12,363) 11,306 7,67b {3,630} 1,164 1 ~044 (120) 194 2,200 : 
~=======================:===========================================;================================================! 
'====================================================================================================================! 
SoJrce: NIATR lkual Report, 1,'184 
c; 
1->-
1\RPC Y.V PUNfi 
Tabie No 30 CGeparative Achievements by areas, productinn and productivity ll980-19B4i 
'====================================================================================================================! 
Total Hectare= Total Prod. in Metric Tons 
~CROPS 
1,980 1,984 Diff. 1 '98() 1,98-4 Di ff. 
Average Productivity 
I, 980 t. 984 Di ff. 
Participation 




1Barley 16,088 15,22! (867> 11' t 40 11,125 !15) 692 731 39 105 BOO 
!Beans 
'Fava Beans 
'Sweet Corn 1,099 1,325 226 997 1,141 !44 907 861 (46} so 1 '200 ! 
1Ye!ow Corn 




1 TOTAL 56,592 32,85! (23,7411 
~============:==============================::;::=======================~=============~==============================~ 
Sourte: NIATR Anual Report, 1,984 
t:i 
1\) 
, ARPC XVI IQUITOS 
Table No 31 Comparative Achieve11er.ts by areas! production and productivity (1980-19841 
'====================================================================================================================' 
Total Hectares Total Prod. in Ketric Tons 
•CROPS 
1,980 1,984 Diff. 1,980 1! 994 Di ff. 
Average Productivity 
1' 9fl(l t. 984 Diff. 
Participation 




'Rice 14,909 25,510 10,601 22,904 55,350 32~446 1,536 2,170 634 206 500 
'Barley 
!Beans 1!481 1, 977 496 1,516 1,9B3 467 I, 024 1,003 (21) 77 1,050 
!Java Beans 
!Sweet Corn 





1TOTAL 21,602 33,291 11,689 
!====================================================================================================================! 




ARPC XVII MADRE DE DIOS 
Tahle No 32 Comparative Athie~ements by areas, production and ~roductivity (!9B0-19B~i 
;====================================================================================================================! 
Total Hectares Total Prod. in Metric Tons 
!CROPS 
1,980 1,994 Diff. 1, 980 ! '984 Diff. 
Average Productivity 
i, 980 1. 984 Di ff. 
Participation 
Formers in 1984 
No Prod. 
'====================================================================================================================! 
IQ' .•. l!:e 1,662 2,721 1,059 1,900 4.,082 2,182 t' 143 1 '500 357 168 2,800 
'Barley 
!Beans 10 !OS 95 a 84 76 800 BOO 0 4B 1, 300 
!Fava Beans. 
!Sweet Corn 







;ource: NIATR Anual Report, 11984 
...... 
'$ 
ARPC XVIII PUCALLFA 
Table Nc 33 Co!l~arative Achievements by areas, production and productivity !1980-1994! 
'===============================================================================================================:====' 
Total lfer:tares Total Prod. in Metric Tons 
1CROPS 
i,9SO 1,984 Diff. 1,930 1 '984 DiH. 
Average Productivity 
t ,980 1. 984 l}i ff. 
Participation 
For•ers in 1984 ' 
No Prod. 
:===~=========================================================:======================================================! 
'Rice 6,500 4,800 !1,700) 12,350 11,040 (1,3!0} I, 900 2,30G 400 64 2,800 
'Barley 
!Bear;s 1,153 b18 (475) 968 650 13tSl 840 If 59 119 50 t, 100 
'fava 3eans 
'Sweet Co:·n 





11,053 7,592 !3,461) 
:=====================================================================:==============================================~ 




i J ,: 
\ \ '\ 
COASTAL P.E6I!JN: CONSOLIDATED 
Table No 34 Cc11parathe Achievuents by areas, production and productivity {1980-!984) 
1:======::============================================================================================:============! 
Totai Hectares Total Prod. in Ketric Tons 
1' 990 1 I 984 Di ff. 
Average Productivity 
1,980 1.994 Diff. 
Participation 
Foraers in lf/84 
No Prod. 
'==================================================================================================================' 
'Rice 28,892 120~273 9!,391 157,921 679,875 521,054 5,464 5,644 180 1,990 01 191 I 
1Barley 5,874 11,346 5,472 3,954 10,441 6,493 673 921 249 337 1,280 ~ 
!Beans !2, 776 8,591 (4,185) 11,020 7,441 !3,579! 863 866 3 950 1,343 ! 
'Fava Beans 2,565 2,572 7 1,677 2,820 1,143 654 1,096 441 142 850 ! 
!Sweet Corn 16,107 17,329 1779! 19,092 16,994 !2,098) 1,054 991 (73) 1,036 1,526 ! 
!Yelow Corn 42,123 J1 1 96! 291856 t4-4,780 295,678 150,898 3,437 4, 1(18 671 2,641 4,971 ! 
'Potato 25,987 Z3,B02 (2,1851 220,760 268,971 48,211 8,495 11,300 2,805 • '771 21,329 ! 
~Soybean 2,324 rQ I, il 1 945} 60,055 4B3 (59,572! 2,605 1,274 (1' 3311 W! 1,550 ! 
1Wheat 14,991 23,555 8,564 15,003 21 '783 6,783 1,001 925 (76) 733 11195 i 
:==========================~=======================================================================================~ 
'TOTAL 153,629 2791817 126,199 
!:=================================================================================================================! 
The region includes the AP.PCs at: PIUP.A, CHICLAYU, TRUJILLO, L!MA, ICA, TACNA. 




HIGHLAND REB!OM: CONSOLIDATED 
Table No 35 Comparative Achievef.ents by area5 1 production and pro:luctivity (1980-1984! 
~ ~. ~ = ==== :::::::: ===:: === === === ==== ========= =: = ==== = = ======== ====== ========-======-==== :::.;;:::::::.::: =========:; ==== =-== = ::::::::::::: = ! 
i ;I j 
Total Hectares Total Prod. in Metric Tons 
!CROPS 
11980 1,984 Diff. 1, 980 1,984 Di ff. 
Average Productivity 
1,980 !.984 Diff. 
Participation 
Formers in 1984 
No Prod. 
!~~==~===============================================================================================================! 
!Rire 23,382 28,346 4,964 134,071 176,469 42,398 5,734 6,226 492 843 6,378 ! 
!Barley 97,641 77' 371 (20, 270l 92,560 68,542 124,018) 948 886 (621 B9B 1,206 ! 
:Beans zs~~m 40,989 15,458 22,8!4 32,837 10,023 894 801 !93) 714 1,380 ! 
1Fava 9ear:s 5,048 5,175 127 6,159 6,471 312 1,220 1,250 30 111 1,450 ! 
!Sweet Corn 127,1~8 151,746 24,608 122,579 187,083 64,504 964 1,233 269 3,000 l 1578 ! 
1 Yel m1 Corn 48,530 40,192 18, 338l 100,392 115,523 !5,13! 2,061~ 2,974 805 1,253 3,810 ~ 
1Potato 169,220 146,845 !22,375) !,239,173 1,168,147 m,026l 1,:m 7,955 6~" vi.. 4,075 12,275 
:Soybean 
~liheat 52,280 52,315 35 bb,72b 58,408 !8,318! 1,276 1, !16 {16(!) ! ,252 ! '524 j 
'====================================================================================================================! 
:====================================================================================================================! 
H:e region u1t:ludes the ARPCs at: CAJAKARCt't, HUAMUCO, Hll~RAZ 1 HUAMCA'W, AREQUIPA, AYP.CUCHO, CUSCO, FIJNO. 




HUNGLE REGIOM: CONSOLIDATED 
Ta~le No 36 Comparative Athievements by areas, production and productivity (!9B0-19B4i 
1::==================================================================================================================! 
Total Hectares Total Prod, in Metric Tons Average Productivity Parti d pati on 
1CRQPS For1ers in 1984 
1 '980 1, 984 Di ff. 1,98() 1 '984 Diff. 1, 980 1. 984 Diff. No Prod. 
1 1 !:===============~===================================================================================================! 
1Ric.e 47' !92 78,461 31,269 133,210 226,667 93,457 2,823 2,889 06 1,495 4,659 
'Barley 
!Beans 6,697 7,754 1,057 5,477 7,821 2,344 818 1,009 191 214 1,127 
1Fava Beans 
!Sweet Corn 11 '660 14,400 2,WJ 1l ,877 20,783 6,906 1,019 1,443 424 15(! 1,600 ! ...... \...) 
!Yelo~r~ Corn 42,722 65,156 22,434 132,440 159,559 27,119 3,100 2,449 (6511 283 1,885 ! CX> 
!Potato 968 930 (36! !0,774 l2,00B 1,234 11, !30 12,912 1, 782 !50 15,900 
1Soyhean 
~Wheat 
~ 1 '====================================================================================================================! 
1TQTAL 109,239 166,701 57,462 
:====================================================================================================================! 
The region includes the ARPCs at: MOYOBAMBA, !QUITOS, MADRE DE DIOS, PUCAALPA. 
Scur~e: NIATR Anual Report, ! 1184 
\ I I 
i, I 
UIARP - B!RF AGREEMENT 
Table No 37 Cor.parative Achieveaents by a~eas, production and productivity !1980-1984) 
!:=============================================================================================:=====================! 
Total Hectares Total Prod. in Metric Tons 
1CROPS 
t '9!!0 !,984 Di ff. 
Average Productivity 
11 980 1.984 Diff. 
Participation 
For111ers in 1984 
No Prod. 
!======================:=:=========================================================================================::! 
!Rice 40,303 137,563 97,260 212,701 773,362 560,661 5,278 5,622 344 2,159 6,164 ! 
!Barley 28,744 29,527 783 22,009 23,072 1,063 766 781 15 915 1,259 ~ 
!Beans 19,537 32,483 12,946 12,984 20,842 7,858 665 642 (231 744 1,250 ! 
!Fava Beans 
!Sweet Corn 59,374 78,640 19,266 40,075 92,844 52,769 675 1,181 506 2,161 1 ,SIB 1 
~Yelo11 Corn 42,936 60,764 17,828 121,660 231,7qt 110,131 2,834 3,831 997 2,253 4,242 ! 
~Potato 32,615 44,687 12,072 260,296 366,598 106,302 7,981 8,204 223 2,218 12,913 ! 
!Soybean 2,324 379 !1, 94Sl 6,055 483 (5,572) 2,605 1,274 (I' 331! 11'1 1,550 ! 
!Wheat 31,962 46,409 14,547 39,100 45,338 6,238 1,227 971 <2501 1,408 1 '265 ! 
~=:==================================================================================================================! 
1TOTAL 257,695 430,452 172 1757 
!::==~==~=========~==================================================================================================! 
The region includes the ARPCs at: PIURA, CH!CLAYu, TRUJILLO, HUARAZ, SAJAMARCA. 




I . . ~ 
, • I 
NIARP - AID AGREEMENT 
REE PROYECT 
Tab! e No 38 Coe~arati ve Achievements by areas, production and p,.odudi vi ty !1980-19841 
'====================================================================================================================~ 
Total Hectares Total Prod. in Metric Tons 
1CROPS 
1,980 1,984 Oiff. 1, 980 1 '984 Di ff. 
Average Productivity 
1! 980 1.984 Di ff. 
Participation 
~ormers in 1984 ' 
No Prod. 
!====================================================================================================================~ 
~RiCE' 47,192 78,461 31,269 133,210 226,667 93,457 2,823 2,889 66 1,495 4,659 
'Barley 28,000 25,000 n,OOO! 357,506 300,000 !57,506) 1,277 !,200 (77) 
1 Beans 13,312 13,020 (292) 12,525 13,296 771 941 1,021 ao 742 1! 374 
'Fa·ta Beans 
'Sweet Corn 25,252 40,873 15,621 26,530 53,036 26,506 1 ,05! 1,298 247 443 1,562 
1Yelow Corn 77,414 !04,406 26,992 234,206 312,608 78,402 3,025 2,994 !'31) 1,600 4,884 
!Potato 47,493 49,211 1,718 488,9!7 51!' 294 22,377 10,295 10,390 95 1,460 20,2!9 
'Soybean 2,565 2,572 7 1,677 2,820 1,143 654 1,096 442 142 850 
1Wheat !3,967 13,493 !474) 19,346 18,802 (5441 1,385 1,393 a 149 1,664 
'====================================================================================================================' 
'TOTAL 255,195 327,036 71! 84! 
'===================================:================================================================================~ 
The region i~cludes the ARPCs at: LIMA, ICA, HOYOBP.MBA, HUANCAYO, PUCALLPA, MADRE DE DIOS, !CUITOS. 
j j l Source: N!ATR Anua! Report, i,984 
~ 
0 
IHARP - IDB AGREEI'IENT 
PEPSA 
Table No 39 Cotparative Achieve•ents by areas, production and productivity !1980-19841 
!::==================================================================================================================' 
Total Her::tares Total Prod. in Ketric Tons Average Productivity Participation 
~~ROPS Forsers in 1984 I 
1, 980 t, 984 Di ff. 1,980 1,984 Diff. 1,980 1. 984 !)iff. Ho Prod. 
!====================================================================================================================' 
., 't 'Rice 11,961 !! ,056 i90Sl 79,191 81,982 2,791 6,621 7,415 794 574 6,567 ~ 
'Barley 46,77! 34,190 (12,5811 38,749 25,917 l12' 832) 828 737 (91) 320 ! '131 ~ 
!Beans 12,155 11,831 1324! 13,802 13,961 159 !,135 1,180 45 392 1,411 
..... 
1Fava Beans 5,048 5,!71 123 6,159 6,471 312 1,220 1,250 30 111 1,450 
~ S1u1et Corn 72,279 63,961 18,3181 86,943 78,980 (] ,9631 1,203 1,235 32 1,Sf.l2 1,631 
!Velow Co.rn 13,025 12,159 (8661 21,746 25,361 3,615 1,670 2,086 4!6 324 31283 I 
!Potato 116,067 77,679 (38, 3881 721,494 571,234 (150,2601 6,21b 7,354 1,138 2,:mr 13,813 ! 
•Soybean 
~Nheat 2! ,442 15,968 15,4741 23,283 lb,051 {7,2321 1,086 1,005 lBll 428 2,372 ! 
·====================================================================================================================! 
'TOTAL 298,748 232,015 166,733! 
~=========================~==========================================================================================~ 
The im:lm!es the ARPCs at: AREQUIPA, T:~CHii, CUSCO~ P!JNO, HUANUCO, :l'I'ACUCPO. 
Sour:e: N!ATR Anua! ~epart~ 1, 984 
cultivation from 1980 to 1984, by ARPC, Natural 
Region and Investr.ent Project. 
~=====================================~==============~====~=============! 
ARPC 
Growth Rate of 
Area Culti 'Jated 
'=======================================================================! 
'I PIURA 6.70 
! I I C!HCLAYO 47.50 
'Ill TRUJ!lLD 22.12 
1JV HUARAl 4.05 
J\l 
. ' l!~A 5.80 
H.if . ' . ICA 5.46 
I'm AQEQUIPA 0.42 
'VIII TACNA !8.051 
!IX CAJAI'IARCA 10.27 
! X HOY09MBA 13.17 
IXJ HUANUC!l !5.871 
1 XII HUANYACO 0.98 
'XIII AYACUCHO i15.83J 
'XIV CUSCil (().921 
'XV PUNO 02. 7ll 
'XVI ItiUITOS 11.42 
I XVII !t de DIOS 14.62 
!XVIII PUCALLPA 8.96 
!=======================================================================! 
'Coastal Region 16.14 
:!iigh!an:l Regi::m (0. 2t.J 
'Jungle R2ginn 11.14 
~====~====~================~=======~====:======~========================~ 
'AFE - Bif.:F Prt.jec.t P.eginn 13.69 
6.37 
'I.D.E. Proje:t kegio~ 
t:t 
N 
Table No 41 Annual Geographic Growth Rates !in Il of production area and 
yield, fro!l:. 1980 to !984 for selected products, by natural region. 
'===========================================================================================================================! 
Annual Geometric Growth Rates m 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
COAST HIGHLANDS JUNGLE TOTAl 
'PRilDU~TS ------------------------ --------------------------- ---------~----------------- ---------------------------1 
Prod. Area Yield Prod. Area Yield Prod. Area Yield Prod. Area Yield ~ 
!===========================================================================================================================! 
!Rice 44.01 42.85 0.81 7.11 4.93 2.08 14.21 13.55 0.58 26.30 22.!12 2.76 ! 
!Barley 27.50 17.89 8.16 (7. 231 !5.65) H.68l !Ul9l (3.78) !1.15)! 
!Beans i9.3S} 1,9.45) 0.09 9.53 12.56 !2.711 9.32 3.73 5.39 5.17 6.24 1!.021! 
!Fava Beans 1.24 0.6.0 0.61 1.24 0.60 0.61 ! 
~Sweet Carn (2.66) (!. 091 (1.781 11.15 4.52 6.35 15.01 5.41 9.09 10.01 3.99 S.7Cf I 
!Yelo11 Corn 19.54 14.33 4.56 3.57 (4.601 8.56 4. 77 11.13 (5. 721 10.88 7.38 3.26 l 
Lima Beans !3.88 0.07 13.78 13.88 0.(17 13.78 ! 
'Potato 5.06 (2.17J 7.39 !1. 461 (3.481 2.09 2.75 !1.001 3.78 ((}.371 !3.29! 3.02 ! 
1Scybean 146.25) !36.451 i 16.371 !46.851 (36.451 i16.37l! 
!tlheat 9.17 !1.96 (1, 951 (3.271 0.02 !3.2Cfl ((), 471 3.05 13.421! 
!===========================================================================================================================' 
! TOTAL 16.14 (0, 261 11.14 5.07 
!::=========================================================================================================================! 
Scu~ce: Tatles 34, 35, 36, 
~ w 
Annual Geosetric Growth Rates (in ll of prcrluction area and 
yield, fran 1980 to 19B4 for selected products, by NIARP Invest~ent Projects. 
i:::::::====================================================================================================================! 
Annual Geometric Growth Rates (7.} 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
ARE PROJECT - BIRF REE PROJECT - AID SPASP PROJECT - IDB TOTAL 
1PRODUCTS ------------------------ --------------------------- --------------------------- ----------··----------------1 
Prod. Area Yield Prod. Area Yield Prod. Area Yield Prod. Area Yie~d I 
!===========================================================================================================================! 
11lice 38.09 35.92 !.59 14.21 13.55 0.58 0.87 H.95J 2.87 26.30 22.92 2.76 ! $ 1Barley 1.19 0.67 0.49 !4.291 (2.791 (1. 54) !10.201 !7.53) (2.87) \4.891 \3.78} !1.151: 
1Beans 12.56 13.55 10.88) !.50 !0.551 2.06 0.29 !0.671 0.98 5.17 6.24 !1.021! 
1Fava aaans 1.24 0.60 0.61 1.24 0.60 ~}. 61 I 
1Sweet Corn 23.37 7.2fl 15.01 Hi. 91 12.79 5.42 (2. 371 !3.01i O.b6 10.01 3.99 5.79 i 
'Ye!ow Corn 17.49 1JJ7 7.83 7.49 7. 76 <0.25) 3.92 H. 71l 5.72 10.98 7.33 3.2~ ! 
'Lima Beans 13.88 0.07 13.78 13.88 0.07 13.78 I 
'Potato 8.94 B.!9 0.69 1.12 0.89 0.23 l5.67l !9.551 4.29 i0.37l (3.291 3.01 ! 
1Soybean (46.851 t3b.45l (16.371 W:.851 136.451 I 16.371 1 
1Wheat 3.76 9.86 (5.541 (0. ?ll !0.86) 0.14 !5.881 (7,!01 11.921 !0.471 3.05 13.421~ 
~=====================================================================================================c=====================~ 
:TOTAL 13.69 6.37 (6.121 5.07 
i==========================:================================================================================================i 
Sourc~: Tabl~s 37, 39. 
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Map. No, 1 Geographic Division of the National REE System, by sources 
of Financing 
c=J REE Project, AID 
~ ARE Project, World Bank 
~ SPASP, I.D.B. 
~~~ Special Jungle 
146 
yield, between 1980 and 1984 for the producers mentioned in Table No. 15, 
by NIARP lnvestment project area, also separately but differently grouped 
in regions, the @80metric rates presented in Table. No. 15 
2.2 The Norton and Gonoza Study 
The Norton and Ganoza study, carried out during the first semester 
of '1985, is the most complete and. ;3ystematic evaluation study done thus 
far on the cost-benefit relation of research and agricultural extension 
in Peru. The study was one of the components of an AID-financed project 
called "Evaluation of Agricultur::l.l Research and Extension in Peru". In 
particular, the study evaluated the net economic benefits of the National 
Programs for Agricultural Research and Extension carried out by the NAIRP 
for rice, corn, wheat potatoes and beans. The study estimated the rates 
of return on agriculturaJ research and extension for the products mention-
ed, as well as the consequences of the distribution of benefits among 
consumers and producers with different levels of income, unit production 
sizes and regional location. In synthesis, the Norton and Ganoza study 
attempted to evaluate the efforts made by NIARP from 1981 in·its major 
programs. 
2.2.1 Methodology 
The Norton and Ganoza atudy divided its methodological aspects into 
two major sections: 1) in relation to the major aspects to be considered 
in research and extension evaluation, and2) data-collection methods. 
2.2.1.1 Major aspects considered in the ~valuation of agricultural 
research and extension 
1) The study considered that any evaluation of agricultural research 
and extension activities carried out by the NAIRP should consider the 
following: a) generation of new technologies. An evaluation of new tech-
nologies developed or in progress thanks to NAIRP efforts can be obtained 
by examining , first of all,the finished projects or those in progress. 
The projects were examined by their relation to the National Programs, 
by the products included in the Programs and by their geographic location 
within the country. These results are available both for experimental 
fields and for demonstration fields. b) It was necessary to interview 
field researcheiQto obtain their estimate of the most probable changes 
productivity and cost.resulting from specific research projects, and their 
estimate of the probable success of each project. The same researchers 
were also asked to estimate the time needed before launching the techno-
logies presently in progress on the market. 
In order to obtain this information, the study developed and applied a 
survey to researchers and extension agents at each ARPC, where the offices 
for the National Rice, Corn, Wheat, Potato and Bean Projects are located. 
In addition, the study collected the necessary information on the resources 
used for research, especially in relation to the direct oosts of each 
National Product Program, by region and by year. Likewise, the study es-
timabd the indirect costs and assigned them to each National Program in 
the same proportion as the direct costs. The value of the NAIRP's physi-
cal capital was calculated, and for the calculation of depreciation, a 
twanty-year depreciation period was established for general infrastructure 
and ten years for equipment and machinery ( which means an annual depre-
ciation rate of 5% for infrastructure and 10% for equipment and machinery). 
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2) Estimate of the demand for the results of research, There are two 
important determinants of the benefits of research: the first is the rate 
of adoption of the new technologies through time and the second is the 
rate of geographic dissemination of knowledge or technology generated by 
the research. In consequence, the study had to find information with res-
pect to the availability of agricultural credit, markets for products, 
material, price policies, land-holding patterns, etc., all of which would 
be used to evaluated their influences in the adoption of research results. 
It was considered that ~e~efits received to-day are worth more than benefits 
rec~i~ed later, and that the greater area covered by the benefits, the 
greater their effect. The adopticnof research results is, in turn, affect-
ed by many factors. For example, an efficiently-functioning extension 
service can affect the adoption rate, The availability of agricultural 
credit, materials, markets for products, "attractive" product prices , 
education, land-holding are all variables that can affect the demand for 
research results by agricultural producers. ~kewise, the new technologies 
in general require investments in modern resources such as fertilizers 
and pesticides, which in turn require agricultural credit and adequate 
price policies, all of which contributes to the adoption of research re-
sults. Producers with higher levels of education are normally better-
prepared to attend, use and manage new technology. The geographic dis-
semination of technology depends on the relative homogeneity of the region 
in which they are presented to farmers, as well as on the environmental 
sensitivity to new methods. This means that there are some technologies 
whose characteristics are morn specific to the area in which they are 
to be applied than others. Also, some technologies adjust better and 
149 
more rapidly to the production systems presently in use than others 
and might depend less on the size of the production unit, available 
water, etc. The survey was designed to obtain information from 
researchers and extension agents as to the adoption rate, through time, 
and the geographic dissemination rate of research results. The survey 
also col~cted information about the depreciation of research results 
in time, since technologies can depreciate as new plant or animal 
eases appear, or as local insects, mircoorganisms and virus become more 
resistant to known control methods. Also the need for new materials 
or resources to be used with the new technologies was investigated and 
wheteher the new method had produced (or would be able to produce) an 
increase in area presently under cultivation and/or a substitution of 
crops presently cultivated, Finally, the survey asked the researchers 
and ~nsion agents to estimate the dissemination rate for new technology 
with and without extension service. 
3) The "value" of research and extension. The study presents the method 
for determining the value of research and extension, The quantitative 
evaluation of research and extension benefits in Peru used by the Norton 
and Ganoza study used a procedure which requires the calculation of 
many indices, also known as the"producer and consumer excess" method, 
The method considers "benefit" as a criterion fo:r improving the income 
or economic welfare of producers and consumers, and involves the estima-
tion of changes in the consumer's and profiucer's excesses, derived from 
movements in the supply curve to the right when there have been or will 
be technological changes in Peruvian agriculture, The study made separate 
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analyses for rice, corn, wheat, potatoes and beans, as well as for the 
total of these crops. The basic procedure used for analysis is shown in 
Figure 2, for the case of a closed economy with no imports or exports, 
where the saleable excess is equal to production and it is assumed that 
agricultural industry is in a perfectly competitive situation. Later, 
this basic procedure is refined by other factors which relax the prior 
suppositions with respect to commerce, the saleable excess, thereby per-
mitting changes in thedemand curve due to changes in population and in-
come. 
The first of these changes refers to the situation in which a significant 
of food produced is consumed right in the unit of production from which 
it came. In this case, the producers are the consumers and the proportion 
consumer in the production unit varies from one product to another. Sin-
ce domestic consumption in a production unit does not easily respond to 
variations in the proce of the prod•.lCt, its demnad curve can be represent-
ed by a vertical line, as shown in rigure 3. The result is that a change in 
the supply curve s0 - s1, given technological change, will have very lit-
tle influence on domestic consumption at the production unit level. The 
final result is that the total net social excess is the same as for 
ure 2, but now part of the benefits that the consumer received in the first 
case are received by the producers, in the second case. 
A second refinement in the basic model considers the fact that while 
new technologies are producing changes in the supply curve through time , 
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Figure 2. Benefits of Research and Extension 
D: Demand Curve 
s
0
: Supply curve with original technology 
s
1
: Supply curve vith new technology 
P0: Original price 
P 
1
: New price 
Q0: Original quantity 
Q
1





: Percent change in supply curve due to new technology 
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D: Demand curve 
s0: Supply curve with original technology 
s1: Supply curve with original technology 
P0: Original price 
P1: Original price 
Q0: Original ~uantity 
Q1: New ~uantity 
D : Demand curve with domestic consumption in production units n 
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chenges in the population and income also change the demand curve. This 
situation is shown in Figure 4, for the case of a closed economy. The 
third change in the basic model considers the fact that Peru imports 
some of the products for which new technologies are being developed • 
This case, shown in Figure 5, considers the existing world price for the 
product being analyzed. This method was used to analyze the cases of 
wheat and corn, given that Peru presently imports both products and that 
projectitrsindicate that these imports will continue in the future. 
Finally, the model was also modified to consider the products for which 
the supply presently exceeds domestic demand, at the present price on the 
world market (see Figure 6). 
The methodological instrument presented allowed for the calculation of 
changes in excess to the consumer, the producer and the total of the net 
e::!onomic benefit. After that, the present value of the benefits and the 
internal rates of return for research and extension activities for corn, 
rice, wheat,potatoes and beans, as well as for all five products together, 
were calculated. The internal rate of return (IRR)the v·alue which· inakes the sum of 
discounted benefits of research and extension (Rt) minus the costs of 
research and extension (Ct) equal to zero, according to the following formula: 
T 
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Figure No. 4, Benefits of Research with a Change in Demand 
oL-----~~--------~~~~~~--------
0 0 
D : Original demand curve 
n
1
: New demand curve after increases in population and income 
s0: Supply curve with original technology 
s
1
: Supply curve with new technology 
P0: Original price 
Q0: Original quantity 
P'o and Q' 0 : Price and quantity after change in demand but no change in supply 
(Translator's note: There are other illegible details given below this 
final line of text) 
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Figure No. 5 Benefits of Research and Extnnsion under Import Conditions 
0 Q 
D0: Original demand curve 
D1: New demand curve after increases in population and income 
s0: Supply curve with original technology 
s
1
: Supply curve with new technology 
Pw: World price 
Q0: Original quantity produced domestically 
Q
1
: Original quantity consumed domestically 
(Translator's note: There are other details illegible in the original 
given below this final line of text.) 
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Figure no. 6. Benefits of Research and Extension under Conditions of Excess Supply 
p 
0 
D0: Original demand curve 
D
1
: New demand curve after increases in population and income 
s0 : Supply curve with original technology 
s
1
: Supply curve with new technology 
Pw: World price 
Q0: Original quantity 
Q
1
: Domestic demand under free market conditions after a change in demand 





: Domestic proces and quantities with limited foreign trade 
P' 
1
: Consumer prtce with no exports and producer's price maintained at Pw 
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2.2.1.2 Data collection 
In order to calculate the percent change in the supply curve due to 
research and extension, information was obtained in relation to projected 
increase in yields, rates of adoption and changes in production costs. 
The survey mentioned previously was developed and applied to researchers 
and extenaPn agents in those ARPCs where most of the corn, rice, wheat, 
potatoes and beans were produced. The first draft of the questionnaire 
was prepared in Lima and pre-tested with technicians in research and ex-
tension in NAIRP's main office, and revised on the basis of perliminary 
comments. The revised version was then field-tested with 20 technicians 
at the ARPC VI- Ica. Based on this second trial and after making the 
revisions necessary, the questionnaire was applied at the ARPC II- Chic-
layo, the site of the National Rice Program, ARPC I- Piura, another large 
rice-producing area, ARPC X- Moyobamba, site of the National Corn Program 
and branch office for the National Rice Program, ARPC XI~- Huancayo, 
site of the National Potato Program, and at ARPC VI- Ica, site of the 
National Granular Legumes Program. In addition, the questionnaire was 
also applied at the ARPC XIV- Cusco, site of the National Cereals Pro-
gram and ARPC VIII- Tacna. A total of 45 answers were received for re-
search cases and 40 for extension cases. 
Additional information was obtained through several sources already pub-
lished with respect to quantities produced nationally and regionally, 
prices, area cultivated, imports and exports for each crop, as well as 
the proportion in which each product in consumed within the production 
unit. Data on investments (costs) in research, extension and administra-
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tion were found at the central office of the NAIRP. 
Both the information directly collected by the application of the survey 
questionnaire, as well as the information obtained from secondary sources, 
is' presented in Tables 43 to 67. 
Recent estimates of the price elasticity in demand or of the income 
elasticity in the demand for selected products were unobtainable; therefore, 
information published by Amat and Leon and Cpurnisy, based principally 
on the National Survey of Food Consumption~SFC), made in 1972, which 
calculated elasticity in costs, and from them, income elasticity and price 
elasticity of the demand for each product. The procedure for ~alculating 
price elasticity was based on the following relation, derived from con-
sumer theory: 
E. (A. - (1-A.E.)/ W) 
l l l l 
which was developed by Frisch. The variable e is the price elasticity 
for product demand i; the variable A. is the proportion of consumer bud-
- l 
get spent on product i. The variable W is money flexibility, which is 
du a -
equal to da "u , when Q is the marginal profit on monet and~ is mone-
tary income. It is assumed that the marginal profit of each good in in-
dependent of the quantity consumed of any other good. Since the flexibil-
ity coefficient of money increases as the level of income decreases, and 
since other studies in Latin America had obtained values between 3 and 
1 for this coefficient, the Norton and Ganoza study assumed that w"' 2, 














Research coet and Number of Reeerchere for 
1970 - 1980 
RESEARCH COSTS 
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Source.- Oram, P. A. and V. Bind~leh. "Resource Allocation to 
National Agricultural Research: Trends in the 1970'e", 
ISNAR, The Haque and IFPRI, Washington, November, 















Imports and Exports of rice, corn, Wheat, potatoes, 
beans and for Total of Crops mentioned (metric tons) 
RICE YELLOW CORN SWEET CORN WHEAT 
(150423) (1) (127511) {1) 2430 (898665){1) 
{225816~ {485393) 2870 (823747) 
(136782 (359028l 1614 {941732) 
( 56847) ~480737 1654 (934771) 
( 95352) 425021 1119 (966888) 







(1) Imports in parenthAsis. 
Source: Ministry of AQriculture, Basic Statistical Information 
for the Agricultural Sector to 1985, Sectoral Statis-
tics Office, Lima, April, 1985. 
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Table No 45: Imoor~and Exports of rice, corn, wheat, potatoes, 










































( 54468 ){1) 
( 101808) 
!142760 l 188963 473953 
Source: , minietry of Agriculture, Sectoral Statistics Office, 
Peruvian Central Reserve Sank (Quarterly Bulletin, 
No 1, 1985) 
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Table 46. Summary of NIAqP Investments, by Activities, 
1981-1985 (in thousands of current soles) 
ACTIVITIES 































Source: NIARP Accounting Office (cited by Norton and Ganoza 
1985) . 
Table 47. Summary of NIARP Investments, by Activities, 
1981 - 1985 (Thousand of soles, constant to 1984) 
ACTIVITIES 

























Source: NJAqP Accounting Office (cited by Norton and Ganoza 
1985) 
_1/ To ]Uly, at 1984 prices 
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Table 48. Summary of NIARP Investments, 1981-85 (in millions 
of current soles an1 in millions of constant soles, 
1984) -
TOTAL MINUS 
¥.EAR TOTAL CAPITAL EXPENSES DEPRECIATION 
(1) 
1981 8668 803? 1552 
1982 19993 19?08 1981 
1983 52431 46119 3661 
1984 105949 963?5 5929 
1985 112659 98585 ?904 
TOTAL MINUS CAPITAL EXPENSES PLUS DEPRECIATION 
YEAR -----~~-------~--------------------------CURRENT SOLES 1984 SOLES 
1981 9589 69996 
1982 21684 96239 
1983 49?80 104645 
1984 102304 102304 
1985 (2) 106489 106489 
(1) Calculated at 5~ of the value ofohyslcal infraestructure 
and at 10~ of the value of equipment. 
(2) Programmed in average 1984 3o1es. 
Source: Table No. 46 and Norton and Ganoza (1985) 
TABLE Nc. 49 Investments in reseirth and Extension by National Pro~ra~s !l~ millions of !984 solesl 
===~==================================================~=====~=============~=============================================~======== 
RICE CORN POTATOES BEAtlS TOTAL 




























7,437 2,007 3,156 
7,4:.7 21007 3,166 
7,437 fJ 3,166 
7,437 ,, 3, !66 ·,; 
7,437 0 -:: fL~ .. ~, • U\J 





2,40! 14,21(: 789 1~767 9,967 34,459 
2,401 14,210 789 1 '767 9, 967 34,459 
(• 
-· :4,210 0 ; '767 0 34,459 
[! 1 ~ 767 () 34,459 .. \ 14,210 ·._: 
') 14,210 (! 1,767 (! 34,4~9 
0 i4,2!(1 0 L767 0 34' 45'j 
==========================================================================:====================================================== 
i. Prelisinary infcr~aation 
2. Projected valu2s fer research and extension 
3. h ejected values for e>:t~:;;sion 




Table 50 Quantities produced of rice, corn, Wheat, potatoes 
and totals from 1979 - 1984 (metric tons) 
YEAq RICE CORN WHEAT POTATO BEANS NATIONAL 
TOTAL 
11979 560399 621457 102060 1695116 47693 3026725 
1980 420371 452656 77142 1379648 39342 2369159 
1981 712086 586756 118551 1678600 43562 3139561 
1982 775529 631263 lf!B867 1799640 43320 3350628 
1983 790802 594849 75056 1152864 36781 3650352 
1984 1133819 782955 88179 1462390 48403 3515946 
Sources: 1. Maletta, H., et a1. Perd. El Agro en Cifras 
Pacific and Aqrarian Bank of Perd, 1984 
2. Sectorial Statistics Office, Ministry of 
Agriculture, Cited by Norton and Garoza (1985) 
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Table No. 51. Prices of rice, corn, Wheat, potatoes and 
beans received by Farmers in current and con~ 
stant soles (soles/kg). -
YEAR RICE CORN WHEAT 
1979 50.54 (1029. ::56) ::59.97 (814.15) 47.47 (966.90) 
1980 74.65 57.27 ( ) 61.80 (791. ) ( 955 ) 
1981 122.00 ( 890.51) 82.70 (60::5.65) 109.10 (789.05) 
1982 184.94 ( 820.86) 126.19 (540.08) 1::52.69 (588.94) 
198::5 321.58 ( 675.91) (491.54) ::542.23 (719.4::5) 
1984 820.00 ( 598.91) (558.76) (1679.94) 
YEAR POTATOES BEANS TOTAL 
1979 11.85 ( 687.41~ 85.81 (1748.11) 10.48 (804.01) 
1980 62.05 ( 794.49 ~2022. 41) 64.28 (823.09) 
1981 66.70 ( 486.86) 299.10 2183.21) 87.02 ( ) 
1982 84.67 ( 375.81) 338.51 (1502.50) 120.43 ( ) 
198::5 299.70 ~ 630.01~ p520.81~ 298.51 ~447.45~ 1984 5ao.oo 423.64 3487.00 2546.93 612.60 
Note: The numbers in parenthesis are average prices in 
1984 soles. -
Source: Agricul turel Statistics, 1983, OSE IY!inlstcy of 
Agriculture, cited by Norton and Garoza (1985) 
(T~anslator's Note: The spaces left blank have figures that 
~re illegible in the photocopy provided.) 
:;=::=::::::::::::::::-::::;:;;;;:::;;:::::::===========,::::::::;;:::~===;:==============:-.::::::,::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::.:.:::::::::::::=::============:::::::::.::::;::::::,:;:::;:::.:::=::::::::::~:::============-::===:.:_;,:=======:; 
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L Iderpolatl:F: in prcjections for 1984, 1990, !995 and 2000 t·t M!nistr, cf ilgric"Jlture, -ISituacion del Agro Pet'"uario•, S.ep£ember, 1984, pp. 33 
.t.. Projection 
3. faserl en expense alastititr calculated b:- il~S;t ar1d Lew: and D. (luru:"dsy, La Alimentacion en· el Peru,· Pa:M:fic University, 198! 
Source: Morten and Saooza C1985} 
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Cost Elasticity for Products from NIARP 
National Programs. 
URBAN RURAL TOTAL 
0.61 1.12 o. 76 
0.40 0.67 0.48 
0.40 0.67 0.48 
0.49 1.00 0.64 
0.48 0.91 0.61 
o. 71 0.87 0.76 
(1) Weighted averftge for Lima, regional capitals and other 
urban areas. 
(2) The cost elasticity data available for cereals was used, 
since data was unavailable for corn and Wheat 
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Table No. 54. Summary of ~esearchers' Responses to 
Questionnaire. 
RICE CORN POTATOES BEANS 
Number of Responses 15 9 4 8 
Type of Research: 
Varieties 9 9 3 3 
Cu1 tivation Practices 12 9 4 4 
Phytosanitery Control 7 6 1 5 
measures 
EKpected average value 
of percent increase in26 168 144 96 
yields 
Expected average value 
of percent increase inlO 153 35 89 
cost/hectare 
No. of varieties dege-
nereted. 5 3 4 










Table 55 Summary of Responses of Extension Workers to 
Questionnaire. 
RICE CORN POTATo- BEANS WHeAT 
iS 
Number of Responses l~ 9 7 5 1 
Expected average value 
of percent increase in 15 56 125 94 28 
yields. 
Expected average value 
of percent increase in 15 45.5 55.5 39 
cost/hectare 
If the risk is higher, 
are the farmers expected Yes = 33 No = 5 
to assume it? 
Percent adoition of new 
technology expected) 
Year 1 17 12 5(1) 7 5 ( 1) 
Year 2 25 19 8 10 8 
Year 3 37 26 12 14 10 
Year 4 46 36 16 19 12 
Year 5 56 so 25 30 15 
Source - Norton and Ganoza 
(1) Several interviewees did not reply for potatoes and 
wheat. These are the estimates given by NIARP technicians 
in the central office. 
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Table 56. Expected percent values in Area Under Cultivation 
with new technologies. 
YEAR RICE CORN WHEAT POTATOES BEANS 
1981 0 0 0 0 0 
1982 0 0 0 0 0 
1983 0 0 0 0 0 
1984 17 0 0 0 0 
1985 25 12 0 5 0 
1986 37 19 5 8 0 
1987 46 26 8 10 7 
1988 56 50 12 12 10 
1989 56 50 16 15 14 
1990 56 50 25 15 19 
1991 56 50 30 15 30 
1992 56 50 30 15 30 
1993 56 50 30 15 30 
1994 56 50 30 15 30 
1995 56 50 30 15 30 
1996 56 50 30 15 30 
1997 56 50 30 15 30 
1998 56 50 30 15 30 
1999 56 50 30 15 30 
2000 56 50 30 15 30 
Source: Norton and Ganoza (1985) 
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Table No 57 Summary of Estimated Projections by Researcher 
and Extension AQents with respect to yields and 
Producers'costs in Adoption of New TechnoloQies. 
Expected Percent Chanoe Exoected Percent Change 
in Yields in Yields 
-------------------------- -----------~---------------Resercher Extension Average Resercher Extension Average 
AQent, - Agent 
Rice 26 15 20.5 10 15.0 12.5 
Corn 168 55 111.5 153 46.5 99.3 
Potatoes 144 125 134.5 35 55.5 45.3 
Beans 96 94 95.0 89 39.0 64.0 
Wheat 110 110.0 63 63.0 
Percent Change in Supoly area and prices constant 











Source - Norton end Ganoza (1985) 
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Table No. 58. Accumulated Percent Change in Supply prices 
and area cultivated. 
YEAR RICE CORN WHEAT POTATOES BEANS 
1984 1 0 0 0 0 
1985 2 1 0 4 0 
1986 3 2 2 7 0 
1987 4 3 6 9 2 
1988 5 4 8 11 3 
1989 5 6 12 13 4 
1990 5 6 14 13 6 
1991 5 6 14 13 9 
1992 4 6 14 13 9 
1993 4 5 14 12 9 
1994 3 5 13 12 9 
1995 3 4 13 11 8 
1996 2 4 12 11 8 
1997 2 3 12 10 7 
1998 1 3 11 10 7 
1999 1 2 11 9 6 
2000 0 2 10 9 6 




















Table No. 59 Comparision of yields and costs between present 
and improved technologies in test fields, devel-
oped by the technology transfer an Improved Seed 
Project (TTISP), 1980-1985. 
Present Improved Percent 
Technology Technology Change 
Rice 
Yield (Kl/Hectare) 4951 6119 24 
Costs (I Hectare) 121 136 12 
Corn 
Yield (Kl/Hectare) 2416 3694 53 
Costs (I Hectare) 56 80 43 
Wheat 
Yield ?K//Hectare) N.A. N.A. 
Costs I Hectare) 
Potatoes 
Yield (Kl/Hectare) 9993 18584 86 
Costs (I Hectare) 63 222 36 
Beans 
Yield (Kl/Hectare) 1005 1233 23 
Costs (I Hectare) 53 72 36 
Source - Computerized summaries of TTISP results provide~ 
by the National Aqroeconomic Proqram. Cited by 
Norton anrl Ganoza. 
!/ Cost in Intis/Hectare (1 Inti z 1,000 soles) 
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Table No. 60 Supply price elasticity calculated for different 
values of the monney flexibility coefficient (~) 
URBAN RURAL TOTAL ., ___ .. ____ ... ______ 
--------------- ---------------
~=1 ¢=2 ¢=3 ¢=1 ¢=2 ¢=3 ¢=1 0·2 ¢=3 
Rice ~.61 -.31 -.22 -1.11 -.57 -.39 -.76 -.B9 -.27 
Corn -.41 -.21 -.15 -0.70 -.39 -.2B -.so -.26 -.19 
Wheat -.41 -.21 -.15 -o:-10 -.39 -.2B -.so -.2Eh-.19 
Potatoes -.49 -.25 -.17 -1.00 -.54 -.39 -.64 -.34 -.24 
Beans -.4B -.25 -.16 -0.91 -.46 -.31 -.61 -.31 -.21 
Total -.eo -.sa -.so -0.94 -.76 -.70 -.B4 -"53 -.56 
Source - Norton end Ganoza (19B5) 
1. Weighted average for lima, reqional capitals and other ur-
ban areas 
2. Due tb leek of data for elasticity for corn and wheat, total 
elasticity for cereals was used. 
TABLE t4n. b! Net benefits cf NIARP :esear:h a:.d e:'.tension, with parallEl r.hange .n suppl; ~il 
==========~===========================================~===================~==:===~===;================~==========~==== 
RICE CORN WHEAT PD'i"ATQES BEANS TJTAL 
YEf-E -----------------------------
No Chang£> in With Change lB 
Free Market No Market Free Market Free Market Jemand Deaand No Market 
=============~=================================================~====================================================== 
l '991 i6,4Bbl (b,486l (5~32bl i3,792J {8,232) (9,2821 (1' b80) m:5b6J 
1' 982 (9,5351 (9,53Sl (8:.392) (4, 740} a4,5B5J (14, 565) !2,311) \39,5631 
t!9BJ (9,838) (9,838) \8, 464) (5,177l <14,219) i14,219l (2,438l (4;1~1361 
!, '184 (6,'122l t: ',.,.\ ~o~oo .. :.· i8,757} (5, 111i ti5)33i ! 15, 133) t2,457} ·.38,360) 
1, 985 (4,211) (3,574i ·:7' 650) (5, 173\ !2,038) 2,!b6 i2,556i (21 '629) 
1,986 (610! 391 (5,749) !4,253) 6,174 16,985 (2,556) (4,994) 
1, 987 6,167 7,361 !1,672) (125) 16,346 29,363 (547l 20,170 
1, 9S8 10,733 11' 735 634 i,296 21,202 38,837 i31 33,997 
1, 989 11,664 12,262 5,643 4,608 25,020 47,521 843 47,778 
!,'riO 12,641 12,802 6,428 7,358 22,383 46,277 2,234 51,043 
!, 99i 21,545 21,235 14,697 11,997 34,133 59,269 6,(142 BB,4!3 ..... 
1, 9'12 !7,754 17,476 15,579 13,677 31,838 58,074 6,041 84,889 (j.. 
1 '993 i8,4b5 Hl,004 13,503 15,591 27,504 52,624 6,031 81,094 
l, 994 14,127 13,936 14, 178 1b,2!b 25,803 51,787 6,020 76,345 
1' 995 !4,~51 14,422 11,684 18,325 22,262 46,867 5,361 72,183 
1, 996 9,799 9.968 12,151 18,777 21,005 46,385 5,384 67,116 
1,9?7 9,994 10,349 9,297 21' (130 i8,074 41,805 4,740 63,135 
l '9Q8 4,998 ~,381 9,575 21,207 17,150 41 '547 4,780 57,710 
l '9'19 5,048 5,604 6,448 23,540 !4,6'1i <7 f1'i't 4, !3·j 53,866 •• n,.£.,:,..._1 
2,0(!(! (1 0 ' 1:.7"' •n ~")0 !4,(117 3:', !45 4,!92 48, 114 J :J,.,,, -'. .. •, .... .t.u 
!PR '11 0. ~ 7 (f.!B O.F• •J. i 9 ,, '1'1 (!, ?4 0.14 i),l7 .;.< -..: ..... 
PRESEiH ~'ALliE 
tiET 70,731 23 ~ !20 Ci'i'l ' 'L ?6,()36 58,183 !58,335 3,950 109,942 
= == ::.;:;:;:,-:, ==- ::::: ==== =-·=== ==== =:: = ====:::= ====i..======== ===.=== =========== ======== =========== ::: ==== :::::;::::::= ========== =::;;::=::: .:==== 
1~ T~e net £C8no~:c benefits were Cd1culated as th? tot~i cha~g~ i~ the econc3~C surplu;, 




~l~t eccn::>Hti: bt·;1£~its r·t Nl?~RF ~·esear!;l,. and ~n:~c~~sicr:! 1::dng htgh nr1d ~cw 
estiaate:s cd pricE asti.:i tf in ·~ED;and, -' U 
R!CE POTATOES BEAN3 TOTAL 
\'EAR 
r~=-. 7:J n=-.27 "'=- .. 64 I:=-, 7:~ ,-- ~ t ;~=- ,.,, n=-.84 :·~=- .. 56 .1- ..... t .... 
=============~~=======================~=============================:==~==::=======~=============== 
~ OQt \6,486) i6~486l i9,2S2l 292J t1,6S!}J l1,dOJ (25,5fib !25,566) ~ ~ ;u • 
l, 98? (9:5351 ta ~.,.~n . ; ~ ..;~,.\ .... ; {!4,585) \14, 585) (2,311) (2,311) C 1953l (3,953} 
.1 '983 i9~B3B/ (9 ~8381 04,219,' \14,2191 (2,4381 43Hl <40,13el 140, 136l 
i i 981! (6,7:8) (6,6381 ft5, 133} ns, 1331 i2, 457! !2, 457} !38, 3SOl (3.B,380i 
1' '?85 {3,710} (3,5121 'l! 717) !2, !44) (2,5561 (2,556) !21! 3881 (21,734i 
!,986 179 487 '1,178 7,741 !2,5561 (2,556l (3, 939) fS,427l 
l,9i:l7 7 ~ 114 ?;47o 18,475 !5:446 l61Sl \515) :2,230 19,30! 
!,988 11,544 il,818 24,952 19,652 26 179 37,641 32,415 
J: 989 l2, 165 12,300 900 22,654 707 905 ~3,522 45,473 
1,990 12:806 12,793 29,432 19,6:1 2,067 2,3C9 57,926 48,3~5 
l! 991 2i 1345 21,177 4:C\ 221 31 '045 5,913 6,097 '16, 373 85,381 
!,992 17,576 17! 425 40,846 28,4B9 6,t)13 6,050 '13",869 81,549 
! l 993 15.147 17,932 36,446 24,259 6,107 5,993 90,112 77, 81! 
1! 194 14,0!1 13,894 35,361 22,42(1 6,202 5,937 861 uG-4 72,878 
; , q~·s i4,49l 14,384 31,421 19,091 5,5'1'4 "i,256 BL.574 63,906 
1, 916 9,962 1, '166 30,571 17,768 5,698 5,245 7b,9'1b 63,739 
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Teble No. 65. Economic Benefits of NIARP Research 
and Extension, ~ssumino that extension costs 
beoln with presentation of n~m techoolooies. 
Rice (free market) 
Pivoting change in supply 
Parallel change in supply 
Corn 
Pi voting change in supply 
Parallel change in supply 
Wheat 
Pivoting change in supply 
Parallel change in supply 
Potatoes (no change in demand) 
Pi voting change in supply 
Parallel change in supply 
Beans 
Pi voting change in supply 
Parallel change in supply 
Total 
Pivoting change in supply 
Parallel change in supply 
Internal Rate 




























!/ In millions of 1984 !Oles and real discount rate of 10~ 
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Table No. 66 Net Economic Benefits frorn NIARP Research and 
Extension with research costs projected to 1992 
ann extension costs to 1996. 
Internal Rete Present Net 
Of Return (IRR) Value 
R~ce (free market) 
Pivoting change in supply .30 182074 
Parallel ehange in supply .44 414637 
Corn 
Pivoting ehenge in supply .20 69305 
Parallel ehange in supply .31 191608 
Wheat 
Pivoting ehenge in supply .28 144372 
Parallel ehange in supply .36 286885 
Potatoes 
Pivoting ehange in supply .22 60329 
Pe rallel change in supply .42 229166 
8e8ns 
Pivoting change in supply ,14 4635 
Parallel ehange in supply .24 26717 
Tot81 
Pivoting ehange in supply .25 460711 
Parallel change in supply .38 1126929 
Souree - Norton and Ganoza (1985) 
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Table No. 67 Summary of Internl!l Rates of Return for NAIRP 
Research l!nd Extension Activities. 
RICE CORN WHEAT POTA- BEANS TOT•l 
TOES 
Investment in Resel!rch, 
1981 to 1986 end exten-
sian, 1981 to 1990. 
f"ree market 
Pivoting Change in 
Supply .17 .10 .18 .17 
Parallel Change in 
Supply .35 .23 .28 .33 
No market 
Pivoting Change in 
Supply .18 .22 .14 
Parallel Change in 
Supply .37 .42 .24 
f"ree Market 
Pivoting Change in 
Supply .30 .20 .28 .25 
Parallel Change in 
Supply .44 • 31 .36 .38 
No Market 
Pivoting Change in 
Supply .22 .14 
Parallel Change in 
Supply .42 .24 
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Table No. 67 cont-d 
Source: Norton and Ganoza. 
!/ Assumes no expansion in area under cultivation end places 
all costs in extension, even before new technoloqies are 
launched 
l/ When a 1( growth of area under cultivation was assumed, 
the rates double~ For example, the return on research 
and extension in rice and:)nvestments in extension from 
1981 to 1990, changed from .17 to .48. 
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derived the demand elasticity and then obtained its respective range, as-
suming alternative values for w..:. 1 and w .~ 3. The spending elasticity es-
timated by Amat and Leon and Curonisy for the total population were also 
used in this study, but the rural and urban elasticity estimates were 
weighted, taking into consideration the most recent distribution of rural 
and urban populations in Peru. 
2,2,2 Main conclusions 
The Norton and Ganoza study reached the following conclusions: 
1) In the decade of the seventies, food production in Peru was main-
tained practically constant, while the population continued to grow at 
an annual rate of 2.8,%. During the same period, the spending for agri-
cultural research and extension decreased. 
2) Since 1980, under the auspices of the NAIRP, the National Research, 
Extension and Promotion Programs were established for rice, wheat, corn, 
potatoes and beans. The study evaluated the actual and projected eco-
nomic benefits with relation to the costs of research and extension, and 
the possible consequences of the distribution of the beneffts of the 
National Programs, 
3) The internal rates of return on agricultural research and extension, 
using the most conservative assumptions, were the following: 17% for rice, 
10% for corn, 18% for wheat, 22% for potatoes, 14% for beans and 17% for 
the total five products. Under less conservative assumptions, the rates 
of return were: 35% for rice, 23% for corn, 28% for wheat, 42% for po-
tatoes., · 24% for beans and 33% for the total of the five products. These 
rates of return are compatible with those found by evaluation studies pre-
viously carried out inother countries, 
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4) By deriving the rates of return, several conservative assumptions 
were included in the analysis, even in the case of the highest returns 
mentioned in the third conclusion. Therefore, these rates of return are 
probably representative of minimum estimates. For example, no expansion 
was assumed for the area under cultivation for rice, although it is quite 
possible that rice cultivation in the jungle region would completely com-
pensate the eventual reductions in the coastal rice regions in the course 
of time. Therefore, the rate of return on investment in extension and 
research programs in rice may be underestimated. Another example is of-
fered by an alternative analysis made by the study; assuming a yearly 1% 
increase in the area under cultivation for rice and considering that this 
area would be totally cultivated following the recommendations of the 
new technologies, the rate of return of research and extension would go 
from 17% to 48%. In addition, in its initial design,the study had charg-
ed all the costs of agricultural extension to the National Programs even 
before the new technologies were launched to the general public. But when 
this assumption was relaxed, although all the other assumptions were main-
tained in their original conservative positions, the rates of return on 
research and extension were much higher; in this case, the return on rice 
was 22%, corn 16%, wheat 24%, potatoes 38%, beans 22% and total 26%. 
5) The previous conclusion also illustrates a very important point: 
extension without research decreases the benefits. Studies prevously car-
ried out have shown that on the average, farmers operate efficiently, 
using available resources well. This conclusion is also probably true, 
even in the case of the highlands. The problem is that tradi~onal techno-
logies do not allow farmers to be very productive. The dissemination of 
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new knowledge and generated technologies by research increases agricultur-
al productivity ( the product/resource relation) and in some cases, also 
permits the expansion of agriculture into new areas, 
6) The differences found in the rates of return are due to several 
factors, For example, in the case of corn, it was projected that its yield 
would grow quickly, but, with this growth, the costs of production would 
also increase. The increases in bean productivity are produced later 
than those of other crops and affect a smaller number of hectares, In 
the case of potatoes, both researchers and extension agents coincided in 
projecting strong increases in yield. The yields of rice and its project-
ed production costs were assumed to be low, but the increases achieved 
will affect a great number of hectares, The increases in wheat productiv-
ity will affect a relatively small number of hectares but the yields have 
been projected at a much higher growth rate than those for corn, beans 
and rice. 
7) In the survey questionnaire, researchers and extension agents were 
asked about the adoption rates for research results, if there were no ex-
tension service, The majority of answers was that technology adoption 
would occur at a much slower rate and would cover a smaller area, The 
conclusion is that reasearch without extension would also bring about a 
lower level of benefits, Evidently, the extension environment varies ac-
cording to the product and the region. Both the large commercial produ-
cers on the coast and the rice producers in the jungle try to keep in-
formed and to get the new technologies directly from the researchers. 
For them, the extension service has less impact than for the small far-
mers in the highland and the jungle, 
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8) The internal rates of return on investments in research and exten-
sion estimated for 1981 to 1996, gi¥en in Table No. 67, show that the 
same level of return ( and perhaps a higher level for corn, wheat and 
rice) could be obtained if the present research and extension programs 
were to continue at present levels for the next six years. In the five 
product total, the internal rate of return would be 47% higher if the 
present programs were continued, since the research and extension programs 
of the future could be developed with heavy investments made beginning 
in 1980. The high returns predicted for initial investments are in a 
way the result of the transfer and adaptation of technologies generated 
by the International Centers for Agricultural Research. The investments 
in the national research and extension service have created a mechanism 
which permits transfer and adaptation of the technologies to the specific 
characteristics of Peruvian agriculture. 
9) The expenses of research and extension should be considered as in-
vestments and no as consumer spending. As with other investments, the 
benefits derived from investments in research and extension are received 
after a period of time, but they are also subject to depreciation. The 
maintenance of research and extension programs over a period of time is 
important because new technologies depreciate as insects and diseases 
evolve and become more resistant or attack new varieties. The new re-
sults of research and extension should be continually produced on the 
basis of results previously obtained. 
10) With the possible exception of education, the high rates of return 
onUwestments in research and extension calculated by the study wou~be 
difficult to find in any other sort of public investment, either in the 
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agricultural sector or any other sector of the Peruvian economy, However, 
the study expected to find even higher returns on research and extension, 
especially for corn, wheat, beans and potatoes, given· that the yields for 
these crops were relatively low before the National Programs were be-
gun. It is probable that the diversity in environmental conditions found 
in the country, the limitations of human resources and the increased pur-
chase of modern resources required to obtain the benefits of the new tech-
nologies have been the causes that have kept the projected rates of 
adoption somewhat low. In particular, it is probable that the level of 
education among farmers, in terms of elementary and seocndary education, 
and particularly the lack of training of extension personnel (sector repre-
sentatives) have been some of the most important limitations to the trans-
fer of new technologies, But at the same time, the rates of return pre-
sented by the study also include to a certain extent tho benefits on 
investment in training recently made by the NAIRP. 
11) Many of the benefits of research and extnnsion are indirect in 
nature and therefore are not explicitly reflected in the rates of return, 
Thus, for example, there might have been a string savings in foreign ex-
change in the case of corn, wheat and rice. Likewise, for products that 
are imported or exported, in the measure that production increases, there 
will be some market pressure to reduce the price. This will tend to stimu-
late a greater level of employment in the rural sector, in the measure 
that the new technologies are not capital-intensive by nature, Many of 
the new technolgies produced by the NAIRP National Programs are principal-
ly biological and require as much or more work than present technologies. 
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12) The distribution of benefits on investments in research and exten-
sion between producers and consumers depends on the magnitude of the price 
reduction resMlting from increased production. For impuvted goods such 
as wheat and corn, producers are the direct beneficiaries of increased pro-
duction. The same occurs in the case of rice that is imported or exported; 
producers would tend to be the greatest beneficiaries of increased produc-
tion. But if there is excess rice which'is not exported, the consumers 
will be the principal beneficiaries if the government allows the prices 
to be reduced for both producers and consumer. If the government does not 
allow rice to be exported and allows the price to be reduced only for con-
sumers, both consumers and producers would be directly benefitted, but 
the costs of the subsidies for the government and for society in general 
would be very high. 
13) Contrary to what occurs with wheat, corn and rice, potatoes and 
beans are not internationally marketed in Peru. The adoption of new 
technologies for potatoes and beans could generate increased production, 
which in turn could significantly reduce prices. As a result, the bene-
fits to the consumer could be substantial while the benefits for the pro-
ducer could be negative, unless domestic consumption in the production 
unit can be considered to be a benefit. Those producers who are first 
to adopt new technologies will receive greater benefits than others, sin-
ce they will be able to sell their products before the total production 
increases, thereby causing lower prices. 
14) The distribution of benefits to the producer by region and by 
size of the production unit is also strong]y influenced by the type of 
product. For example, the benefits of rice will be principally enjoyed 
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along the coast and in the jungle. The benefits to bean and potato pro-
ducer will be greater for the large production units on the coast than 
for the small production units in the highlands. The benefits of wheat 
will be rece~ved by different size production units in the highlands, 
while the benefits of corn will be principally given to the large irriga-
ted production units on the coast, and to a certain extent, to small dry 
crop production units in the highlands and jungle. Part of the benefits 
received by the small producers, especially in the hi;hlands will be the 
result of domestic consump±ion. 
15) The adoption of new technology will also mean increased demand 
for agricultural resources and credit by farmers. There will also be 
increased demand for food products, especially if the real per-capita in-
come is increased by more than the 1% that the analysis projected for the 
future. Increases in population and real per-capita income magnify the 
importance of research and extension projects, in the sense of developing 
and promoting the adoption of new technologies which increase food produc-
tion at prices attractive to consumers. Without generation and transfer 
of new technolgies, the only alternatives left to Peru are the importa-
tion of food (at .a very high cost in foreign exchange) or a reduced 
food supply. In the latter case, the consumer will have to pay a higher 
price, or the subsidies to producers and consumers will mean higher di-
rect costs to the government and to society at large. 
16) Several questions as to the adminstration of research and exten-
sion also arise from the analysis of the study. Is the. NIARP assigning 
its resources correctly by doing so in a proportion of 2 for extension 
and 1 for research? Is the dis±ribution of resources for research and ex-
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tension among the ARPCs near the optimum distribution? The same ques-
tion may be asked about the assignment of resources among the National 
Product Programs and the National Production System Programs (highlands 
and jungle). How will production systems be affected (combination of crops) 
by the adoption of new technologies? How will the variations of income 
at the level of production units, the demand for credit, water, labor 
and other resources be affected? 
17) In order to answer those questions, the study mentions some of 
the studies of the present evaluation study of research ~d extension. 
~or example, it mentions that an analysis of lineal programming has begun 
to verify the influence of new technologies on crop combinations, varia-
tions in income and the demand for credit, labor, water and other resources. 
Also, it says that the effects of price policies with respect to the adop-
tion of new technologies will be evaluated. The response functions for 
specified crops, beginning with experimental data, will be estimated, in 
order to exarr~ne the response of production to several levels of resources, 
with or without new technologies •. Efforts are also being made to verify 
the availability of temporary series of aggregate agricultural production 
and for resources in Peru. If the data that are expected have sufficient 
quality, function analyses will be carried out for aggregate production 
and profit finctions, to verify the relative contribution or research, 
extension and education.to agricultural production in Peru. 
The study will also estimate the influence of research, extension and 
education on the demand for resources and in returns of scale. But if 
these data do not have sufficient quality for the study, an analysis of 
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production function at the micro-economic level will be made, using the 
data from production units, in order to verify the impact of research, 
extension and education •. 
2.3 Other Studies and Methodologies of the NIARP Fational Agroeconomic 
Program 
2,3.1 Methods for the calculation of costs and profits under infla-
tionary conditions and for analysis of risk and comparative 
agricultural technologies 
This study, developed by te National Agroeconomic Program (NAP) and 
published in Novemebr, 1984, had the following objectives: 1) to propose 
models for the generation and collection of NIARP agroeconomic data through 
the NAP and the Offices for Agroeconomy and Rural Commercialization; 2) 
to propose a methodology for the calculation of costs and profits expect-
ed under inflationary conditions; 3) to propose a methodology for compara-
tive analysis of costs, profits and risk for agricultural technologies; 
4) to indicate the manner in wnich the users of agroeconomic information 
and analysis procedures may have access to proposed methods of analysis. 
The objectives were designed taking into consideration that information 
coll~ction, as well as the methodologies for expected costs and profits un-
der inflationary conditions and the comparative analysis of cats, profits 
and risk for agricultural technologies require specific proc~dures in 
each case. 
For the c~lculation of costs and profits under inflatbnary conditions, 
the YAP has deisgned and put into effect a computer program called PROCIN. 
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The program has been designed to calcutlate costs and profits under an 
ad-hoc theoretical model. PROCIN, which is written in BASIC, may be 
used to 1) Calculate ex-post costs and profits with monthly resource pri-
ces; 2) calculate ex-ante, using projected monthly prices; 3) make sensi-
tivity analyses (simulation) of costs and praTjts, and 4) create a data 
base with information on resources and prices for each technology. To 
be used, PROCIN requires the following information: 1) descriptive data 
such as name of the crop, dates for sowing and harvest, place, etc.; 2) 
annual or monthly rate of inte~est; 3) rental value of land; 4) monthly 
data with respect to the quantity of resources or raw materials used, 
according to the activity in which they are used, such as land preparation, 
sowing, etc.; 5) monthly price data as to resources and crops; and 6) 
quantity produced and unit sale price. The information required is to 
make ex-post calculations. If ex-ante calculations are preferred, the 
data as to interest rates, prices of resources and products would have to 
be projected with respect to the inflation rate for the following period. 
Thus, regression models can be used by provtling historical information 
with respect to the inflationary evolution of each resource or raw material 
to make predictions for the following period. These estimates can be 
made using the regression analysis routines contained in the SPSS/PC 
statistical analysis package. 
For the cc~parative ana~ysis of costs, profit and risk of agricutural 
technologies, the NAP has accepted and put into operation a computer pro-
gram called Compa~ative Analysis Program for Alternative Technologies 
(CAPAT)*. The program is adjusted to an ad-hoc theoretical model both 
* The CAPAT program was originally developed by Dr. Elm~ Rodrigues da 
Cruz, of the Brazilian Enterprise for Ahricultural Research - EMBRAPA and 
installed by oy him in the NIARP Computer Center in 1984. 
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for risk analysis and technology comparisons, using probabilistic criteria. 
As with the PROCIN program and the SPSS/PC, the CA)AT program is running 
on personal-style microcomputers installed in the NIARP central office 
and in the ARPCs which haye received this equipment. 
The CAPAT program, which is written in FORTRAN, may be usednr: 1) risk 
analysis of agricultural technologies, given that for any particular tech-
nology, the program calculates the probability of obtaining net negative 
income and the respective confidence interval; 2) to compare two techno-
logies, the CAPAT program uses the criteria of "effl:cient portfolio se-
lection, with quadratic and cubed profit functions" and makes the compari-
son automatically. In this case, technology comparisons are also carried 
out according to a probabilistic methcd. 
To use the CAPAT program, the followif5information is also required: 
1) Name or title of each technology to be analyzed; 2) for each technolo-
gy, production data, product price, costs which vary with yield and other 
costs. For each one of these items, the values can be introduced under 
any of the following options: 1) a known value; 2) an average value and 
its respective standard deviation; 3) a minimum value, a most frequent 
value and a maximum value; 4) rate of inflation, if there are differences 
in the vegetative cycles of the crops being compared. 
Figure No. 7 presents a general model of the diverse components of 
the calculation system for costs and profits under inflationary conditions, 
and comparative analysis of profit and risR for alternative agricultural 
technologies, in which the integration and existing interrelations be-
tween PROCIN, SPSS and CAPAT can be seen. 
The analyses of costs, profits and ri in agricultural technologies 
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Figure No. 7. Flowchart of the Components of the System for Calculating 
Costs and Profits under Inflationary Conditions, and the 
System of Comparative Analysis of Profit and Risk for Al-
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are facts which support the tasks of reseaxch and extension. With respect 
to research, these analyses allow the economic feasibility of the tech-
nologies in development to be identifies. In the case of extension 
activities, all viable technologies which can be recommended for their 
agronomic behavior will be economically evaluated before they are dis-
seminated and promoted. The computer programs developed and the analyses 
made show the tremendous potential they have for ex-ante analysis of 
new technologies (before they are widely implanted) and the importance 
they have for program feedback and research projects. In addition if 
it is determined that a technology for a crop has great agronomic poten-
tial, it can oo analyzed at different crop and resource prltces • This 
will help to identify specific promotion policies, either for crop or 
resource pri0es, or for investments which contribute to technological 
changec 
2.3.2 Preparation of investment projects at the production unit level 
The process of decapitalization of agriculture in Peru bagan in 1970; 
it is a relatively well-I~own phenomenon. sustained development of 
agriculture is really desireable by means of technological change, it 
is also necessary to provide for long-term capitalization. In order 
to provide the lements of judgement necessary for the agricultural pro-
ducer to make decisions with respect to investment at the level of his 
production unit, a model to order and manage information that allows him 
to estimate the possible future yield of the investment is necessary. 
Thus, the study carried out by the NAP, published in April, 1985, en-
titled "Preparation of Investment Projects at the Farm Level" presents 
a methodological guide to the managing and ordering of information 
about an agricultural production unit in which a greater flow of financial 
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resources is expected to improve agricultural production and provide a 
yield for the resources, in order ±o capitalize the production unit. 
In its second portion, the study presents a methodology and examples 
of the application of simulation techniques to assist in the decision-
making process as to the assignment of resources for production in 
cultural units. The study uses the MULBUD* program, which is a computer 
program designed to support economic evaluation of production units, 
where annual or permanent crops are grown. Through analysis of agro-
economic information, technical production coefficients, cat of repurces, 
availability of labor and prices of the final product, agricultural bud-
gets are obtained for mono-crop situations or associated production 
systems. All these relations are given in physical and monetary terms 
(costs and prices). The structure of the behavior relations give as re-
sults the cost elements (total budgets) and the yiBld on spending done 
in the production process. These results will be the .elements which 
allow the farmer to make decisions with respsct to future inve~ments. 
But, in addition, the farmer and the reseacher can experiment with the 
results of the system by modifying production factors (availability 
of labor, size of the production unit), the structural relations (change 
of technology, represented by changes in the technological coefficients) 
or in the product of the system (increase or decrease in unit yields). 
In this manner, the elements of risk and uncertainty are incorporated; 
sensitivity anaylsis permits the effects of changes in the system- such 
as changes in prices, yields or costs, according to the expectations of 
1.MULBUD is derived from "MULtiple BUDsets" and was developed by the De-
velopment Studies Centre, National University of Australia. 
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of the farmer and/or the researcher/analyst. The experimentation can 
answer the question "What if ••• ?", which cannot be done with a real system. 
Therefore, the study is also a powerful instrument for ex-ante evaluation 
of new technologies, but in association with the individual characterist-
ics of each agricultural producer, with respect to the availability of 
res01lrces and materials, and administrative capacity, and in association 
with the economic environment of absolute and relative proces within the 
framework of which the farmer carries on his acti~ies. In addition, it 
offers the farmer a methodological instrument which will allow him to de-
cide a priori on the conven;_ence of seeking a long-term capitalization 
credit from the bank. The bank will also be in condition to analyze 
the payment of the loan and the possibility of recuperating the invest-
ment. 
B. External Evaluation 
1. External Evaluation of the REE Project 
From January 7 to February 3, 1984, an external evaluation of the AID 
project for Agricultural Research, Extension and Education (No. 527-01992) 
in Peru, also known as the REE Project, took place. The evaluation, which 
was already planned as part of the follow-up and evaluation of the project 
itself, was carried out by five persons.* 
* The evaluation team was directed by Dr. Morris D Whittaker, Director 
of the Office for International Programs and Studies,and Associate Professor 
at Utah State University. Other team members were: David W, Jame, Profes-
sor of Edaphology and Biometeorology at Utah Stae University; Dan C. Galvan, 
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The evaluation team identified various unforseen and unexpected factors 
during the first stage of the REE Project, 1980 to 1982, which were un-
related to the Project's Descriptiv9 Document. These factors have in-
deed had an important impact on the project itself. With respect to 
this, the evaluation mentions the following facto:os: 
1) The consolidation of the NIARP with the National Extension Service. 
One of the adverse results of the decision to consolidate was the delay 
in the implementation of the REE Project (The project agreement was sign-
ed in August, 1980, but was not implemented until January, 1982). In ad-
dition, there was a period of confusion and uncertainty related to the 
recent creation of the NIARP and the development of Agricultural Research 
and Promotion Centers (ARPC) throughout the country, as well as with res-
pect to policies, procedures, regulations, administration and personnel 
assignments. In other words, the REE Project began late, because it re-
quired a definition of NIARP objectives and policies, new structures and 
procedures, all of which were different from what had been anticipated 
by the Project's original Descriptive Document. 
2) The new investment projects of the World Bank and the Interamerican 
Development Bank. In the time lapse between the REE Project's approval 
by AID and March, 1982, two new investment projects were designed and ap-
District Director of the Agricultural Extension Service, Texas A and M 
University; George W. Norton, Assistant Professor of Agricultural Economics, 
Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University, and Jose Valle-Riestra, 
Director General of the International Potato Center. 
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proved to support the development of the Research, Education and Extension 
System in Peru. At the end of 1981, the Special Project for the Agri-
cu]ural Sector Program(SPASP) was approved; it is financed by the I.D.B., 
through a loan for $5.5 million dollars to Peru, $26 million of which were 
earmarked for the NIARP. In September, 1982, the World Bank Investment 
Project was approved; it was financed by a $40 million dollar loan ana 
a national matching contribution, also to support the NIARP. Both pro-
jects were designed for the development and strengthening of the Research, 
Education and Extension System in Peru, and essentially had the same goal 
as the AID Project. In consequence, the total of loans, donations and 
national contributions approved for the development of the REES in 
Peru was $121 million dollars. 
In August, 1982, the Director of the NIARP requested that the head of the 
North Carolina State University missio take on the responsibility as 
consultant to the World Bank Project. As a result, the head of the NCSU 
mission and its consultants helped to develop a national operation plan 
for the improvement of the REE System, which included the AID Project, 
the World Bank Project and the IDB Project in an integrated whole, there-
by eliminating duplicated efforts and fixing geographic limits or juris-
dictions for each individual investment project (See Map no. 1). All of 
this caused a great change in the original AID Project, which became part 
of the national REE System, jointly financed by AID, the World Bank, the 
IDB and the Peruvian government. The original AID project became part 
of the N~ional ARPC System, including the majority of the elements, con-
cepts and priorities proposed in the Project's Descriptive Document. How-
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ever, the National System is larger, in terms of geographic area, pro-
jection and financing. The National Production Systems Programs, the 
ARPCs and the Regional Laboratory Services and Training became an integral 
part of the $121 million dollar project to be implemented throughout the 
country, arther than being limited to the original $15 million dollar 
UD Project. 
3) The change of authority and diredion of the Institute. With the crea-
tion of the NIARP, there was a change in the direction of the National 
Research and Education System, which caused considerable modifications 
in its organization, objectives and priorities, as well as a new per-
spective on the REE project different from the one which existed in the 
institutions which made up the NIARP (the NIAR and the National Extension 
Service). The new directors of the NIARP had not participated, at least 
not directly, in the elaboration of the basic study for the System, nor 
in the Project's original Descriptive Document. The fact probably caused 
some modificiation in the original project. For example, the role and 
resources originally planned for the National Agrarian University (NAU) 
were changed and reduced (although they were later substituted by a 
World Bank loan to the NAU). The National Administration Unit, panned 
in the original project, was never created. The NIARP was actually adminis-
tering research and extension, while the NAU administered education, na-
turally including all its research components. Finally, there was no for-
mal integration in research administration, as had been originally pro-
posed. 
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The principal general recommendations of the external evaluation of the 
REE project were the following: 1) prolong the project until December, 
1986 and provide additonal funds and technical assistance for the project, 
in order to assist the NIARP to coordinate the AID, World Bank and IDB 
loans, The additional technical assistance would be a human resources 
consultant and the continued presence of a consultant in agroeconomy; 2) 
begin preliminary planning for a second phase of the National REE System 
immediately. To this end, the following recommendiuons were given: a) 
that a single project be jointly developed by the institutions involved; 
b) that a joint administrative mechanism be found; c) that a minimum of 
five years be dedicated to the second phase, between 1987 and 1991; and 
d) that a divi,sion of labor be stipulated for AID and the World Bank. 
AID would provide technical assistance, training and some operating costs; 
the Bank woul provide necessary assistance in the formation of physical 
capital, such as vehicles and equipment. 3) Begin immediate identification 
of alternatives fnr long-term financing of NIARP operational costs. 
The evaluataion provided a series of recommendations classified by areas-
research, extension, education, institutional growth and development. 
The main short-term recommendations were: 1) to continue working closely 
and in coordination with the International Agricultural ~esearch Centers; 
2) to strengthen the ties of cooperation with the NAU and regional uni-
versities; 3) to strengthen the National Cereals Program; 4) to begin de-
velopment of a national support unit for research; 5) to develop a compu-
terized service for quantitative methods and analysis; 6) to insist on 
the creation and strengthening of a National Agricultural Library; 7) to 
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strengthen relations betwe&n NII\RP's National Agroeconomic Plan and the 
Ministry of Agriculture's Agricultural Policy Analysis Group (APAG), In 
1984, and the first months of 1985, the majority of the recommendations 
were implemented, 
2, The World Bank Evaluation 
In January, 1985, a World Bank Supervisory Mission visited Peru, in order 
to evaluated the Aricultural Research and Extension Project, financed 
by the Bank. The Mission was impressed by the process of Project im-
plementation in the five ARPCs in the northern part of the country. Like-
, wise, it concluded that i.he 'Visit and Training System had been quite well 
established and implemented with respect to the physical facilities, that 
the operating budgets were quite reasonable and that there was permanent 
technical contact with the farmers and that the training programs were 
correctly organized and implemented, The Supervisory Mission also veri-
fied that the research programs had been implemented or were being im-
pliemented, according to the o~iginal planning. The Mission gave special 
recognition to the progress recently made in the National Program for 
Andean Agricultural Systems, with respect to production unit level re-
search projects. The Mission also recognized that the implementation pro-
gram for the physical capital of the five northern ARPCs was well done, 
although improved administrative effectiveness is expected as the result 
of implementing the Project of Agricultural Planning and In&titutional 
Development (APID) in the NIARP. 
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J. Institutional Evaluation by the ISNAR Mission 
During June and July, 1985, at the request of the Director of the NIARP, 
a mission from the International Service for Agricultural Resear:::h 
(ISNAR)* visited Peru to evaluate the institutional model fbr research, 
extension and promotion that is being used in the NIARP. The objec-
tive of the evaluation was to inform the Peruvian government about the 
research, education and extension model used in the NIARP, as to its 
effectiveness, in order to focus on research and extension problems 
that limit agricultural production. Therefore,ihe mission did not only 
have to study the NIARP and its functions, but also the nevironment in 
which it operates. After analyzing certain aspects such as the country 
and its agricultural sector, the structure of the research-extension 
service, the research projects, human resources, international techni-
cal cooperation, and making an analysis of the NIARP's institutional 
model with that used by other Latin American institutions for generati~n 
and transfer of technology, such as the Brazilian AgriculturalResearch 
Company (EMBRAP~), the Colombian Agricultural Institute (ICA), the In-
stitute for Agricultural Science and ~echnology (INTA), of Argentina, " 
the rational Institution for Agricultural Research (INIAP), of Ecuador, 
the ISNAR mission classified its conclusions and recommendtaions, accord-
ing to the following: 
*The mission was directed by Dr. Floyd Williams, Principal Researcher for 
ISNAR, and included Drs. Jens Christensen, Extension, and Eugenio Mart~nez, 
Research Consultant. Dr. Jose Toledo, Director of the Tropical Grasses 
Program, CIAT, also assisted the mission part-time. 
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1) NI~RP function. By combining the functions of research and e~tension 
in a single organization, assigning its available resources to a few 
National Programs, emphasizing agroeconomic research that provides the 
necessary information, so that farmers and those responsible for economic 
and farm policies can make decisions, the Mission concludes that the 
NIARP is in a strategic position to serve Peru and her agriculture well. 
It suggests that the NIARP take responsibility for the entire research 
and extension program in the whcle country, and in order to do that, 
it needs the suuport of the entire research community •. It concluded that 
it was logical that in its first years the NIARP was principally preoccu-
pied with its own development, but that the moment has come to widen its 
vision and really become the leading institut-ion in the National Research 
and Extension System. The Mission also suggests that in some cases, such 
as sugar cane, cotton and grapes, the role of the NIARP should be to 
assists in production and to help agroindustry to organize itself for the 
research and extension activities it needs. Specifically, the Mission 
reoommends that "the NIARP be retained as the national focal point for 
the development and dissemination of agricultural technology in Peru", 
In addition, it also suggests that the NIARP acti~ies and programs reflect 
the role of the leading national institution in all agricultural research 
and extension and the NIARP accept its mandate to assure that agricul-
tural research in Peru be identified, planned and executed, the results 
published and the technology rnade available to its clients". 
2) Integral ~elations with education. Once the NIARP accepts its new role 
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as the center of the Peruvian research system, the Mission also mentions 
that until now, the NIARP has worked to promote its own human resources-
an interest which should be maintained - but that it is also necessary 
to widen this interest to include all pub~ic sector researchers and ax-
tension agents, especially those in the universities. Therefore, the 'NIARP 
should assist the universities in formulating personnel development plans 
and ass~s them in finding the resources needed to implement these plans. 
It also mentions that another facet of integration in the complete incor-
poration of educational personnel of the universities into the research 
system. Peruvian universities, especially the NAU, have the greatest con-
centration of the scarcest resource in Peru - trained research personnel. 
Therefore, it is essential that university professb~s become involved in 
research, because they keep themselvGlSup to date in their professional 
areas and can pass this information on to their students. The graduate 
students should also dedicate their research to real probl~ms, which could 
make an important contribution to national needs. Specificially, the Mis-
sion recommends that: "the complete integration of the research capacity 
of the universities and other institutions belonging to the public sector 
into the research system". 
3) Institutional relations. The Mission identified and graded the relations 
developed by the NI~RP with other national and international agencies, 
and found positive aspects. These links have permitted a very important 
access to the flow of internation components of technology, including in-
formation, varieties and germoplasm that can be used in Peru. The links 
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have also permitted the access of NIARP technicians to the International 
~gricultural Research Centers and their training activities, The Mission 
also found praiseworthy NIARP's active participation in the Cooperative 
Support Programs for Research in Tropical Soils and Lesser Ruminantsp, 
since it provides a direct technical relation with many universities in 
the United States and a number of other countries around the world that 
share common scientific interests and questions. 
4) The National Programs. The Mission concluded that the integration of 
the research capacity of universities and other agencies which make up 
the research system may take on various forms, but that the most impor-
tant would occur in the national research on the crops involved in the 
National Product Programs, sinceit is the most ef~ient manner of organiz-
ing research in the major crops. According to the Mission, the five crops 
that presently make up the NIARP's Fational Product Programs have been 
identified in numeroUE opportunities as the most important for Peru, and 
they are also cl0sely related to the international scientific community. 
These links need to be strengthened in the differenr national institutions. 
The Mission suggests that the annual planning for the National Programs 
be widened to include all available scientific talent, including Uni-
versity scientists and those in other private or public agencies. The 
report suggests "supporting th~ National Product~Programs, since it is 
expected that they will provide a flow of improved technology for the 
chosen crops in the coming years", The Mission also recognizes the 
ority that should be given to the National Livest~k Program, but also 
mentions that the physical facilities and experienced researchers in live-
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stock are not found in the NIARP, but in other institutes and in the 
universities. Taking this into consideration, the Mission recommends 
that "The Livestock Research Program ae developed and implemented by a 
leading institute or university, using all available public and private 
resources". But is also recognizes that the extension function in live-
stock should be accepted in the NIARP, and that in some zones, it is im-
portant to include specialists in animal production to the NIARP extension 
service. Likewise, the Mission recognizes that the agroeconomic part 
of the Livestock Program should be planned under the direction of the 
NIARP National Agroeconomic Program and that most of the research on 
agroeconomics can be efficiently carried out by NIARP field personnel, 
but that it is also n3cessary to include university professors in this 
autivity. 
5) Agroeconomics, The Mission concludes that the NIARP's National Agro 
economic Program is truly exceptional and that few countries have recog--
nized as clearly ~he need for a flow of economic and social information 
based on research and directed toward its various clients, especially pro-
ducers and those who formulate agricultural policy. The Mission suggests 
that this activitiy be maintained and widened to the production unit and 
community levels, in order to keep users constantly informed as to the 
costs and benefits of each technological component as part of each National 
Product Program. The same type of information should be collected, sum-
marized, analyzed and presented to the institrles that develop agricultural 
policy in aspects that affect both production and agricultural develop-
ment. Specifically, the Mission congratulates the NIARP for the development 
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of its National Agroeconomic Program and mentions that, "it rrillst be main-
tained and its support increased, especially in terms of training for pre-
sent personnel". As with the other programs, the Mission concludes that 
linking the Agroceconomic Program with the universities and other public 
and private institutions will bring more talent to the research program 
and reinforce both the quality of rese~ch and the attention given to 
this discipline by professors and students, The Mission also suggests 
a careful review of the literature available on different methods for ex-
ante evaluation of the costs and benefits of alternative investments in 
research. 
o) Jungle and highland programs. With respect to these two new National 
Programs, the Mission suggests that the NIARP proceed cautiously, men-
tions that the Jungle Program should concen·vrate its activities on rein-
forcing the research capacity already in existence and channel the tech-
nical components through the extension network also in existence, whether 
its zone of influence exist · in or out of the jungle's zone of influence. 
Therefore, the major role of the program will be that of coordination, 
assuring that the program does not duplicate efforts and that the resources 
assigned are essential for coordination. The Highland Program an area 
where development has been difficult in the past and where the complexity 
of the economic and cultural circumstances in the highland communities 
indicate that the NIARP should implement this program as a pilot study. 
/) Choice of an extension model. The Mission identified and recognized 
that the agroclimactic and socioeconomic variations in the different zones 
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of Peru are so great that the extension methods and operation modes must 
change from zone to zone. The r1ission suggests that Peru be divided into 
eight zones of agricultural environments, each one with its own special 
group of producers and apllying a different extension focus. Although 
it recognizes that eight zones do not entirely cover all of the country's 
agricultural conditions, the Mission notes that they will absorb all avail-
able physical, financial and human resources. The eight zones are: 1) food 
producers on the coast; 2) producers of industrial crops on the coast; 
3) commercial farmers in the highlands; 4) communities in the upper 
regions of the highlands; 5) farmers in the lower jungle; 6) commercial 
producers in the jungle piedmont; 7) areas corresponding to the Special 
Investment projects; 8)mono-crop programs. 
The Mission mentions, "Just as it in necessary for technology to adjust 
to the needs and circumstances of the users - and therefore, must vary 
according to agroecological zones and the recommended areas - the methods 
used for technology extension must also vary according to the technolo-
gy itself, the relative level of management used by the client, the availa-
ble mechanisms to promote it and the availability of goods and services 
that facilitate its adoption. 1,fhen the extension systems and methods are 
adapted to local conditions, this helps to guide research programs and 
to stimulate the demand for improved technology, creating an efficient 
road for communication between those who use the technology and the research 
ers'. 
8) Organization of research at the local level. The Mission recognizes 
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that the research-extension combination, as the NIARP has managed it, is 
highly recommendable and should be maintained. Although different methods 
are used, research and extension are so interdependent that they need to 
be integrated at the user level in orderto- be effective. The the produc-
tion unit level, the test of new technology is the last step ftn the process 
of research and the first step in the extension process. By sharing the 
responsibility for these tests, ~xtension personnel will understand the 
new technology better and will provide the researchers with an idea 
of the producer's circumstances and needs. The Mission recognizes that 
the NIARP has developed the link between research and and extension in 
a satisfactory manner. However, it also considers that making the poli-
tical divisions between the Departments the basis of the resear~h and ex-
tension services organization at the local level much less efficient 
than an origanization based on agroecological zones. One of the most im-
portant recommendations that the Mission gives in this area is that Peru 
"concentrate its development on the minimal essential network of Experi-
mental Stations to serve the major egroecological zones when resources 
are available, and that the stations be used as the central focus for lo-
cal research and extension". 
9) ~dministration of the Experimental Stations. The Mission recognizes 
that "the processes of technological development and dissemination are 
guided principally by the problems and opportunities of clients. These 
processes should be carried out in response to the needs of producers with-
out considering the political party in power. The person in charge of 
research and extension in a region or a country must be a scientist, ex-
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tension agent or competent administrator". The Mission also recommends 
that "the Directors of the Experimental Stations, who will be the Research 
and Extension Directors at the local level must be selected on the basis 
of their administrative and technical capacities, and named as career 
civil servants for agricultural research, not subject to political appoint-
ments". 
10) Director of the NIARP. On this topic, the Mission recognized +.hat 
the three directive positions in the NIARP (the Chief and the two Execu-
tive Directors) are subject to political appointmenns and recommends that 
"~iven the technic~~l nature of research and extension, the National Di-
rector of Research and Extension should be a career civil servant, not 
subject to political appointments". In addition, it mentions the NIARP's 
need to integrate its activities with those of several external organiza-
tions and to coordinate research and extension activities more and more, 
It suggests that the NIARP re-roganize its directive level, The Mission's 
perception is that the Chief of the NIARP should have a vision of the 
world outside the Institute, bringing the experience and knowledge of this 
world to the Technical Director, who should be responsible for the inter-
nal functioning of the NIARP. The Directors of· tte Experimental Stations 
would be under the ~uthority of the Technical Director, who would also 
have a minimum administrative staff and an Assis:t:mt Director. The Mission 
specifically recommends that"the national NIARP leadership be invested 
in one Chief and one Technical Director (See Figure No, 8), 
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Figure No. 8. ISNAR Proposal for NIARP Organization 
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11) NIARP Personnel. The Mission verified that the NI~BP had inherited 
personnel from several organizationa and that part of them do not have 
the necessary experience or capacity to carry out the Institute's pro-
grams. Also, and perhaps as a result of personnel transfer from different 
organization~, or excessive bureaucratic procedure and superposition of 
organizational units, it seems that the NIARP has many more people than 
it actually needs. Therefore, the Mission suggests that a study be made 
of available personnel for research and promotion, a study whlich began 
at the same time that the NIARP did, but which needs to be broadened to 
include personnel from other institutions in the public sector, especial-
ly those from universities. Specifically, the Mission suggests that,"FIARP 
complete its personnel study, broadening it to other Peruvian institutions". 
It aslo recommends that "the NIARP be permitted to use the services of 
an external agency which would indicate the minimum essential personnel 
for research and extension (including necessary experience) that will 
be required in the next five to ten years, using the research programs 
and their objectives, and the extension activities in each area as a start-
ing point". 
4. Evaluation of the National REE System 
Between September and October, 1985, and Evaluation Mission visited Peru; 
it had been recommended by the Board for International Food and Agricul-
tural Development (BIFA~), financed by an Air contract and carried out 
as a folow-up to the Base Study for the Agricultural Research, Education 
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and Extension System*. The principal objective of the Mission vas to 
evaluate the viability and effectiveness of the National Agricultural 
Research, Education and Extension Sy.-.::-ha:~ s service to Peruvian agriculture 
and to suggest long-term strategies (to the end of the century) for sup-
port of the System by the main international institutes financing it. Af-
ter describing the National REE Systems, and evaluating its performance 
during ±·ecent years, the Mission gave a series of conclusions related to 
the System's achievement and its limitations. In general, it was estima-
ted that the National REE System after 1980 had shown, in a very short 
period, considerable progress and growth. Also, it considered that one 
of its most important acheivements was the conceptualization of the Sys-
tem, which had emerged from a national research, education and extension 
strategy, based on two principal institutions,the NIARP and the NAU. 
During the period in reference, there had been a rapid recapitalization 
of the System "'ri th respect to its physical capital and that important steps 
had been taken for the development of its human capital, It also noted 
that there was clear evidence that the National REE System was already 
producing the desired effects, especially in the oldest systems and that 
through technological packages there were already several significant in-
creases in the indices of production and productivity, Finally, the Mis-
sian concluded that the relationships between the Peruvian institutions 
making up the National REE System, especially the NIARP and the N4U, 
with the International Network for Agricultural Sciences, had improved 
greatly and had been increased as well as formalized in number and objec-
tives. With reference to the principal problems and limiting factors of 
* The Mission was directed by Dr. Morris D. Whittaker and included Drs. 
J, Clark Ballard, Specialist in Agricultural Development; Arthur J. Coutu, 
~gricultural Economist; John A. Pino, Specialist in ResearchAdministrattion 
and Jose Valle-Riestra, Research Specialist. Dr. Stephen Oilver, Specialist 
in Macro-economics.· al!i'lo assisted the team. 
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the Ssytem, the Mission identified, first of all, the lack of sufficient 
well-trained human resources, as well as mentioning that in addition to 
the lack of quality, there was also an excess number of personnel assigned 
to the NIARP, Secondly, it mentions a groups of macro-economic policies 
that produce distortion in the incentives given to farmers. The principal 
problem is that the incentives offered are significantly reduced by the 
combined effect of the macro-economic policies, to the point that the 
prices received by producers do not even co~er the production costs. 
Also, the personnel and salary policies followed by the government had 
made the salaries received by the administrative and technical personnel 
in the System relatively low compared to other alternatives in the natibn-
al private sector, and with other possibilities in the private and public 
secotrs internationally. Thirdly, another of the probelms related to the 
structure of the NI&~~ was that its research and probably its extension 
system was divided into too many experimental stations and sub-stations, 
given the limitations of trained human resources and lack of operating 
funds. Fourthly, the Mission identified the problem of the fragile re-
lationa among the insGitutes making up the systerr-, and mentioned the 
following: relations between the public and private institutions of the 
REE System; between public institutions in the System and private insti-
tutions; between public institutions in the System and the process of 
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economic and agricultural policy formulationh Finally, a. generalized 
lack of System credibility was found, whose consequence was most evi-
dently seen in the lack of adeguate financial support that the System 
receives from the government. 
Before presenting its recommendations, the Mission defines a long-term 
strategy for the National REE System, The principal elements a£ the 
strategy .are the following: First, given frat human resources are 
the most critical to the System, the strategy should promote the train-
ing and retain within the System the best scientists and technicians. 
Secondly, given that research and exUnsion would have a very small im-
pact on agricultural production if there were no incentives for adoption 
of technologies designed to increse production, economic and agricultural 
policy should develop an adequate set of production incentives. Thirdly, 
strong integration and correlation between the various components of the 
programs and institutiorra which make up the National REE Systems should 
ne sought. Fourth, the programs presently underway should be consolidated 
and proliferation should be avoided. Fifth, relations and mutual coopera-
tion with the pri~ate sector shourld be promoted and strengthened. Six-
th and last, more emphasis should be given to the transfer of improved 
technology, such that less time is need to recei~e the expected return 
on investment in research, education and extension. 
The recommendations given by the Mission which have been principally 
directed at the international institutions supporting the National REE 
System, and strongly based on the strategy given, are as rGlloWSi First, 
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the institutional development of the NIARP should be consolidated through 
greater investment in technical assistance,. training, operational support 
and physical capital. Second, the research and training activities car-
ried out with re~.universities should be strengthened and better arti-
culated. Third, Cooperative participation between the NIARP, the National 
Agrarian University and the regional universities in planning and imple-
menting the REE programs should be stimulated. Fou:-th, the process of 
technology transfer should be accelerated and strengthened. Fifth, 
the capacity of the NIARP in aspects related to water manaement and use 
should be developed. Sixth, the participation of the private sector in 
the REE system should be encouraged. 
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VII. ANALYSIS OF THE SITUATION: PRINCIPAL CONCLUSIONS AND RESULTS 
It is a well-known fact that one of the problems that most dramatically affects 
developing nations is insufficient agricultural production, especially of 
foodstuffs, to supply the internal demand of the growing population. It is 
also known that there are two ways in which total agricultural production 
can be increased: through the expansion of the area under cultivation, or 
by increasing the productivity of the land in regions where traditional 
agriculture is practiced. The first method is known as horizontal growth 
of production and the second as vertical growth in production. Evidently, 
the two are complementary, but not mutually exclusive. The problem that 
normally appears is the decision as to the degree of intensity that should 
be given to each. Those responsible for the management of economic and 
agricultural policy in each country must define, with the greatest degree of 
precision possible both with respect to the efforts and investments of the 
public sector in agriculture and complementary activities and the type 
of incentives to be offered to the private sector, in order to reach the 
objectives proposed. 
The policy of expanding agircultural boundaries, or horizontal growth, is 
characterized by the following: 1) From the political and geoplitical 
points of view, as well as that of national security, the occupation and colo-
nization of the agricultural boundary is truly important. 2) It encourages 
the development of science and technology for the conquest of the agricul-
tural boundaries and of regional markets, as well of agroindustry. 3) It 
increases the regional capacity for creating new jobs and a demand for 
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appropriate technology. 4) It is a highly expensive policy, since it re-
quires a large investment per unit of area, in order to construct the neces-
sary infrastructure. 5) It requires considerable government intervention 
and the search for funding from abroad. Implementation, organization and 
adminsitrative activities are really complicated. 6) While public invest-
ments (especially of external resources) are really high, the internal rate 
of return on these projects is quite low. In the majority of cases, the di-
rect beneficiaries of the project will never be able to pay the total invest-
ment. In general, the cost of the project is paid by society as a whole. 
Given that these projects are located far from the markets for materials re-
quired and products produced. the costs of energy and transportation in-
crease rapidly. 8) the growth of the agricultural boundary has very spe-
cific requirements with respect to technology and labor. 
In contrast,the policy to promote the growth of agricultural production, or 
vertical growth, through science and technology, has the following character-
istics: 1) It economizes land and other resources, to produce greater quan-
tities of the same product or ~ther products. 2) It saves time,because by 
increasing productivity, agricultural production grows more rapidly than 
the agricultural boundary. 3) In general, it permits production at lower 
unit prices (greater efficiency in production because the average production 
costs are lower), which benefits both low-income consumers and producers 
at the same time. 4) Indirectly, it helps combat inflation and increases the 
level of competition among countries in the international market. 5) it 
encourages development in the national markets for materials and products and 
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the majority of the benefits remain in the agricultural sector, there-
by promoting general development of agriculture. 6) It does not require 
large public investments at a single moment in time. On the contrary, it 
requires agricultural credit for annual production and for capital for-
mation. Since loans will be repaid, the banks can make new loans and 
money will flow quickly. Since the majority of the money required comes from 
internal funds, it does not reuire foreign financing, which in turn, increases 
the foreign debt of developing nations. 7) It requires a formal committ-
ment in the sense that public and provate investment in agriculutral research, 
extension and education must continue in the long term. Around the world 
and under diverse conditions, it has been proven that the return on these in-
vestments is very high. In the majority of cases,the returns have been high-
er than those of any other type of investment. This indicates that these 
investments are the 11 best business 11 for society, but it also indicates that 
the level of investment is still far below the optimum level. 8) It re-
quires the existence of an 11 agroeconomic policy 11 that will induce and promote 
technological change in agriculture through a) the development of an efficient 
national industry dedicated to the production of modern materials (improved 
seeds of the high yield variety, fertilizers, correctors, 11 appropriate 
machinery 11 , etc.); b) the administration and management of relative prices 
in favor of agriculture, rather than discriminated against it; c) opportuni-
ties for available credit for yearly management and for capital formation 
in agriculture; d) development of a system of agricultural insurance to re-
duce the risks of production and the market; e) development of a wide-
resching information system, in order to decrease the level of uncertainty 
in agriculture; and f) an orgainzation of farmers in order to increase their 
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education in agriculture and their general level of training, thereby increas-
ing their ability to negotiate in the materials and product markets. 
The arguments presented show that there are favorable and unfavorable fac-
tors both for the exoansion of agricultural boundaries and for the increased 
productivity of the land. But there are also arguments and reasons that go 
beyond an exclusively economic analysis. The need to occupy territory 
and to diminish the pressure for land and the accompanying social tensions 
are examples of arguments that are difficult to analyze from an economic stand-
point. Furthermore, faced with a situation of decreasing rural population 
and less economic activity in the rural areas, as well as increased care for 
natural resources, the expansion of the agricultural boundary will necessari-
ly have to take place with the support of science and technology, always 
taking into condiseration that growth in productivity of the land should be 
associated with increased productivity in labor. 
It is also evident that there is a technical-political conflict between the 
two policies. Technicians and politicians have very different views as to the 
assignment of human resources. Generally, the technicians, due to their 
formation, exaggerate the imprtnace of increasing productivity and minimize 
the imprtance of expanding the agricultural boundary. The politicians 
generally do exactly the opposite: they want immediate results and think that 
increasing productivity requires more time than they have in office, and that 
the traditionalism of the rural areas would be a barrier to new knowledge and 
to the modernization of agriculture. For them, it is much simpler to fol-
low the experience of the past, which has already shown how to transform 
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natural resources into ag;ricultural lanrl.. T'oday 1 s problem is that the 
conquest of the an;ricul tural boundar:v nust be done with *ong support 
from science and technology, in order that resources be exploited in 
the most technical manner possible, in addition to maintaining ecological 
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stability ".tnd economic feasibility. Eowever, this ::tlternative still 
h3..s a "'1olitical p3..v-of:" that !'lakes the .s.ssi,cz;nment of resources and 
public fimds for construction more attractive, "'or example, new 
tion projects !ire very expens:ive, but they have da;1s, channels, highways 
and other physical aspects which can all be blessed ;.o...nd have ribbon-
cutting ceremonies. ')ustained, long-term (Towth of productivity of 
land does not offer the same political pay-off. ":'or example, the 
annual ;:;-rovrth in corn eld of 300 Jdlograr1s per hectare, or increased 
Hheat elds of 200 kilos ;1er hectare over a ten-year perioc, desp' te 
the fact that its econor·ic ar.d social pay-offs are higher V1an any public 
investment, will never "be the cause of <"' ribbon-cutting cereminy, or a 
sinp;le 1:1essing. 
T'he neruvian c3.se is particularly clear. ''ith a very small a~;ricultural 
base of' three rnillior; hectares cultivate': fwhich include ;:Jer-
manent cultivations, grasslands and cultivated forests) and idtr total 
population o: nearly 2C million, today has a :r:er capita rate of 0.15, 
which is one of the loifest in the 'orld. ':-'he ;,r Iroduction Yearbook 
:'or 198C estimates a Horld land per capita rate of 0.33 "'he agricultural 
sector in -~e~"ll cor:eir1E:rs that the land area presently cultivated will 
not incr8as r;~r:rifica:r:tly in the next J c: to 20 yea:r.'s. :!:r a.ny c'lse, any 
i ncrea,se will eventuall:' be cov:per:s'l.ted fc·r the hectare~ that pro-
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ducinrt; each year, a.s the result of s1.li!1ization, P-rosion, desertifieation, 
na.tur1.l disasters, etc. 'in the other hand, estine.tes by the lat1onal 
rOl)Ul3..tion ·:ouncil indicated that betvreen the years 2000 ard 2005, the 
total po;:JUlation of :)eru VTill r.ave reached )0 million. \t tha.t nor:tent, 
the land ner cani ta rate Fill have been reduced to a value ~;etvreen 0. 10 .. . 
and 6.11. •;ith serious limitations to expandin,~ its a{fl:'iCtiltural boundaries, 
1..ri th a growing and }1roncipally urban population r due to t~e high rates 
of rural-urban r,;igration observed in the past Emd the present, artd which 
all seems to indicated that · lYt rates vrill continue for the nex~r tO to 
20 years) 'lnd wj_ tb a prod.uctior: base that vrill remain const;;;.r. t in the 
comin'e>: d.ec~des, i.t is evident that >'eruvian atsTiculture ha.s to see7': the 
most rapid road to techrification, rapid tec'lilological change and r:;reater 
technical and economic eff~ency in production. 
The diverse e'lrternal ev1.luation studies of the FIAT) investment projects, 
as well as those carried out by the rational ::tesearch, EducatioL and sx-
tension c;ystem, which have been presented in this study, indicated the 
evidence that in the years from 1980 to 1985, there has been great effort 
on the part of the public agricultural sector to plan a..11d implement research, 
education ru1d extension policies in Peru. ln p~~icular, the efforts of 
the public sector have been reflected in a series of mechanisr1s and ac-
tions, that althowsh they have sometimes been somevrhat disoriierly and dis-
nersed, h1.ve led to the ~reation and functionin,o; of 'l-n informal national 
rese:1rch, education and extension system in Peru. In addition, the ef-
fort of the public sector has also been reflected in the activities and. 
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a.chievements of the ! ational Institute for Agricul tura.l (~esearch and Pro-
:'"lotion, Hhich were also discussed in this paper. ''ut, a.ltbJur;h the charac-
teristics of neruvian agriculture and the groHinp: population are already 
known to require add.i tional efforts, it i_s :llso evident that the efforts 
of the public sector fro!'l 19'10 to 1985 have not been sufficient. ·-:iven 
the nolitical, social, economic and financial situation of the nation, 
additional efforts could only b~ m'lde by the ' .lie sector Hitb th 
e~t of difficulties, due to its linitations for human resources, physical 
capital and oper:dional resources. "'herefore, an active :md effective 
form of participation the provate sector in research, education and 
extension z.ctivi ties must be found, in o:cder to complement the 3-Ctivi ties 
of tr,e :;:>ublic sectJr, and thereby contributing to ti1e sustained develop-
ment of ''eruvian agriculture, Ho't~ever, it is estimated tha.t in the same 
period from 1980 to 1985, the participation of the private sector in re-
search, education and extension activities was limited, the 
existence of a series of measures designed to nromote, organize and 
res;ulate these activities. E:vidently, this legislative effort has r:ot 
been sufficient and must be revised. ._-;;snecia;;.ly, given the process of 
decapitalization suffered by Peruvian agriculture beginning in the decade 
of the seventies, legislation on aspects of credit assistance which would 
really tring about a recapitalization of agriculture must be totally re-
vised, perfected and widened. 'T'he let;islation must promote, favor and 
permit public and provate ir:vestment ln long-term c0.-pitalization credits, 
in consideration of the fact that the characterist: ~~"" of agricultural 
activities are also lonr;-term. 1'ublic and private research in Peru has 
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gener8-ted ( ar:d continues to do so) technology designed to increase pro-
ductivity and production of some long-term agricultural activities, which 
are nresently not feasibile for farmers because of the lack of a capitali-
Z'ltion credit policy for agriculture, The folloHing examples should be 
sufficient: genetic imnrovement of milk and beef cattle, as well as of 
ovines and South \merican camelids; instruction in technology to improve 
cultivated ~~~sses; technification of the infrastructure and methods for 
irrigation and drainage; fruit-growing on the coast and fruit-growing 
~1d fo~ cultivation in the jungle region; improved physical infrastruc-
ture in production units through the:lnstallation of fences, stables, Gmall 
dams, wells, agriculutral machines and implements, small a~oindustry, 
etc. I,n all of these activities, tod~y's investment can be recuperated 
only after several years. If there are no facilities for capitalization 
credit, technolor;ical change and modarniz~tion are practically impossible, 
1t is also ev"dent that the efforts of the public sector in research, educa-
tion and extension activites undertaken during the last five years should 
continue, always concentrating of those activities with a high social 
return. mhe diverse studies presented in thlf:, paper, especially the 
evaluation studies usinr:; internal rates of return, have, for example, 
shmrn the hir~h socia.l returns of the rational ·c.roduct '->rograms c2.rriecl 
out ·1)y 'T \':F, The study also sho s that it is possible to acrieve e:vur: 
rip:her rates of return if the investments of the public sector continue 
.;;.t the sa1::e level for at h·,<-'-~~~t the next six ye::1.rs. Therefore, the support 
of the ;u'·lic sector for these nrogrl.ms should contir!ue, 'becoming more 
effective every day, i.n the nel.sure that the products are procluced and con-
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sumed all tbroup;h the country, th,it they 1-re the basis for the 1~eneral 
po-pulation • s food sup-ply, tna.t they are Ft funde.mentally by small 
:J.•ld ox' size ~ c 11 in depressed areas and that they most benefit low 
income consumers. Tn other progr~ms, which will be mentioned later, the 
nublic sector should propitiate anrl promote ~,ncreasingly active and ef-
fective r·G.-:-ticipation by the private sector in research, education and 
extension ~ctivites. 
Tn Peru, there are three types or models of or~anization in the private 
sector which, because of their make-up and characterist:lcs, shoH the 
est benefits ~nd most effectiveness in services rendered. ~hey are farmer's 
Clrp;anizations by valle:', orp;anizations by products and private, non-;::>rofit 
institutions. These org;anizations can be an excellent complement to f~ov­
ern'!lent activity in agricultural research and promotion. 'ith ~ertain ini-
tial le.n;al, technical and financial assistance, in addition to the res~ 
pective llureaucratic facilities, these orp:anizations can rapidly become 
self-supportln?; in research and extension for specific valleys and products. 
\monco: farl"!ers orp;anizations by product, poul try-raisinp; is an excellent 
examnle of the participation of the private sector in research and promo-
tional activities. mhe impulse that this sector h~s had is due in larp;e· 
-p'lrt to the p":"i vate sector's interest and capacity for id tiati ve to TJro-
~ote its own technological and economic develop~ent. mhis has been achieved 
by importation and rapid adaptation of new varieties with increasinr;ly 
higher rates of conversion of fooi to products, because of improved sani-
tation, manap;ernent and coomercializ1.tion. \s has heen '!lentioned, the sup-
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nr:>rt of the public sector in ler-al and technical aspects, as well as in 
i:r.i tial nnancial SUIJport, this exarrple coulrl be multi -plied in other 
oro:anizations h:r products or by Teo:io:J.s 'vallP:'s), ~his is the case 
for cotton, su,o:ar car:~, ""l:'apes, +'ruits anrl vegetables in the coastal re-
o:ion; coffee, coco1., tea and other industrial crops in the junrrle, r_;at., 
tle, pork and sheep-raisinr:, the production of tropical fruits and forest 
pronucts should follow the same path, as should al';roindust:..-~. 8.1 research 
1.nd promotion, P.specially with reference to aPToindustrial transformation 
of food for conservation, nreservation and consumption th.rour:;hout the year, 
r1hese activities should be strongly encoura:o:ed by the private sector, and 
supported by the nublic sector. ~he demand for these products - both na-
tionally and internationally- will undoubtedly make the participation of 
the private sector in the search for new technologies attractive. It 
could be a source of clear and rapid returns and benefits, if the r;overn-
ment Here to "J')ropit"latate and pro"'l"te. the ,n:en<>ration, transfer and adoption 
of such technologies b;r supportinr; ler;islation and specific measures i:r. 
economic and an;ricnltural policy, 
1. Ptilization of the results of the h:ternal evaluation studies 
1. 1 Most j mp0r·ba.nt users 
·nth refert3.rce to the results of different internal evaluation studies pre-
sented in tbis study, it is evldent that, to date, the most important 
"institutional user" has been the ri\'n itself, and to a lesser dep;ree, 
its collaboratin~ institutions, ~he utilization of the results of inter-
nal evaluation presents the folloHinp; characteristics: mhe folloW-UTJ in-
formation 1.nd rese'lrch projects which ma":e up part of the l'ational PJm 
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for \gt"icaltural Rsearch, developed in the second semester of 1'184 and 
the first quarter of 1985, testefl during the second quarter of 1985 and 
approved for implementation at the national level in cTuly, 19.35, still 
h'ls not harl time to shoif its most important results nor to be correctly 
ev'lluaterl, in order to reach its full der;ree of utilization. It is ex-
pecten that in 1986 the first concrete results of the folloWl-'P system 
for experiments 'lJd research projects appear. Jt is also expected that 
~iven its charcateristics of versatility, agility and effectiveness, the 
system will offer rapid, opportune and important information so that 
the authorities of the institution may immediately undert::1.ke cottective 
measures vrith respect to any experiment or research project that has been 
approved. 'T'he monitoring system :1s a hir,hly useful instrument for the 
administration and management of agricultural ~asearch, whose fundamental 
objective is to seek the rr,reatest possible efficiency in resources present-
ly assif'Jled anrl to !'laxlmize the use ar.d returns on resources to be assi '71-
e:'l jn the future. 
~B-rrieil out b:v the Follow-up ana Evalu.::.tUon· ~ihi t · of· the Arr,r:i cu ltur'll- ~e­
search and '"7!ducation Project, financed hy the :\forld Bank. The results 
o£ these studies allow for a much more precise notion of the characteris-
tics of the partici~ating farmers, of the farmers reached by dissemination 
and of agriculture in general in the regions where they have been carried 
out. Thj_s sort of information is very valuable for the definition of 
priorities for research and should be used in the yearly prop;rammino; meet-
of research acwities. It is also an analysis of the efficiency and 
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effectiveness of the extension service itself, from the farmer's point 
of view. :nth this information, the institution has the elements required 
to make the necessary modification in the extension service activities, 
in order to improve its level of public service. 7he studies also per-
mit an evaluation of the messages (about technolor;y or production systems) 
that are transmitted to the farmer; this evaluation is made by the farmer 
himself, and thereby serves as feedhac1<: on the system, perfectinr; the pro-
cess of technology generation. 
"he FI'\-qP 19% \nnual -:"lenort was Hritten to attract diverse ,o;roups of readers. 
"Tom the internal pointof view, the 1eport ha..d two objectives: 1) to ensure 
that every person workinc; in the Institute, at whatever level, has full 
knoHledge of the Institute, its objectives, nrograms and '3.cti vities and 
internal structure, so that each one will understand his important role 
in the Institute; 2) that by knowing about important institutional achieve-
ments, measured and quantified results and the important contribution that 
the Institute makes to Peruvian farmers and farming, each person who works 
in the Institute will feel proud of it. 
"Tom the external point of view, the ~eport also had various objectives 
and reached diverse groups: 1) "'o nresent to society in r;eneral the ac-
tivities, advancements and achievements of the Institute in 1924, by 
rneans of the National Prod·•ct ~'reduction Pror;ra.ms, the rational Produc-
tion '',ysteT'l :?roE,rams, the rational ~upport ~ervices and Prosrams, the 
diversified Prop;rams, as well as a group of production programs in which 
the J'I \li' pr>!::'ticipated, such as rational "'ood qeserve and the Coastal Cam-
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pai..o;n, Lfere, the -)eport's objective was to inform society in general what 
H"lS rlone with the resources received, 2) to ensure that society knows 
the Inst:itute's true objectives and to inform or clarify that the !'I~'\::' 
'lnc'l the nTC:s are one and the same organization. I: Peru, there is a 
nroblem of insti tution:::J.J_ identity Hi th resnect to research, extension and 
nromotion, since the n'lme "1 \'~T' is not WP.:!.l knoHn at the rer;innal level, 
vrh:i_le the ','<nr;s are very Hll Jmown. r"his identity problems is the re-
sult of the fact that the r \I':,.., Has created in 1931, and althout>;h the 
"1T')·"s were also cre,1.ted in that year, their im3{~e is related to other in-
stitutions that in the nast has slmilar abbreviations (See Appendix ro. 8, 
"Fistoricu 'lummary of 1 r;ricultural Research in Peru to 1980), 3) ':'he 
~eport Has also desi<>;ner1 to re::>.ch a very important public - the rn,ost re-
present4ve orr>:anizations of Peruvian farmers, so that they Hould know 
more about the Institute's activities and achiever1ents. Therefore, the 
"enport was desimecl for Ti'arr1er's valley and product orp;::tnizations, 
for the r"ltional \n;rarian Cr,;anization anr1 the TllOSt iPlportant agricultur3.l 
enterprises, includinr; cooper1.tives and A~icultur'll Societies for )ocial 
Interest, Indian com'nunities and peasant communities, amonr; others. 4) 
'ehe ~eport also 3.ttemptecl to reach acrroindustr.i·1.l enterprises, distribu 
tors of aP:;riculutral materials and non-profit nrivate institutions that 
work in the rural sector, such as the '(ural Institute for the Canete 
\Talley, the 'ational levelopment "'oundations, :'ew 'T'echnologic::J.l and ·~ocial 
~tr::tte"'ies, arnonq; others, 5) "'vidently, the leport was also designed 
to infoY'm other nq,tional institutions in the public sector, especially 
those in the a,r>:ricul tural sector, such as the ~:in.istry of \sricul +'Ire, 
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the Sectoral Office for Agrarian Planning (SOAP), the Sectoral Office of 
Statistics (sos), the ~eneral Directors of Agriculture and Livestock, 
Agrarian'Reform and Rural Communities, Agroindustry and Commercialization, 
Water, Soil and Irrigation, Forest and Fauna; the National Institutes for 
Jcreased Agricultural Areas, Foest and Fauna, Agroindustrial Deve1opment, 
all of which form part of the agricultural sector, Also,it was designed 
foe the Executive and Legislative branches of the government. In particular, 
it was directeito the Ministry of Economy and Finance, and its diverse 
sections, to the Ministry of Industry, Commerce, Tou:ism and Integration, 
to the National Planning Institute, the National Institute for Develop-
ments and all its Special Development Projects, to the National Office 
for the EvQuation of NaturalResources, the Agrarian Bank of Peru and all 
associated banks, to the Higher School of Business Administration, the 
National Institute for Public Administration and the General Comptroller 
of the Bepublic, 6) The university system and associated institutions 
for science and technology in Peru made up a very special part of the 
audience. The report was directed to the National Agrarian University, 
the Pacific University and all the regional universities with schools 
of agriculture, to the Veterinary Institute for Tropical and Highland 
Reserach, to the National University of San Marcos, the Institute for 
Research in the Peruvian Amazon, the National Council for Science and 
Technology and thB College of Peruvian Engineers. 7) Finally, the Re-
port was also designed to offer information to multilaten{or bilateral 
international institutions that maintain cooperative relations with the 
NIARP. Among them, the following may be mentioned: the institutes that 
finance NIARP Investment Projects with loans and donations, such as the 
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AID, the World Bank and the Interamerican Development Bank; the interna-
tional Potato Center, the International C~nter for Corn and Wheat Improve-
ment, the International Center for Tropical Agriculture and the CATIE; 
Lhe Interamerican Institute for Agricultural Coorperation, the FAO and 
the International Association for Atomic Energy; the Canadian Agency for 
International Development and the International revelopment Research Cen-
ter; the Japanese Agency for International Cooperation and the GTZ, of 
the Federal Republic of Germany; to other International Centers for Agri-
cultural Rsearch located outside Latin A~erica, such as the International 
Food Policy Research Institute, the International Service for National 
Agricultural Research, The International Board for Plant Genetic Resources. 
There are also other governments and their respective cooperative agencies 
such as Canada, Holland, Japan, Great Britian, the Federal Republic of 
Germany, New Zealand and the winancial-Technical Cooperation of the 
swiss €overnment, There is a group' of American Universities which coopera-
te intensively with the NIABP, especially North Caraana State University; 
others include the University of Californir3.. (Davis), the Virgirta Polytech-
nic Institute and Stae University, Iowa State University and the MIAC, 
which is made up of advisory institutions for the Agricultural and Instj;.~ 
tutional· Development Planning Project, Utah State University and Yale 
University. Finally, but no lees important are the f'ellow insti tutues' 
the NIARP, which also carry out agricultural research and extension 
activities in Latin America, especially the Colombian Agricultural Insti-
tute; the National ~nd for Agricultural Research, of Venezuela; the 
National Institute of Agricultural Research, of Ecuador; the Bolivian 
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Institute for ~gricultural Technology; the Brazilian Enterprise for Agri-
cultural Research; The Cacao Research and Development Center and the Cam-
pinhas Agronomic Institute, both of Brazil; The National Institute for 
Agricultural Technology, of Argentina; and the National Institute for Agri-
cultural Research, of Chile. 
The evaluation study of the net economic benefits of the National Agriculu 
tural Research and Extension Programs, done by Norton and Ganoza, had the 
major objective of verifYing the importanc~needs, convenience and priorities 
of NIARP investments in agricultural research and extension activites in 
the five National Programs whose products are baste to the diet of the 
Peruvian polpualtion. Evidently, since the investments that the NIARP 
makes in the acti~ies come from diverse national and international sources 
of fimncing, the public which was hoped to be reached by the study was 
made up of those responsible for the institutions or agencies that provide 
sources for financing. With respect to national institutions and agencies, 
the objective was to reach high-level decision-makers in the following 
institutions: the Ministry of Agriculture and its dependencies, the Minis-
try of Economics and Finance and in particular, the Regional Directors 
of Public Budget and Credit, the National Planning Institute, the National 
Institute far Development, the Executive branch in general, the Congress 
of the Republic, especially the bicameral Budget Commission, the Agri-
cultural Commission, the Economics Commission, and the Permanent Congres-
sional Commission. Due to its methodological contributions, the study 
was also directed, for training purposes, to the Peruvian universities 
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with Colleges of Agriculture, Social Sciences and Economics. Also, it 
was directed to other national institutes for science and technology. 
In the international environment, the study hoped to reach all of the in-
stutions and sources of finan~ing (loans and donatDns), as well as train-
ing and technical assistance institutes that collaborate with the NIARP. 
But in general, as information, the study was also designed to reach 
all the public and private institutions mentioned previously in the 
section which referred to the NI~P's Annual Report for 1984. 
1.2 Planning of Research and Resource Assignment 
As has been mentioned previously, the results of folaow-up systems and 
studies of research activities are partially used for the planning of 
future research. Thus, during the programming meetings, a review is 
made of projects underway and new projects are presented. These activi-
ties do not yet have a systematic nature, in the sense that not all pro-
jects underway are reviewed, but it at least represents an attempt to 
improve future planning. When the follow-up and monitoring system for 
experiments and research projects established in 1985 is implemented ful-
ly, there will be the necessary and sufficient conditions for research 
planning in the folluwing year(s) ~o be based on a much more solid and 
permenent foundation. 
With respect to the assignment of resources for research, this can be 
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divided into two parts: assignment of resources to the institution and 
assignment of resources inside the institution. The results of diverse 
evaluation studies and activities undertaken by the NIARP to date, 
permit it to be affirmed that they have been partially used in order 
to obtain new resources for the Institute. For example, the principal 
comparisons and results presented in the 1984 Annual Report and the in-
ternal rates of return estimated by the Norton and Ganoza study for 
NI~P's National Programs for the first semester of 1985, doubtless con-
tributed to the fact that the headof the Institute used them in July, 1985, 
to achieve the Bicameral Commission on Budget and Permanent Credit's 
and the Permanent Congressional Commission's approval for two supple-
mentary credits for the AID and World Bank Investment.Projects for s sum 
of nearly 90 billion soles, or $7.5 million dollars, at that time. 
However, with respect to assignment of resources within the Institute, 
there is no available information about the u·se of the results of fol~ow­
up and ·evaluatibn· stud:ies, reports and activities. ·cei:hg used, or at least 
in the propation tr~t would theoretically allow for the optimum use 
of economic and social resources. From the theoretical point of view, 
a higher rate of return is an indication that the activites which have pro-
duced it would also generate the greatest social and economic returns. 
But at the same time, it also means that to date the institution has been 
investing below the optimum social and economic level in research. 
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1.3 Research Aiministration and Limiting Factors 
To date, it cannot be affirmed that the evaluation reports and studies 
have contributed to or have been fully used for the administration of 
agricultural research in the NIARP. Potentially, , the conditions for 
using the results of evaluations studies as input exist. However, it would 
require more detailled and elaborate information in order to ensure great-
er confidence in decision-making as to administration and guidance of hu-
man, ppysical and financial resources ( and genetic resources in tae case 
of a research institution), .. and; their assignation by programs and 
by regions. Obviously, more information and studies are needed. In par-
ticular, there are many expectations as to the: monitbri:pg or follow-up 
system for research experiments and projects, since it could be a useful 
tool for improving the administrative efficiency of research 
There are some limitations that have affected both the application of 
follow-up and evaluation methodologies and the use of the results. 
The following may be mentioned: 1) The initiation of the follow-up in-
formation system for experiments and projects forming part of the Nation-
al Agricultural Research Plan was difficult at first, probably because 
of the lack of experience in defining the method(s) most adequate for 
the objectives. After a long period of research and study, using and 
adapting models used by other similar institutions in Latin America, 
especially from the Brazilian Enterprise for Agricultural Research, the 
difficulties were solved and the system was finally implemented in July,1985. 
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There were also some initial difficulties with respect to the computer 
system - the most adequate hardwxre and software for the follow-up sys-
tem - and and trained personnel for programming, processing and execution, 
both in the central office and in the ARPCs. These difficulties were 
also solved during 1984 and 1985 by training personnel in biometry and 
quantitative methods, by hiring necessary personnel in specific areas 
and by acquiring the equipment necessary for the central office and branch 
offices, and the purchase and/or development of appropriate software. 
2) In the Follow-up and Evaluation Unit of the World Bank Project, there 
were also some difficulties, especially with respect to the amount and 
timing of the financial respurces needed for the Unit's operation and for 
carrying out its studies. 3) It is estimated that the greatest diffi-
culties found in the application of the evaluation methodology by means 
of economic excess and for the calculation of the internal rate of return 
on investments in research and extension made by the NIARP were related 
to data collection. This is especially true in the case of secondary da-
ta, since up-to-date information was not available on price-elasticity 
values for demand and income elasticity of demand for rice, corn, beans, 
potatoes and wheat. This made it necessary to use information from 1972 
on elasticity of spending 
the other data indirectly. 
and money flexibility in order to calculate 
4) Another factor that has also limited the 
use of the results of evaluation studies has been the lack of training 
among personnen and the lack or poor timing of financial resources in or-
der to define and execute an aggressive institutional policy of public 
relations for the dissemination of research results. 5) Finally, but 
no less important, it is estimated that a general limitation that affects 
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both the application of follow-up and evaluation methods and the evalua-
tion of research with respect to thA u3e of research results has been, 
and still is the salary structure, the low general salary level and a 
general lack of training of personnel working in these areas, 
2,Use of the Results of External Evaluation Studies 
The "institutional users" of the external evaluation studies are the 
NIARP and the institutions that provide financing (loans or donations) 
for its investment projects. All of the external evaluation missions 
that have visited the NIARP have always found the doors open for avail-
able written material and in mapy cases thay have obtained verbal infor-
mation through interviews. The National Institute has always been open 
to all constructive criticism from the Missions and the recommendations 
are always seriously considered for later implementation, since they 
are made by experts in administration and institutional development of 
agricultural research and extension agencies. 
To date, most of the recommendations made by the external evaluation 
missions have been accepted and implemented, ~equently, the implemen-
tation of the recommendations is not done word for word, but are adapted 
to the characteristics and idiosyncracies of the Institute as human, 
physical, financtal resources and time permit. Therefore, it may be 
concluded that, in general, the external evaluation missions that have 
visited the 1HARP in the last two years have contributed decidedly to 
strengthening the institution from the standpoint of its internal admini-
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strative structure and to improving its image. With respect to this last 
point, the recommendations made by the mission reports, because of their 
neutral character, constructive and favoring no side in particular, have 
served as a "vote of confidence" for the development of the projects 
and NationalPrograms, but, more importantly, they have strongly backed 
the strategic and political importance of the institutional model and 
the enormous potential for benefits which can be derived from strengthen-
ing and developing the most important acti~ies. The conclusions and 
recommendations of the external evaluation missions have also been used 
by the Institute authorities to promote and project a better image in the 
national public sector in general and in the public part of the agricul-
tural sector in particular, seeking the political support and financial 
backing needed to strengthen and develop the Institute. 
However, some factor have limited the full use of the results of external 
evaluations. But in general, they have been exogenous factors. For ex-
ample,the changes made in administration and national economic policy 
(over which neither NIARP nor.,the institutions which finance its invest-
ment projects have control) have thus far impeded the approval and im-
plementation of the second stage of the REE Project, which was planned 
for implementation between 1987 and 1991. 
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In this section, same suggestions and recommendation are presented, with 
which it is hoped that nat only will the present methods of evaluation 
of agircultural research be improved, b~ that they will also improve 
institutional relations with ather organizations that are also interest-
ed in agricultural development and especially in evaluation of agricultur-
al research activities. 
~. Internal Evaluation 
1) Accelerate the process of implantation of the fallow-up or monitor-
ing information system far agricultural research, in order~ verify its 
efficiency and to perfect it by successive approximations through time. 
It is suggested that the system should be implemented three times yearly, 
at the end of ~ebrary, June and October of each year. Once the system 
is perfected, it shou~d be afficialized and approved as the only fallow-
up system far information and the evaluation of agricultural research in 
the NIARP, using the most convenient legal methods to real this goal. 
The other mechanisms which were reported in Section III are stiil valid, 
but they do not have the periodicity, flexibility nor the versatility 
of tffi,system implanted in July, 1985. 
2) It is understood that the Follow-up and Evaluation. Unit, including 
its structure, human and financial resources and its program of activities, 
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exist as the result of an agreement betweentte government of Peru and the 
World Bank, which was signed in 1982, as part of a financing agreement 
of an investment project. It cannot be known whethar the follow-up and 
evaluation activities of the Unit duplicate activities carried out in 
other NIARP dependencies. But the situation would doubtlessly improve, 
ifit ;were suggested to the World Bank that the idea is not to create 
new struct·u:res, but to strengthen existing ones. The ideal would be to 
integrate the stucture of the ~allow-up and Evaluation Unit, including 
its resources and program of activities, into the Office of Agroeconomy 
and Rural Commercialization, thereby strengthening the institutional struc-
ture and also indirectly reinforcing the National Agro'economic Program. 
3) As part of the overall concept of follow-up and evaluation, a new me-
chanism, the formulation of an Annual (or Final ) Report for each project, 
should be introduced. The same format may be used for the Annual Report 
as for the Final Report. The Annual Report Form shpuld be presented for 
those projects stlrr underway and the Final Report Form for projects that 
have ended or have been canceled, The objective of the Annual Report is 
to receive and evaluate information on the flow of acti'llil::.ies planned for 
the project, from its initiation to the date of presen of the Re -
port. Other characteristics of the Annual Report should be: a) It should 
be presented in the annual evaluation meetings for research projects; 
b) It should be accumulative in nature. For example, if a research pro-
ject has been underway for two years, the report should include informa-
tion on activities for both years; c) It should present partial results 
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of the project, using graphs, figures and tables to facilitate the pre-
sentation whenever necessary. Also, it should discuss ~he results obtain-
ed and their relationships with the project objectives. For those projects 
which have not yet produced results, the researcher should offer comments 
on the possibilities of obtaining satisfactory results in the future; d) 
The Annual Report should also relate project activities in the area of 
technology dissemination which has actually taken place, mentioning what 
information was given, how, when and to which target group; e) According 
to technical norms, the Report should also present a list of the publi-
cations produced as a consequence of the project; f) The Annual Report 
also is a means of registering the alterations which have occurred in the 
original project formulated. All changes should be registered accumula-
tivelv. They might refer to the project location, its experimental de-
sign, deadlines, equipment, strategies, costs, etc., but there should be 
no modifications with respect to title, prob:lem, objectives or hypothesis 
of the original project; g) on the information or observations re-
sulting ~nom the research project, the Annual Report should mention other 
research projects that could be conducted as a complement to the project, 
or other areas of interest for research. 
The ~inal Report should also be presented in the meeting for project 
elaboration, or on the date given for the finalization of the project, 
accoraing to the original project format. In the case of finished 
projects, the objective of the Report is to give a formal end to 
the activity, removing it from the National Research Plan. In the case 
of cancelled projects, it is also1mportant that there be a Final Report , 
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in order that the Institute's adminitration have sufficient knowledge and 
elements of judgement to know why the project was cancelled and to take 
corrective measures for the future. The minimum content of the Final Re-
port should be the following, with the specificied charactertistics: a) 
With respect to the results, conclusions and recommendations, the Final 
Report should refer to the problem, objectives, hypothesis and methodology 
of the original project. It should describe the data obtained, using 
charts, figures and graphics, according to needs. It should discuss the 
results obtained by the project and the relation to the objectives. It 
should also present final conclus1ons on the research done. The project 
conclusions and recommendations should be written clearly and precisely, 
but it should also be clear that the presentation of the Final Report for 
a project does not exclude the possibility nor remove the researcher's 
responsibility of producing a technical publication of the research car-
ried out; b)_ The Final Report should also list the dissemination of tech-
nology actually carried out,mentioning the activity, how, where and to 
whom the information was given; C) Hith respect to publications,the Fi-
nal Report should also list all of the publications generated froM-the 
research results obtained, according to the respective technical norms. 
4) ~s part of the concept of follow-np and evaluation of agricultural 
research, the Institute should also introduce the concept od a "Tech-
nology BanK•, for all new technology generated. This concept simply im-
plied maintaining an updated technological invesntory. It can really 
be useful, not only for researchers, but also for extension agents, so-
cial scientists,·Aconomusts and Institute authorities, as well as other 
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si~lar public or private institutio~s, farmers associations, individual 
farmers, etc. The main objective of the Technology Bank is to inform the 
target groups mentioned and the public in general of what has already been 
produced in terms of agricultural technology. Internally, and for the 
benefit of the Institute, and for other public and private institutions 
for agricultural research, the system will be used to prevent duplication 
or repetition, since it can inform as to what Das already been produced, 
who produced it, how, where and when the technologies were generated. In 
additbn, it is also important to know what has not yet been produced in 
agricultural technologies for each crop, National Program, region, etc. 
The system should be computerized and thus needs an ad-hoc form for col-
lecting information. There should also be an established annual periodic-
ity for collection and publication of information. 
5) Continue with the necessary support for the normal activities of the 
Socio-economic Evaluation of Research and Extension in Peru, part of the .. National 
Agroeconomic Program, financed by AID. The institutional support neces-
sary should come from both NIARP and AID, and its continuity depends on 
the approval and financing of the second stage of the Investment Project 
for Agricultural Research, Educationand Extension, planned for the 1987-
1991 period. This effort should be concentrated, in order to finish the 
lineal program analysis that has already begun, in order to examine the 
influence of new technologies on possible crop combinations, income varia-
tions and ~~e demand for credit, labor, water and other resources, as well 
as the effect of price policies:fb: resources and products on the adoption 
of new technologies. Another component of the project that needs to be 
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finished ill the estimation of response functions for individual crops, 
using experimental .data, in order to exa.rnine the production responses at 
different levels of rE•E01JYC:Ps, usil:g lJ:v: or old technologies. t,lso, ef-
forts must be r11a<ie to obtain data on temporal series for agricultural pro-
duction and resources in Peru, in order to carry out the study of an 
aggregate production function or an analysis of the profit ffunction, 
in order to evaluate the relative contribution or research, extension and 
education to agricultural production in Peru. This project would also 
estimate the influence of agricultural research, extension and education 
on the demand for resources and on scale returns. Thus, for example, this 
study could verify the impact of research, extension and education not 
only on product supply,but also on the demand for labor, mechinery, fer-
tilizers, energy and other resources. In addition, the study could also 
compare the contribution of product and resource prices ( and other fixed 
factors, such as the size of the production unit, the intensity of irri-
gation, capitalization of the production unit, and agricultural credit) 
for the same variables mentioned previously. Finally, the calculations 
necessary for an analysis of congruence and excess product for consumer 
and producer could be carried out, leading to the recommendations for the 
NIARP for decision-making with respect to the present and future assign-
ment of resources to research and extension. In this way, the Socio-
economic Evaluation of Agricultural Research and Extension Project would 
produce a high technical, economic and political pay-off, since its re-
sults would obviously contrinute to improving and increasing the amount 
and timing of financial resources provided the Institute. It would also 
assist in perfecting the mechanisms for assigning financial resources for 
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research and extension within the Instjtute. 
6) It is highly recommended that institutional coordination between the 
NIARP and the Agrarian Bank of Peru improve; to achieve this, it is only 
necessary to put into full effect the presently existing agreement between 
to the agencies. In the specific case of evaluation of research results, 
coordination would refer to installing in the Bank's microcomputers the 
existing software of the NIARP's NationalAgroeconomic Program for the 
analysis and ex-ante evaluation of new technology. Specifically, we re-
fer to the convenience of installing in the branch office and agencies of 
the Agrarian Bank of Peru the PROCIN, SPSS, CAPAT and MULBUD programs, 
as well as training Bank technicians and experts,_· so. that when the farm-
er goes to the Bank to seek credit, the Bank may have some idea as to the 
yield and risks involved in the loan requested, as well as those related 
to the adoption of new technologies. Natu:r.-ally, the Bank will also be in-
terested in knowing~ priori the probability of recuperating the loan 
requested. This improved coordination with the Agrarian Bank would al-
low for excellent feedback on agricu]ural research programs and projects 
undertaken bu the NIARP. 
It is also necessary to recommend an imp:roved degree of coordination 
with the National Agrarian University and other, especially the Pacific 
University •. The objectives of improved coordination are: a) Training of 
technical personnel of the NationalAgroeconomic Program and the Office 
of Agroeconomics and Rural Commercialization at the NIARP; b) Utilization 
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of the capacity installed in the University, with respect to quality of 
teaching staff, library and computer center and ~vailability of graduate 
students to make research evaluation studies;c) Evaluate, frcrm the social 
and e~onomic standpoints, research results obtained by the National Agrari-
an University and the regional universities with colleges of AgDbulture. 
By reaching these objectives, contributions will be made to the improved 
feedback ' the agricultural research system in Peru needs to become 
more efficient. 
8) Establish or improve Cooperation Agreements with other agricultural 
research institutions, both public and private, such as the Veterinary 
Institute for Tropical and Highland Research, the Institute for Research 
in the Peruvian Amazon, the New Technical and Social Strategy, the Greater 
Canete Valley Rural Institute, the Foundation~r Cotton Development, such 
that the research results obtained by these institutions can be evaluated 
from the social and economic point of view with the help of the NIARP's 
National Agroeconomic Program. 
9) Finally, recommend to the NIARP dissemination media tnat the results, 
conclusions and recommendations of the Norton and Ganoza study be made 
widely known. 
B. External Evaluation 
1)A high authority in the NIARP or the Ministry of Agriculture, preferably 
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at the level of Executive Director, should be included among the members 
of the external evaluation missions. With this, various objectives 
would be achieved, among which the following should be noted: a) the 
Mission would have one reliable member who has a deep knowledge of the 
institution and its probelms, and can function as a perman~nt source 
of information for the other team members, as well as acting as the 
national representath:e; b)involve the national institution with the 
objectives, methodology, conclusions and recommendations of the mission; 
c) as a consequence of the first two objectives, the adoption of the 
mission recommendations be the institution being evaluated would be im-
proved, The greater portion of the recommendations which have been 
goven by external evaluation missions thus far have been more specifical-
ly directed to the institutions that finance the project or provide te.::::h-
nical assistance, than to the national institution itself. But even in 
the case when the recommednations are directed toward the national in-
stitution, there is the feeling among its auth~rities that the recommen-
dations have come from a team that does not necessarily have the appro-
priate internal political support, By including a director of the insti-
tution on the evaluation team, this problem could be solved. 
2) Related to the previous recommendation, it is also necessary to sug-
gest a better "political preparation" for the evaluation mission be-
fore its trip. Thus, the institutions WHich provide financial and techni-
cal assistance and the NIARP itself should begin an~ priori campaign in 
the upper levels of the Ministry of Agriculture and the Ministry of Eco-
nomics and Finance, with respect to the importance of the mission, the 
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capacities of its members, the importance of its conclusions and recommen-
dations for farmers, for cansumers and for the agricultural sector.in 
general and national agricultural economic in particular. In o~her words, 
firm political backing is sought for the mission before it arrives. The 
ideal situation would officialize this support through a Min~stry Resolu-
tion, or even better, a Supreme Resolution. 
3) It is also necessary to recommend, officialize and prioritize the prin-
cipal conclusions and recommendations resulting from the external evalua-
tion mission's report, especially those affecting the national institution. 
This officialization should be carried out by Departmental or Ministry 
Resolutions, depending on the case, such that the mission's recommendations 
are formally and legally approved, having all institutional and political 
support necessary to promote their rapid implementation. 
4) Among the team members of the external evaluatian mission, there 
should be at least one ,L~tir. American expert from a similar agricultural 
research or extension institution in Latin America, or from the Interameri-
can Institute for Agricultural Cooperation. Many times the problems in 
the agricultural research and extnsion environment in Latin America are 
more similar to those seen in other latin American countries than in the 
United States or any European country and the solution found in some 
Latin American country for a specific problem may be the most viable and 
most rapid solution in the·country receiving the evaluation mission. 
5) The external evaluation missions should adopt the]ecommendations of 
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Norton and Ganoza study with respect to the most important directions, 
content, procedures and aspects of research organization, which should 
be considered by any external evaluation mission when reviewing the nation-
al research system (See Appendix 11). With relation to the content and 
procedures, Norton suggests that any review of natiozlal agricultural re-
search should consider the folowing: a) the criteria on which the evalua-
tion of the components of the agricultural research system is based; b) 
analysis of institutiona~ objectives, goals and prioritities; c) anaysis 
of institutional organization and its capacity for conducting and develop-
ing agricultural research programs; d) aspects of institutional 3-dmini-
stration, including planning, implementation and monitoring; e) analys].s 
of the group of institutional relations, both in the horizontal and ver-
tical direct~ons; f) deep analysis of the number and quality of present 
research programs; g) whenever possible, quantitative evaluation of the 
impact of research programs on production, distribution of bensfits, em-
ployment, nutrition,etc.; h) evaluation of the present and future needs 
of the institution with respect to the number and scope of research pro-
grams, its organization, facilities for administration, training, finan-
cing, etc. Finally, for the success of the Mission, Norton also re-
commends the inclusion of the following aspects: a) relations between the 
national research system and the International Centers for Agricultural 
Cooperation; b) the measure or priority in which the national research 
system should adopt research methods on production systems; c) the need 
to have a theory which orients the manner in which the national research 
systems should finction, recognizing historical, -cultural,. .climactic, 
topographic, size, political and economic differences, as well as the long-
term nature of agricultural research programs. 
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